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SEAL CULLING IN SCOTLAND

GUIDANCE NOTE

SEALS

The question of killing seals is one on which feelings tend to run high -
there are those who say that it is wrong to kill such creatures in any
circumst an ces,  an d there  are  those who see seals as yet one mo re  hazard
affecting their livelihood.

CANADIAN/EC ACTION

The re  has been particular  an d widesp re ad concern about the Can adian  hunt
of harp  an d hooded seals  an d the method of killing, by clubbing to death.
Allied  to this has been a measu re  of uncertainty about the pre cise size  an d
population dynamics of the hooded seal,  an d to a lesser extent, the harp seal.
It is these factors which have led the EC - the UK  an d her partners - to
p ro pose a ban  on the import of pelts fro m harp  an d hooded seal pups.

GREY SEAL IVLANAGEMENT IN SCOTLAND

In Scotlan d tha main question has been the killing of gre y seals. The re  is
no doubt that the gre y seal population in Scottish waters is incre asing -
probably at 3 - 4 per cent a year. For example, in  1-963 when action was
re commended by the Consultative Committee on Gre y Seals  an d Fisheries to
re duce the gre y seal population by a quarter there  we re  some 29,000 seals.
In 1977 when there  was a pl an  to  re duce their  numbers  by about  Y3  the re  we re
50,000. Now there are over 70,000.

The main question is whether  re ducing the gre y seal population would have a
sign ifican t effect on the quan tities  an d catches of fish on which our fishermen
depend for a living. This Government has attached a good deal of import an ce to
seeking to ensu re  that  an y man agement plan , (eg to contain seal numbers) is
scientifically  based. We have, there fore , held  re gular meetings with fisheries
an d conservation intere sts. We have also commissioned a three-year  re search
programme with the Sea Mammal Research Unit of the Natural Envi ro nment Research
Council. This is desi gn ed to get mo re  detailed information on seal diet, the
extent of seal movement,  an d the impact of seals on local fisheries. It is the
Government's intention that the  re sults  an d methodology of the  re search will be
made available to the fisheries  an d conservation intere sts for discussion befo re

an y decisions are  taken.

In the mean time  an  annual pup hunt is authorized to let a limited number of
largely Orkney  and other islan d-based people take gre y seal pups. A quota is
set in the light of scientific advice which will enable the local population to
rise. Licences to kill seal pups contain conditions, eg that they be shot by
a specified kind of gun. The Orkney operation is witnessed by DAFS Fisheries
Inspectors with facilities offe re d to the SSPCA  and, in 1982 for the first time,
to a  re p re sentative of certain conservation bodies. All we re  satisfied that the
operation was carried out hum an ely. Comparisons with the Canadian  hunt are
misleading.
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CONCLUSION

The re  is no question of the Government allowing the grey seal population to
be put at risk nor of allowing culling or the management of the seal
population to be conducted in  an  inhumane way. We shall make available
scientific evidence  an d hope that practical  an d informed discussion will
ensue leading to a scientific and logical management pl an .

Conservative Research Department 26.5.'83
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EFFECT OF NEW STATUTORY SICK PAY SCHEME ON EMPLOYERS

Question

Will small businesses be out of pocket because they will have to
pay National Insurance Contributions on the sick pay benefit they
pay to their employees ?

Su ested Answer

All those consulted accepted and welcomed the principle underlying
the new statutory sick pay scheme - namely that sick pay should be
brought into tax.

Contrary  to the assertion now being made, there was never any
intention to impose a hidden tax on employers. The April 1980
Green Paper stated specifically that the employer would deduct and
remit tax and national insurance contributions from sick pay. The
employers who already operate some form of sick pay scheme will not
suffer any further burden from having to pay NI contributions, and
in many cases will be better off. For the small businesses which
did not previously operate their own scheme, the maximum loss that
could arise is under £5.00 for each week of sickness absence, or
less when the fact that that money is tax-deductible for the business
is taken into account. The administrative cost of setting up a
special system of employee-only contributions would certainly
outweigh the £3- £5 gain if employers NI contributions were exempted.

Background

Nearly  90%  of all employees are already covered by some form of
occupational sick pay scheme. This was payable in addition to State
sickness  benefits, resulting in over half the workforce - who
received full pay from the employers when sick - earning more when
sick than at work, and in unnecessary duplication of effort between
State and employer

The Government fully responded to the wishes of employers on how they
should be compensated by providing that the full amount of sick pay
could be deducted by employers from their monthly NI and PAYE
contributions.

Conservative Research Department 26.5.83

Printed and Published by Conservative Central Office
32, Smith Square, London SW1
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ISRAEL

S

Question

What is the attitude of the Conservative Party towards Israel's
right to secure borders?

Su ested Answer

In the words of the Prime Minister:

"The fundamental principle of Israeli policy is the security
of the state of Israel. We - and not just Brit - .in but all
the members of the European Community - are equally committed
to that principle. Our resolve that Israel should live in
security and peace will not weaken. It is indispensable to
our approach to the problems of the area" (London, 15th December
1981).

The Foreign Secretary stated more recently that Israel:

"has a right to live in peace and security behind recognised
borders. This is what all concerned on the Arab side have to
accept. This is what we constantly press them to accept"
(Speech to Jewish leaders of the Commonwealth, 30th November
1982).

Background

See also Question  of Policy No. 168

Question

Will the Conservative Party, if returned to power, return the
British Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem?

S Suggested Answer

The Government has no plans to do this. The status cf Jerusalem
has been in question for many years. It would not be appropriate
to move the British Embassy, until the status of Jerusalem has
been settled by international agreement.

26th May 1983
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OFFICIAL SECRETS

Question

Would you support the abolition of section 2 of the Official
Secrets Act and its replacement by a Freedom of Information
Act,

Answer

We do in principle favour fresh legislation to replace section 2
of the Official Secrets Act. However there is no general agreement
either in Parliament or the country as a whole about what should
replace  it. We are not in favour of creating a statutory right
of access to official papers and records through a freedom of
information act because:

i) it would erode and undermine our traditional parliamentary
system, damaging the twin principles of ministerial
responsibility (under the Crown) and ministerial
accountability to Parliament.

ii) it would put at risk the confidentiality that must be
preserved by ministers and the civil. servants who work
for them if good government is to be provided;

iii) it would involve the courts in highly controversial
matters in ways that would almost certainly create
severe constitutional problems for both Parliament and
the judiciary;

iv) it would mean an increase in bureaucracy, a profusion of
new record  offices and a substantial additional burden
on public funds.

In our view, the scrutiny and analysis of official information
is best conducted in Parliament. Members of Parliament are now
able to carry out that task much more effectively than ever
before as a result of the establishment under this Government
of a new, comprehensive Select Committee System, through which
the actions of all the principal government departments are kept
under constant scrutiny.

Background

1. Section 2 of the Official Secrets Act covers all official
information, whatever its nature. In 1972 the Franks
Committee recommended its replacement by new legislation
which would protect a more limited range of information.
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2. In 1979 the Government introduced a Protection of Official
Information Bill, based broadly on the Franks Report.
It would have protected information relating to: defence,
essential national interests in foreign affairs, security,
intelligence and a number of specific matters concerned
with protection of the  realm.  The Bill obtained a Second
Reading in the Lords but attracted considerable criticism
in Parliament and the press, particularly because of the
blanket protection given to information relating to security
and intelligence (issues which were then very much in the public
mind as a result of the Blunt scandal). It was eventually
decided that the Bill should be withdrawn.

3. In the absence of general agreement on the character of fresh
legislation, the Government has concentrated on making the
conduct of administration more open and accountable by
providing an enormous body of information to Parliament.
It has set new standards of frankness and openness in its
dealings with the House. As Mr Barne Ha hoe has said:

'The Government's record on providing information
has been extremely good ... The development of the
Select Co mmittee system has been carried through
in tune and in harmony with our parliamentary
traditions. It buttresses rather than undermines
the principle of ministerial accountability. It
reinforces parliament and makes parliamentary
scrutiny more effective' (Hansard, 6th February 1981,
Col.555).

0

4. In February 1981 a Labour M.P. introduced a Freedom of
Information Bill, but it failed to secure a Second Reading.

Conservative Research Department 27.5.83
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SPASTICS

Question A What will we do on han dic  re vention?

Su ested answer

The Government  re cognises the import an ce of prevention,pnd health education to
combat h an dicap. This year the Government are giving over £9 million to the
Health Education Council. The Government has sought agre ements with the tobacco
industry on publicising the health hazards involved in smoking, particularly
in p re gnan cy, on  re straining the mo re  obtrusive forms of ciga re tte advertising

an d on the establishment of the Health Pro motion Research Trust. Extra  re sources
have also  been made available by the Government to Action on Smoking  an d Health.
The Government will continue to emphasise the import an ce of pre vention  an d health
education

Question B What will we do about  ro vidin  re sources  an d monitorin the
lementation  of  the 1981 Education Act so far as the disabled

is concerned and ensurin han dic ed children  re ceive their le al
ri t to education u to 19?

9

Su ested  an swer

See Question of Policy No

Question C What is our Part  's view on a com  re hensive income and allowance
and how would such a scheme be financed?  Would our Fart end the
discrimination ainst married women on ICA  and HNCIP"?

Su ested answer

This Government has  an  outst an ding  re cord of support for the disabled  an d
handicapped. Expenditu re  on cash benefits to the disabled is 21 per cent higher
than  under Labour in  re al terms. We certainly w an t to see the system of
administration of benefits  an d allowances simplified; but a comp re r_ensive cash
benefit for the disabled would be extremely expensive.

The Government  re cognises the household duties test is much  re sented. The
Conservative Government promised  an d has put into effect, a  re view to find ways of
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overcoming this pro blem including a study of practice abro ad .  We are still
waiting for the outcome of the official report .  Although we are  determined to
find a solution those who pre ss for  an  immediate chan ge have to recognise the
cost of abolishing  it is £275m.1t would cost a further-£60m net to extend
Invaltd Care Allow an ce to married women. We have alre ady extended the benefit
to non- re latives benefitting some 2,000 non-relatives and we would like to
extend  it to  married women when  re sources allow.

Question D What is our Part 's view of the futu re  of the disabled uota scheme?
How could it be effectivel enforced? Do we believe that ositive
incentives to e  lo  ers mi t hel disabled eo le in findin
employment?

Su ested  an swer

Following a review of the statutory quota scheme by the M an power Services
• Commission which is responsible for its operation, the Government announced its

decision to  re tain the scheme for the time being. However the MSC was asked at the
same  time to consider within the framework of the existing legislation the
suggestions put forward by the Select Committee on Employment  an d others for
impro ving the effectiveness of the existing scheme.

Background

The Statutory Quota scheme was established by the 1944 Disabled Person (Employment)
Act. It has been  re gulated by the M an power Services Commission since  1976.  The
Act requi re s employers with over 20 employees to employ at least 3 per cent of
registe re d disabled people.

Question E What is our Part 's view on mo re  resources  an d effective
lementation of the CSDP Act?

(0
Su ested answer

We have always supported the principles of the Chronically Sick  an d Disabled

Pensions Act 1970. However it is up to local authorities to assess priorities within
their statutory functions  an d with the  re sources available to determine the level
of services accordingly.

Question F What is our Part 's view on anti-discrimination le illation?
How do we think further inte ration could be romoted?

Su ested  an swer

The Minister for Social Security (with special  re sponsibility for the disabled)
Mr Hugh Rossi during a Parliamentary debate on the Disablement (Pro hibition of
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Unjustifiable Discrimination  Bill) defined Government policy as having "no truck with
discrimination ,  but concentrates on the promotion  an d integration of disabled
people. That appro ach acknowledges that serious problems still exist  an d that,
while public aware ness of the problem is incre asing ,  there is still much to be
done thro ugh education  an d persuasion  so that  people may be judged  by their
abilities,  rather than  by their  disabilities.

I believe that our appro ach builds on the fundamental goals of the IYDP
(International Year of Disabled People), which we re  to promote integration  an d
participation. That has been,  an d will continue to be, the cornerstone of
Gove rn ment policy" (Han sard, 11th February 1983, Col 1281).

Question G Would we su ort moves to end the finan cial burden of VAT on charities?

Su ested  an swer

The Government has given a gre at deal of consideration to gran ting charities VAT
relief on their purchases. The Government firmly believes in pro viding support
for the voluntary sector in general,  an d charities in particular;  an d the
greatest care  has been taken to see whether or not a practical way forward on this
issue could be found. But the Government's conclusions are that a VAT refund
scheme would be expensive to operate  an d indiscriminate in its effects.  After
exhaustive study the obstacles have been shown to be insuperable.

Conservative Research Department 25 May 1983

Printed  an d Published by Conservative Central Office
32 Smith Square, London  SW-1
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CAMDEN GROUP OF AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

QUESTIONNAIRE ON 'POLITICAL KILLINGS BY GOVERNMENTS'

Question 1

Do you know what Britain provides in the way of military, security
or police (MSP) training and equipment to governments responsible
for political killings? Do you know whether these transfers are
used by repressive security forces to increase their capacity for
murder?

Suggested Answer

It is not the practice of the Government to provide information
on individual arms contracts. Accordingly, it  is  not possible
to answer such questions. However, I am naturally strongly
opposed to political killings. All arms sales require export
licences. A licence would not be issued for the export of equip-
ment to countries with bad records on human rights in cases where
in the Government's view such equipment was likely to be used for
internal repression.

Question 2

Do you agree that (i) the responsibility for equipment and training
provided to repressive regimes should be subject to parliamentary
control? (ii) MPs should be told what equipment and training
Britain is providing, and to which governments; and that Parliament
must decide on the basis of full information, what may be exported
and to which countries and security agencies?

Suggested Answer

I am perfectly satisfied with the existing arrangements.

0 Question 3

If elected on 9th June, will you be prepared to take action in
Parliament to press for full parliamentary control over MSP transfers
to repressive regimes?

Suggested Answer

See previous answer.

Background

We support the sale of arms abroad unless there are compelling
reasons for not doing so. Apcrt from the obvious commercial
benefits, the supply of arms (and other forms of military assistance)

is often an important element in promoting security and regional
stability. It helps sustain existing political friendships and
create new ones. It is relevant that the Soviet Union is only too
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ready to use arms supply to gain influence to our disadvantage.
At the same time, we do not allow the indiscriminate export of
arms. All sales require export licences. These are judged
against various criteria, including the possibility of the use
of arms for internal repression in countries with poor human
rights records.

0

it
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PROFESSIONALASSOCIATIONOFTEACHERS

Questions for Parliamentary Candidates

Question 1

What objections are there to the proposition that a trade union

should be required to ballot its members before embarking upon

industrial action.

Suggested Answer
----------------

This issue was discussed at length in the Government's Green Paper

on Trade Union Reform. As that document acknowledged, such a

requirement does present some practical difficulties. However, we

feel very strongly that it is extremely important that employees

who are asked to take part in strike action, are fully consulted

beforehand by union leaders. For that reason we make clear in our
Manifesto that we intend to curb the legal immunity of unions to

call  strikes without the prior approval of those concerned through

a fair and secret ballot.

Question -2

What measures do you propose which would mean teachers and their

employers working together in such a way as to make disruption of

schools a thing of the past.

Suggested Answer
----------------

Conservatives have always taken the view that disruption of schools

will become a 'thing of the past' only when teachers are both

regarded by their employers as, and regard themselves as, members of

a profession. We shall do our utmost to ensure that this attitude

is adopted wherever it is now absent.

it

Question-3

Would you support the view that the teaching profession should take

responsibility for its own condition? If not,  why  not? If yes, would

you support the creation of a General Teaching Council?

Suggested Answer
----------------

The Conservative Party fully supports the view that teachers, like

the members of any other profession, should take responsibility for

their own condition. To take such responsibility is one of the duties -

and joys - of being a professional. The idea of a General Teaching

Council deserves very serious consideration. We shall want to

consult widely on this issue after the election.

Question -4

Are you prepared to recognise and listen to organisations holding

views with which you disagree?

Suggested Answer

Yes, as long as they are not engaged in the subversion of lawful

authority.
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MENCAP QUESTIONNAIRE
--------------------

1. Question

C06

Will your Party commit itself to make the provision of better

services for mentally handicapped people in education, in health and

personal social services in employment and housing an officially

declared priority?

Suggested Answer

It has been - and will continue to be - our priority to provide better
quality health services. We do not believe that is necessarily

only achieved by increasing levels of expenditure even though

Health Service spending has been increased by over 17 per cent

between 1978-9 and 1983-4. Ministers have made the provision of care

for mentally handicapped and mentally ill people a specific priority.

Question

If the answer is in the affirmative how will the financial resources
be provided to translate this intention into reality?

Suggested Answer
----------------

It is not sufficient simply to declare that more resources should be

provided. It is essential to build the strong wealth-creating

industrial and commercial base that makes spending possible. To do
this we intend to continue the successful economic policies of the

last four years, policies which have made it possible to increase

Health Service resources significantly and at the same time to control

inflation.

3. Question

Will your  Party advocate that relevant authorities should be under a

statutory duty to provide these services, without cost to the client,

and support the passing of appropriate legislation where this is

necessary?

Suggested Answer
----------------

No. Our policy is to encourage the greatest flexibility in the

provision of services - and to provide them in a manner which best

suits each individual in need. Rigid statutory frameworks are not

the best way to achieve this. We are seeking to promote closer

partnership between statutory, voluntary and family support. We

have made more flexible the regulations under which resources can be

transferred from the Health Service to local authority budgets to

care for individuals in the community.
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MENCAP QUESTIONNAIRE
--------------------

4. Question

Will your Party commit itself to the introduction of a general

disability payment which would provide all disabled and handicapped

people by right with a basic income to compensate them for the
additional  expenses  they have on account of their special needs,

replacing the present confusing, complicated and often unfair system

of allowances and concessions?

Suggested Answer
----------------

This Government has an outstanding record of support for the disabled

and handicapped. Expenditure on cash benefits for the disabled and
long-term sick has been raised by 21 per cent in real terms. We
certainly want to see the system of administration of benefits and
allowances simplified. But a coherent cash benefit for the disabled
as has been suggested would cost between £3 and £4 billion. Resources

on that scale are not available.

Question

Will your Party commit itself to either exempt organisations like

MENCAP from Value Added Tax as for instance, local authorities are

exempted, or introduce other measures which would relieve these

organisations from this burden?

Suggested Answer
----------------

The Government has given a great deal of consideration to granting

charities VAT relief on their purchases. The Government firmly
believes in providing support for the voluntary sector in general,
and charities in particular, and the greatest care has been taken

to see whether or not a practical way forward on this issue could
be found. But the Government's conclusions are that a VAT refund
scheme would be expensive to operate and indiscriminate in its

effects. After exhaustive study the obstacles have been shown to
be insuperable.

0

Question

Will your Party appoint a (Shadow) Minister with the sole responsibility
for Disablement and a seat in the (Shadow) Cabinet?

Suggested Answer

No. The Minister of State at the DHSS responsible for the disabled

(Hugh Rossi) has had an outstanding record of success in supporting

the disabled. To create a new Cabinet Minister with a Department to

serve him would simply increase bureaucracy and reduce resources
available for care and support.
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MENCAP QUESTIONNAIRE
--------------------

7. Question

Will your Party press for immediate improvements in the provision of

pre-school facilities for children with mental handicap (answer

also question 2 above)?

Suggested Answer

The Conservative Party has no plans to alter pre-school provision

for children with mental handicap.

B.  Question

Will your Party commit itself to putting into effect the Warnock

Report proposals for better Teacher Training Programmes by providing

the necessary funds?

Suggested Answer
----------------

The Conservative Government has implemented the most important

recommendations of the Warnock Report in its 1981 Education Act. We

are also committed to ensuring that adequate training is given to those

teachers who will be dealing with handicapped children. However,

any claim for special funding must be balanced against the many

other pressing calls on scarce resources.

9. Question

Will your Party commit itself to provide the financial resources to

fully implement the 1981 Education Act?

Suggested Answer
----------------

We are, not surprisingly, committed to the successful implementation

of our own 1961 Education Act. We believe, however, that particular

decisions about the funding required for such implementation are

best  left to Local Authorities.

10.  Question

Will your Party commit itself to make special funds available to

help children and adults with profound and multiple handicap (special

care)?

Suggested Answer

We are certainly concerned about the particular problems referred to

in this question and will consider the best means of providing

assistance in these cases.

11. Question

Will your Party commit itself to direct local education authorities

to fulfil their statutory duty to provide full time education to all

pupils who request it until at least they reach the age of 19?
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Suggested Answer

The Conservative Party does, of course, wish to see Local Education
Authorities fulfilling their statutory duties in this, as in all

other respects. However, under section 99 of the 1944 Education Act

the Secretary of State is not empowered to issue a directive except

where he is satisfied that a particular LEA is failing in its duties.

12. Question

Will your Party commit itself to mandatory legislation to provide free

further education courses for mentally handicapped young people from

the age of 19 if this is requested?

Suggested Answer
----------------

The Conservative Party understands that mentally handicapped people

• may well benefit from education beyond the age of 19. But we believe

that it is for Local Education Authorities to decide how and at

what cost such education should be provided.

13. Question

0

Will your Party commit itself to impose a statutory duty on local

authorities to provide in Adult Training Centres for mentally

handicapped people full time education by the supply of suitably

qualified teachers?

Suggested Answer
----------------

No. Local Education Authorities are at liberty to provide for full-

time education for handicapped people in Adult Training Centres, if

they so wishi and the Conservative Party believes that LEAs should

cooperate with the social services to provide proper facilities for

such handicapped adults. But we do not believe that this is a matter

for legislation.

14. Question

Will your Party commit itself to special programmes and schemes which

would offer mentally handicapped young people equal opportunities for

employment?

Suggested Answer
----------------

If a mentally handicapped person is registered as 'disabled', he will

qualify to be included in the 3yo-quote under the 1944 Disabled Persons

Employment Act.

A mentally handicapped person may also benefit from the Sheltered

employment provided by the Government in Remployfactories or in

Sheltered workshops funded through rate support grantsto local
-------------------
authorities.
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MENCAPQUESTIONNAIRE

15. Question

All Parties seem to agree that long-stay hospitals are unsuitable

for mentally handicapped people and in particular for children and

young people to live in. Will your Party commit itself to shift

these people into the community within 2 years as far as those under

20 years of age are concerned, and those remaining, within the

shortest possible time thereafter?

Suggested Answer
----------------

We do believe that it is right to encourage a shift from hospital

to local community care and to provide support services necessary

to give mentally handicapped people the chance of reaching their full

potential. We launched a major initiative to get long-stay children

out of hospitals into smaller homelike accommodation in 1981. We

are pressing health authorities to make progress with this.

I.  Question

If the answer is in the affirmative, will  your  Party vigorously press

for a co-ordinated programme to enable health, local social services

and voluntary organisations to carry out this transfer with speed

and provide the necessary capital and revenue funds?

Suggested Answer

We made £3  million available in 1983-4 (and plan similar provision

to 1985-6) to help health authorities with special problems to move

children needing health  care  out of hospitals. The response has been

good. A development team is available on request to advise authorities

on their plans for children.

17. Question

Will your Party commit itself to abolish without delay the household

duties test for married women in order to qualify for the non

contributory invalidity pension?

Suggested Answer

Q of P already available.

18. Question

Will your Party commit itself to extending the Invalid Care Allowance

to all  married and cahabiting women?

Suggested Answer

Q of P already available.
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19. Question

The present system of Social Security benefits is unsatisfactory

(see question 4 above) and one of its shortcomings is the low take-

up rate. Even if claimants were aware of their rights - many are
not - wrong and misleading advice is frequently given by DHSS staff.

How will  your  Party overcome this deficiency?

Suggested Answer
----------------

The Conservative Government has vigorously campaigned to improve levels
of take-up benefits. Take-up of attendance allowance and mobility

allowance has notably improved. We welcome that trend. Naturally
we are working to improve the efficiency of staff service to the

public. But ultimately the quality of such service depends on

the individual member of staff himself. Over a longer period we intend

to implement our social security operational strategy which will

invest in the application of advanced new technology to the service

• of the public through local offices. This will not only provide

immediate access to accurate information; by releasing staff from

unnecessary paperwork it will free them to spend more time on the

human side of the job. It will mean more satisfying jobs for staff,

more satisfactory service to the public.

20. Question

Many Housing Association Schemes for small hostels in the community

in which all major capital and revenue costs can be met from standard

sources, cannot be put into effect because of a refusal by Local
Authority or Health Authority to guarantee the comparatively small

amc,nt of topping up finance required. Will your Party support the
automatic topping up by whatever system is most appropriate of hostel

schemes which had received Department of the Environment approval?

Suggested Answer

40
The  resources of individual local authorities will determine their

ability to contribute to these schemes. We are reluctant to introduce

further mandatory obligations for councils, believing that they must

be in the best position to determine local priorities.

Conservative Research Department  26.5.83

Printed and Published by Conservative Central Office

32 Smith Square, London SW1
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ALL-PARTY DISABLEMENT FORUM

Education

1. Question

Will you press for central Government funds to help LEA's
implement the Act properly (eg. for teacher training, access
facilities, support services)?

Su ested Answer

•

We are, not surprisingly, committed to the successful implementation
of our own 1981 Education Act. We believe, however, that particular
decisions about the funding required for such implementation are
best left to Local Authorities.

2. Question

Will you press for legislation on further education to ensure
provision for disabled school leavers?

Su ested Answer

The Conservative Party understands that disabled school-leavers
may well benefit from further education. But we believe that it
is for Local Education Authorities to decide how and at what
cost such education should be provided.

3. Question

When the Youth Training Scheme starts in SeptembEr, will you use
your influence to ensure that disabled young peoi.le receive
adequate training opportunities?

Su ested Answer

I shall certainly attempt to ensure that the Youth Training scheme
provides such opportunities for disabled young people as are
compatible with the successful working of the scheme in general.

4. Question

Will you press for extension of the NCIP payment to young people
continuing their education in ordinary schools, as well as schools
with special facilities?

Su ested Answer

The Conservative Government has protected and raised the level of the

Non-Contributory invalidity Pension. To extend the NCIP to young
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people continuing their education in ordinary scheols, would
require considerable additional expenditure of taxpayers' money.
Conservatives do not at present have any plans to introduce such
an extension.

0



GENERAL ELECTION 1983 Questions of Polic

HOUSING

Disabled people are  far mo re  dependent than others on council housing,
which has suffe re d heavy cuts in  re cent years.

Question I

If elected, will you use your influence as  an  IvP  to ensu re  that as many
new homes as possible, both council  an d private, are  built to 'mobility'
stan dards, i.e. with basic design features needed by many disabled people?

Sug ested Answer

Yes. We believe  that there  is need for continued public sector provision
for people with special needs, including the elderly  an d the disabled, but
we also emphasise the need to build for sale to the many disabled people who
want to buy.

Question 2.

If elected, will you use your influence as  an  MP to ensu re  that the needs
of disabled people are taken into account in the development of housing policy
both locally  an d nationally?

Suggested Answer

Yes.

Question 3,

Will you encourage co-operation between housing  an d social service agencies
over adaptations to existing housing  an d the provision of alternatives to
institutions?

Su ested Answer

Yes.

Conservative Research Department 26.5.'83

Printed  an d Published by Conservative Central Office
32 Smith Square, London  S.W.!.



GENERAL  ELECTION  1983  Questions of Policy

ACCESS

The Government is considering incorporating the BSI Code of Practice into
building  re gulations.

Question 1.

Will you support the fewest possible exclusions from Building Regulations?

Su nested Answer

Yes.

Question 2.

Will you use your influence, on building owners, both public  an d private, to
adapt existing pre mises?

Su ested Answer

Yes.

Conservative Research Department 26.5.'83

Printed  an d Published by Conservative Central Office
32 Smith Squa re , London S.W.l.



GENERAL ELECTION 1983 Questions of Polic :

MOBILITY

1. Does the  an el think that the Mobilit Allow an ce (£18.30 er week, to ve
seve re l disabled eo le who are "unable or virtuall unable to walk") should
be aid at a sufficient) hi rate to enable this rou to both bu  an d run
a small car?

No - the Mobility Allow an ce is paid to over % million people. To incre ase the
allowance to enable the  re cipients to buy  an d run a small car would be
prohibitively expensive.

9

2. The medical criteria ivin entitlement to Mobilit Allowance are  ve ti  ti  -
drawn. If elected do ou believe that these should be broadened in sco e
allowin 'borderline' cases to definitel be awarded Mobilit Allowance,  an d will

au  work towards this?

Where there  are  an y criteria there  will always be borderline cases, Conservatives
believe that criteria are necessary so as to ensu re  the maximum help available
is concentrated on those most in need.

ATTENDANCE ALLOWANCE

3. Since Ma 3, 1979 the criteria for Attend an ce Allow an ce have not been amended,
made harder for eo le to alif , but figu re s show that the number of awards made
has decreased sh 1 .
If elected, will ou su ort a mo re  liberal irate  re tation of the Attendance
Allowance Act?

0

The facts p re sented in this question are  wrong. In fact the figu re s show since
1979 there  has been a steady incre ase in the number of  re cipients fro m 279,000
in May 1979 to 364,000 in March 1982, the latest date for which figures are
available.

SOCIAL SECURITY

4. In 1980, the link between pensions  an d other long-term benefits with the rise in
earnings was broken. Invalidity Pension was cut in value by 5%. All parties
support a'disablement costs allow an ce' in principle, yet none have produced
detailed proposals.

Are ou committed to maintain the value of all benefits?

During the 1979 General Election the Conservatives pledged price pro tection for
pensions  an d linked long-term benefits over the Parliament. That pledge has
been  re deemed. We are pledging in the Man ifesto to pro tect  re tire ment pensions
an d linked benefits against price incre ases in the next Parliament.
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GENERAL ELECTION cont.

Will ou  re ss to  re sto re  the 'earnin s link'?

Question of Polic :

The problem of linking pensions to ea rn ings or prices whichever is the gre ater
is that the system leads to a 'ratchet' effect whe re by benefits in the long-run
incre ase faster than  either earn ings or prices. This would place a growing burden
on the working population, particularly at a time of high unemployment.

Will ou su ort the immediate  re storation of the 5% cut in invalidit nsion?

We are committed to  re storing the 5% abatement on invalidity pension when it is
brought into tax.

Will ou  re ss for a Gre en P er on a Disablement Costs Allow an ce durin the
first ear of the new Parliament?

This Government has  an  outst an ding  re cord of support for the disabled  an d
h an dicapped. Expenditu re  on cash benefits for the disabled  an d long-term sick
has been raised by 21 per cent in  re al terms. We certainly want to see the

• system of administration of benefits  an d allow an ces simplified. But a comprehensive
cash benefit for the disabled could cost between £3  an d £4 billion
per annum-Resources on that scale are not available.

Will ou ress for the abolition of the extra 'household duties test'?

We  re cognise the  re sentment caused by the household duties test. Both the
Housewives Non-contributory Invalidity Pension  an d'the Non-contributory Invalidity
Pension are pre sently being  re viewed. We are still waiting for the outcome of the
officials'  re port. However those who pre ss for immediate change have to face the
fact that the cost of abolishing the test completely would be £275 million.

Will ou su ort le islation makin non-con'tributo benefits (NCIP  an d HNCIP),
now onl 60% of the value of contribute benefits, e ual in value?

See above.

t Will ou su ort le islation to abolish char es for home hel s  an d other vital
ser, Tices?

Our policy is to encourage the gre atest flexibility in the pro vision of services -
an d to p ro vide them in a manner which best suits each individual in need. Rigid
statutory frameworks are not the best way to achieve this.

In Sunderland, the home hel service is fre e; what is our attitude to char es
for this service?

It is up to local authorities who supply this service to decide whether or not
charges are necessary.
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GENERAL ELECTION 1983 cont. Question  of Polic :

Will .ou take u cases whe re  the council is fallin to meet needs under the
Chronically Sick  an d Disabled Persons  Act  1970 with the Sec re t of State for
Social Services?

We have always supported the principle of the Chronically Sick and Disabled
Persons Act 1970. However it is up to local authorities to assess priorities

within their statutory functions and with the  re sources available to determine
the level of services accordingly.

Would you support the earmarking of art of the RSG for services to  an d for
disabled eople?

RSG is a general gran t from Central Government to local authorities - it is up to
local authorities disc re tion to decide their own local spending priority.

Efvt`t'LOYMENT

Do you believe  that  any Quota Scheme should  re main statuto  an d enforced in order
9 to be effective?

Following a  re view of the statutory quota scheme by the Man power Services
Commission which is  re sponsible for the operation, the Sec re tary of State for
Employment announced in July 1982 that the Government has decided to  re tain the scheme
for the time being. There  are  no plan s to seek  an y chan ges in the basic legislation,

Do ou believe that the pro  osed alternative, a Code of Practice, should be backed
by law if it is to be effective?

The Code of Practice was originally suggested in the  re port of the Manpower Services
Commission's  re view. The Government in spite of its decision to  re tain the Quota
Scheme for the time being, has asked the Commission to continue its work on drafting
a code in consultation with intere sted bodies.

Will ou use our contacts with local e , lo  ers to encourv e them to e.. lo-  mo re
disabled  people, and to put into effect their olicies on the e lo-nnent of
disabled people?

Up to the candidate to answer.

Conservative Research Department 25 May 1983

Printed and Published by Conservative Central Office
32 Smith Square, London SW1



GOVER"IIMENT ASSISTANCE TO EXPORTEKS

Quest-ion

Is it true we give less to our exporters than other Governments?

Su rested answer .

This is not true. In addition to the extensive facilities
provided by the Export Credits Guarantee  Department = and spin-
off benefits to exporters from the Government's overseas aid
programme, the Government spends directly about £80 million
a year to assist UK exporters that is £1 for every 1,000
of exports of goods and services. This is spent on the official
export services provided by the Department of Trade, together
with the Commercial departments in UK embassies and High
Commissions and Consulates overseas, which are administered
by the British Overseas Trade Board. They include a wide range
of market advice and specific services designed to help exporters
however big or small.

Background

In 1982, the British Overseas Trade Board was reorganised in
order to give the BOTB a stronger market orientation; to
establish specialist divisions; to establish a network of regional
offices within the UK and to concentrate in one place the
export promotion staff of the Department of Trade, including
a new export policy division.

The Export Credit Guarantee  Department  provides substantial
help to Britain's exporters. In 1981 a rapid matching facility
was set up to match exceptionally soft terms of credit provided
by overseas competitors. In 1981-2, record levels of payments
were made by the ECGD, of £303 million.

Other  help to exporters

Aid and Trade  provi s ion  provides a top-up source of funds
when British companies  are  in competition with foreign groups
offering aid is part of  their  financial package. Allocations
from this source have increased from £25 million in 1977-9
(of which £12 mi ll ion was disbursed) to £6 6 million in 1983-4.

t r -, . , ; !A. r' i - ? _ 7 t C ` _ I_ _ _ ' i ' 7'?i -• 1 C± _

and  individuals  against attempts by overseas countries to
implement their domestic legislation and regulations outside
their own terri tomes .



STANDARDS

Question

What have we done to raise the standards of British goods?

Su¢c>ested answer

The main way of ensuring high quality products is to allow
the maximum of competition between manufacturers and suppliers.
We are fortunate in this country in living in a relatively
free economy; Labour would jeopardise competition by introducing
import controls and by large scale nationalisation. We have
strengthened the Government's powers to control monopolies
by giving greater powers to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission
to investigate practices which limit competition, and we have
argued against international protectionism.

.We have taken  other steps aimed to improve the quality and
competitiveness of British goods in comestic and international
markets. Our National Quality Campaign is intended to encourage
manufacturers to improve quality. In 1982, we published a
policy document on "Standards, Quality and International
Competitiveness." We are giving industries 'pump priming'
support to industrial certification schemes. We have introduced
additional safeguards to prevent substandard and dangerous
goods being imported.

Background

1. The Competition Act 1980 strengthened powers of the MMC
to investigate practices which restrict or limit competition
in the public and private sectors. The Commission now
has powers to investigate anti-competitive practices of
single firms and to investigate nationalised industries.

2. The White Paper (Cmnd 8521, June 1982) on'.`Standards,
Quality and International Competiveness'; proposed closer
co-operation with the British Standards Instution in the
drawing  up of internationally respected standards and the
encouragement of certification schemes including possibly
an associated national mark.

3. Dangerous goods example: In January 1983, a prohibition
notice was served prohibiting the sale of electronic

clear that it is undertaking further action to tighten
up on the  sale  of unsafe goods.



TRADE WITH JAPAN

question

What have we actually done to reduce our trade deficit with
Japan?

Suggested answer

Britain is running a susbstantial deficit on visible trade
with Japan. This was £1.97 billion in 1982. Ideally the right
course would be to correct the position by increasing British
exports to Japan and Britain along with other EEC countries
has been conducting negotiations with the Japanese authorities.
These have centred upon the dismantling of import barriers
by Japan. A number of steps have been taken by the Japanese
to lower tariffs (eg. on some food products, tobacco and
agricultural  machinery) and to remove some non-tariff barriers,
In March 1983 the Japanese Government agreed to abolish many
certification and testing requirements for imports.

The Government is well aware of the problems that are being
caused by excessive  import  penetration by Japanese products.
Voluntary arrangements have been made to restrict imports of
cars, video tape recorders, shoes and other items.

Background

VISIBLE TRADE WITH JAPAN

UK Exports UK Imports Visible Balance

1978 £542 million £L,283 million £741 million
1979 £606 million £_1.,488million £882 million
1980 £596 million £1,709 million £1,113 million
1981 £618 million £_2,203 million £1,585 million
1982 £685 million £2,650 million £1,965 million

[Source: Department of Trade]



IMPORT CONTROLS

Question

Would general import controls save, jobs?

Suggested answer

No. In the very short term they might give some protection
in particular industries, but they would do nothing to eradicate
the root cause of Britain's unemployment: a lack of
competitiveness caused by low productivity and relatively high
wage and price inflation. They would prop up declining
industries at the expense of growth industries; reduce
incentives for management and labour to contain costs; they would

raise prices and lower consumption in the longer term,
that  would destroy jobs, not protect them. We cannot raise
quality and keep tight control over costs by opting out of
the world market. There is also a very serious danger that
import controls would produce immediate retaliation - thus
leading to severe loss of jobs in our expanding industries.

Background

•

1. The Labour Party's Manifesto promises "direct action"on
imports. Labour politicians have argued against this on
the basis that impart controls would destroy jobs.
Mr Callaghan has said that import controls would:
"benefit some home industries at the expense of the
livelihood of everyone working in exports. We would be
robbing Peter to  pay  Paul" (Woolwich, 30th January 1976).

2. We export 30 per cent of our total output of goods and
services. The jobs dependent on the provision of these
would be jeopardised by import controls.

3. Low ualit : Classic examples of over protected economies
are the Soviet Bloc economies. The result; bad service,
shortages, queues and lack of choice.
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GENERAL ELECTION QUESTIONS OF POLICY

RATING REFORM

Question

Why aren't the Conservatives abolishing domestic rates ?

Su ested Answer

We have examined all the possible alternatives to the domestic
rates more thoroughly than any previous Government. Because
of the profound implications of such a change, we have conducted
the widest possible process of consultation. These consulta-
tions revealed that there was no general consensus in favour
of any one particular alternative, and that little agreement
existed about how the present rating system might be altered.
What did emerge from the consultations was a greater support
for the retention of domestic rates, provided that there was
protection for ratepayers against the excessive demands of

some unreasonable councils.

We have therefore announced that we shall immediately introduce

legislation to curb excessive and irresponsible rate increases
by high spending councils, and to provide a general scheme of
limitation on rate increases for all local authorities, to be
used if necessary.

Background

. In December 1981 the Government published a Green Paper
"Alternatives to Domestic Rates" (Cmnd. 8449) which discussed

domestic rates and the main alternatives, local income tax, local
sales tax, and poll tax, as well as other questions. Widespread
consultation took place until the end of March 1982. Ministers

interviewed Conservative Members of Parliament, who in turn
sought comment from their constituency associations, and the
Party Chairman also conducted a separate consultation within

the Party.

Other uestions

1, Isn't the rat:ina s stem ver unfair ?

Of course there are many anomalies in the rating system, but

it would be irresponsible to change to a new tax. with serious,

if different, flaws. Whatever its failings the rating system

is cheap to administer, easy to collect, difficult to avoid
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and certain of yield. In any case some of the unfairnesses
of rates are met by rebates and grant paid out of other taxes.
The incorporation of rate rebates in the new housing benefit
means that more people will be eligible for help with their
rate bills.

Since 1979, Government pressure has successfully reduced the

level of rate increases year by year. Average rate increases

for each year are as follows:

1980/1 over 1979/80  23%
1981/2 over 1980/1 20%
1982/3 over 1981/2 13%
1983/4 over 1982/3 62%

This goes to show that firm action to bring local government
spending under control is likely to benefit local taxpayers,

• whatever the tax, in a way which would not be possible by
just changing the system. Irresponsible Labour authorities
would be just as likely to abuse any new system as they have
abused the existing one.

2. What about Local Income Tax ?

The major disadvantage is that it could not be introduced
before the 1990s. There would be problems of tax evasion.
The various methods of administration would be costly.
Inland Revenue estimated for the Layfield Committee that
LIT might involve up to 13,000 additional civil servants

and cost  E110m  p.a. (at 1981-2 prices) to administer. To
replace the domestic rates entirely by a local income tax
would mean an increase in the basic rate of about 6p in the L.

•

3. What about Local Sales Tax ?

The main weakness is the taxis poor visibility and. accountability
which would not act as a deterrent to high spending. There is
considerable sensitivity about about the burden this tax would

place on shopkeepers as unpaid tax-gatherers. There would be
problems of cross-border shopping which could lead to uncertainty

of yield even at county level. The replacement of domestic
rates by a local sales tax would produce a combined sales

tax/VAT rate of about 22 per cent.

4. What about Poll Tax ?

This tax would only be suitable for use in combination with
other taxes. If it was not set at a level which would produce
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•

a low yield it would be regressive for low income taxpayers
and would probably require a rebate system. It has very
serious problems of enforcement and might require the
compilation of a separate register.

5. What about the transfer of education costs ?

Education would still have to be paid for. The Government
has examined the option of a block grant for education but
takes the view that it is important to preserve the freedom
of local authorities to determine their own priorities
within their budgets.

Conservative Research Department,
32, Smith Square, London, S.W. 1. 14.5.83.



Ustions  of Polic : 1

FTJRO?E
_,_

.iC p.TARY SYSTu'i

is

question

h  coesn 't, and wnen will , t e Govern ment join the y z.)?

Su--a:ested Answer

The UK is a founder-member of the EMS  an d participates full: in

its negotiations but we do not participate in the exchange rate

mechanism (ERM). The question of Sterling's participation in

the ERI`I is kept under review. The £ sterling will join the

ERN as soon as the time is right, which will be when mar-let

conditions are conducive to greater exchange rate stability-.

Elac'_r  rcund :Tote

The Government is committed to the  aims  Of the  IS,  and in

particular tie achievement of greater exchange rate stability

wit:-in the EC. Premature attempts to hold sterling ready against

other EC countries could create enormous pressures in the domestic

money markets of the U_ and our partners. After enjoying a

relatively tranquil two years from its inception L. 1 the  E-IS

has in the last two years encountered more difficult conditions with

major realignments taking place in October '1 8'1 , February and

• June 1982 and 21 i°Iarch_ 1983. Since the EI11.S was established Sterling,

has appreciated by 2 per cent against the deutschmark, by 33 per

cent against both the French franc and the Italian Lira. Two

particular difficulties arise in the case of sterling's participation:

first the pound tends to rise and fall in line with oil prices

whereas Continental currencies show the reverse tendency; second, both

sterling and the deutsc ' ark play large roles in international

finance and the scope for capital movements between them is very

large. These factors me an  that the judgement on participation

-- Et  he careful 1- I.,,=- f steal ink c e her cl _r is tc r o',-e

to be a success.



Qtte:s 1,ion:, o1_' Poi Lc

^?; Ea ,'  ERE'TTONN WOODS

Question

y doesn't the Government call a new Bretton Woods to reform the

world economy?

Sw::zested Answer

We certainly agree that there is a need to achieve greater

stability in international financial relationships. It is just

not possible, however, to revert to a system of fixed exchange

rates similar to that established by the Bretton Woods conference

This system collapsed in the early 1970s because of

the volatility of currencies. For the same reason, it would be

unworkable  today.

The  Chancellor  of the Exchequer has take n  a more realistic arrroach

annd has played a major role in persuading other nations that

the essential requirement is for major countries to pursue

sound financial policies .  That is the  way  to secure lower rates

of inflation and greater exch an ge rate stability. Existing

i ns titut:. ons have coped  with  t_  'terlt ' ' y 1_n1g a  key role, ,  the  L plat  and

are evolvin <'-  to meet c hanging needs .  There is no alternative to

ste:> approach  of bui lr.inr"  on the

._ err _oeal institutions  and ensaring their effectiveness.

0

Baca;rou _nd Note

The call for a new Bretton Woods seems to encompass a variety of

ideas, ranging from a return to fixed exchange rates to a system

for alleviating the debt problems of third world countries. Concern

has  centred  though  on exch an ge rate instability and in other

countries has emanated principally from France, Japan,



Questions of Polic : 3

TO . Gi TI-1T'

eStion

;r is the Govern. ent allowing British banks to : e involved' it

loans to Arfenti r:a?

Suanestet. Answer

Br tis-- bar-'.s are resro^ si ble for t leir o^ co-_:er cial decisions

on these natters. The loans by international bans are linked

t t e 7 package for ^r~entina. T-_-is involves tou conditions

to rake r_ryentir_a restore sense to her econo--_y:- so that she can

continue to ray per debts include debts to this covntrZ-.

If '_r:entina c e aulted on her e.,istinv debts because she was

Cl' -e d'  - sins  new  n° h  i  s coin  have  wider effects

o 1 ternational trade and thus on er_rlo-,c--ent '_hlere. it ';:-oul.:. not

stop t_''--e J enti n aps bid:-ink arras - indeed it s ui2nt :: a'-e i t

easier for then- to  do  so.

Bac_ d

_ -? o= i -per _asio al banks, incluc.i- British barks, a7reed at

t r,; b_ovide Ar; '., .,__„An t i na a 1 o  of„_--_o en.  of i as., t -v-P a r r biidg in  'a'r'  o f

.i ai Ilion. i:e nations  on a nedi ,a tern loan  of Z1 .= billion

are sin r oofress . Over 200 banks in e principal financial

centres are  invol ec_. Llon- ds Ban 'r International has for --an-

--ears been one of the --a`, or f orei- ba nks involved in 'en'- to

r  -enira. It was therefore as'_ ed to join s e lead nana:ere_

rouzp of international bar-,',:s arranf in ,  ese  lows. Ot=  er bar__s,

includi n2 other British_  bans, were  asked to participate on the

basis  of their existins e:ooosure to  ArJentina.

n T ' tiED`  a V^ee

i t ,Jan .aark-. Dra`;w'„_vs are  o contingent on tiS t oud v eg' ar-: po l l ; l  c_ es

n .::c. lover l ev'els of fore, ,. borrowi--



Questions  of Polic : 4

: ORTE_  SEA  OIL

Question

,eLhy has the Government wasted North Sea oil money on raying,

unemrloy: ent benefit?

Suggested Answer

Torch Sea revenues have risen  an d so has the cost of unemployment

benefit. But there isn't a connection between the  two  in the  war

the question suggests.

i  North  Sea oil has contributed some £201 billion to tax revenues

over the life of the Government. This has been used to keep

borrowing down without vast increases in other taxes. Rablic

sector borrowing in this country is no., anono the lo-,rest in the

industrial world in relation to the size of the economy. That is

an essential step towards a strong  an d growing British economy in

which more gobs will be created. In particular it has helped to

briny interest rates down. If we had not got North Sea revenues

1 „d..is Vry frouid  e burdened
by

far higher taxes e- d/or interest

rates. So far from being vTasted, the oil revenue has contributed to

e public sector  finances on a sound basis.

Of co=,se -::it-  rising -.tie Dlo-y ent, payments for une^rlo--:ent

oenef-z  have  increased. But there is no  short  or simple ti,,a`

o ge m nv people  back  to 4;ork. That depends on competitiveness -

n:'='  the_'"'iC_ u^ _ J pGrzicularlpaand prOnd UC t 1Vi  t  7 - n0 t or, a'?- '" i ^"

govern  ent can  do itself.

The n_-cs-3ects n o-,%  are for  growing output in 193 and into '96L.

An d the prospects for sustainable growth, and more  jobs are better

than  e-  -,a-.-e  been for  so many years.

Each rc-.::nd Note

tay  revenues fro v  he North Sea i n 19E are e?mect ^e_  to

___v abo- _ t  cent  of g-oJerent re , ,._ A  fl  illion out of

_or To Sea  tax  revv___ e e

a t  abo £2J- Dill



tioria of Poi

y 1 ti__ h  11C=,

Question

Whv has the Government privatised at the taxpayers expense, by

selling  shares in  good public  companies  on the cheap?

Su; ested Answer

Privatisation benefits the tax payer. The privatisation programme

has produced receipts of a2 billion which would otherwise have

had to be found elsewhere. Share sales have not been made

ie on  the cheap ". No reason to believe other sales methods would

have yielded more money overall. It is not easy to price issues

especially when companies' shares have not previously been traded.

In particular, cannot accurately anticipate movements in market

during period of offer for sale. Independent expert advice on

selling price always taken before every sale.

Cash benefits of privatisation are very welcome. But the benefits

go wider th an that. The org an isations concerned will after

privatisation be fully subject to the operation of market forces -

which provide b-  far the best incentive to improved efficiency and

better allocation  of  resonces. The resulting improved performance

will be of lasting benefit to the taxpayer, customers, and to the

economy as a whole.

Back^•round Note

Government often criticised for underpricing  share issues. Heavy

oversubscription for British  Aerospace, Cable and Wireless, Amershan

International, Associated British Ports, followed  by large increases

i n prices when snares first traded. In contrast, about 75 of
Britt _ n 'F s , _ft _n"r' e"': r aters l arcce

rst traded.



Q 0f  F: 6

\i'y LO  1I D u_eDkT D SiOG --

Will t e G-overr ent redee^ War Loan?

Su^ nnested  Answer

l e Govern en" e„a:_ined this proble : when it ca. e into of= ice.

They  have been, unable to is entity any leans of repay-in- t:-.J s

stool- - or  any  of per .mandated. stool: - which would not be v, er:-

costly . Rena --ent ;:could also be Jrossly^ =fair as between -hose -

-.,:_O  had  'eCe l l sol C_ „heir hold in s ,  after  COCCI bi ,  in  ---e

of state-e_r_tis repeatec'_ successive Goverr---e-nts that no

action could_ ve  a__er'_,  Gr_" those  who recent.  _y co-a-1 of din s.

Sac= ;nrou-nd Dote

per cent  man is the lamest  n ated stool: cutst pan

tc. . J; 1 1  _ _O  The  Otal  I Of  ? awe S OC ' ^-

ar Loar is

L__r,  'ar Loan Stoo _--  a  Ori al offerec _  as rc ..'a. Lo-

0
, , 2 C'--'::

ir' 1 1 . In 1 i>2 _,.olders were - .'e°  the  O: do o avi

._ e stool: redeez ec_  at  or corvertin to  7  ̀_ War :hoar,

(th.ose  who  agreed to convert  were ,vi ven a cash bonus  Of  r per

tev' S OC ' eld j . -e ? OS 2Ct' _S clearly ti arm- e ea -l'.,U ies- d  a' e

at it could be redee-e,'_  was  I Dece-ber  10',- but it was

also C! ear  that  the GO'."er ]? e t did not 'nave to  exercise  its

option to redeei then,  and does not have to do so at an:-

specifiec'_ ti -e. Rede :ption :could also be a 'reach of the contractual

terns on „__-c:-_ t e ., oc__  was  offered.



Q of P: 8

BLACK ECOIN0PTY

Question

Will the Government be clamping down on the Black Econory?

Sur rested Answer

The tax  authorities  are constantly  improving  their tecb.ni cues

and procedures for dealing with the blacl ,  economy .  This has led

to considerably improved results in recovering taxes that had  been,

evaded , with  interest and penalties :  the yield has trebled  in  the

space of four rears. It is i mportant that the dishonest topayer
should not gain at the  e ease of the honest ta .  pad. er. But

et-=o,-'s o f  investigation  must not infringe the  rights  of  the

citizen.

Background ITote

3o-:h_ Customs arc: Excise and Inland Revenue tar=e action against

the  slack  Econo::_y. Althou~h the overall nu,x:ber of staff in the

Re-: enue  has  decreased , he number employer. full-ti -:me on 1n estl anon

increased. For example there are now 10 Special Offices

i (4 in __ay 17,x) and the redeployment of the 400 staff was

specifically to counter tax evasion in the black. economy-.



Q of P: `)

KEITH REPORT

Question

What is the Government going to do about tax snooping in the

light of the Keith Report?

Sun ested Answer

A major theme running through Part I of the Keith Report is that,

while the Revenue departments need adequate powers to help ensure

that all pay their fair share of taxes, their powers, including those

to visit  business premises  an d to ask for information, should be

subject to enhan ced statutory safeguards  an d judicial checks  an d

there are a number of recommendations to this effect. The Report

is a lengthy document : when the rest of the Report is received

towards the end of the year, the Government will consider it very

carefully  an d listen to views before coming to any conclusions.

Back round Note

The Keith Committee on Enforcement Powers of the Revenue Departments

was set up in  19 FO  in fulfilment of a Manifesto pledge. That in

turn  was  prompted by concern, especially among small traders, about

the powers associated with VAT; about the more recent  Inland  Revenue

powers to search premises;  an d about the Revenue's new  techniques

of "in depth" investigation of business accounts. The Committee

was asked to consider whether the enforcement powers are suited

to their purposes having regard both to the need to ensure compli an ce

with the law and the avoid excessive burdens upon taxpayers.

The first part of the Report was published on 23 March. The

second part should be ready later this year.



Q of F.

V^_T LIES

Question

What is the Government  going  to do about the  an omalies in VAT

coverage, such as on  house  repairs, women 's products  e t c,  etc?

Suozested Answer

VAT was designed as a broad-based tax charged on a wide range of

goods and services. As such it has always applied to many

necessities as well as luxuries. Nevertheless a substantial range

of broad  reliefs is operated, which apply for the most part to items

which  are the subject of significant  an d continuing expenditure

by  ordinary  families.  As  a result, only a little over 50 of all

consumer expenditure is subject to standard rate VAT, and in

general terms the tax does not bear more hardly on the less well-off.

Despite these wide reliefs, it is often claimed that anomalies

exist in the coverage of VAT. Wherever you draw the line, there

will be problems of definition at the margin. Topical examples

include de Lands for relief for souse re pair and maintenance

costs, women's sanitary items and theatre tickets. However, the

cost of conceding such dema__1C'_s could be la -e r i n the case Of

• b,uil i ntg. repairs and maintenance , f o i s ante , it  coal"!  e upr

to '- 7 5m a year); and VAT is not a suitable i nstrui:!ent for fine
adjustment to reflect every aspect of the Government's social

and other non-fiscal rolicies.

Each:ground yore

E :isting reliefs from  AT  include Zero-ratina or exemption for

most food, the rurchase or renting of domestic accommodation,

9 4 s} io: er - o .:rte
r' •er '' %)1

transport, medical treatment, education, young children's clothing,

and books and newspapers.



Pressures for additional  VAT  reliefs are inevitable, and when

existing reliefs are extensive it is natural that those urging

concessions should see analogies with reliefs operated elsei;nere

and claim the offending particular taxation to be  an omalous.

However, such concessions could indicate  a higher  standard rate;

could seriously diminish the tax base; and the introduction of

signific an t new reliefs would conflict with the Government's

efforts to simplify the tax  an d reduce the costs of operating

it, for the benefit of business and the tax authorities alike.

No very significant chan ges have been made in the coverage of or

the reliefs from VAT since the tax was first brought into

operation in 1973. The present Government unified the previous

higher (123-%)  an d standard (85%) rates at a single 15% standard

rate in June 1979. The tax is expected to yield 53bn in

revenue in 1983-l+.

•

In a recent Report to the Council of Ministers on the derogations

from the Sixth VAT Directive, the Commission discussed the possible

eventual abolition in the European Community of most VAT zero-rating

(the Sixth Directive itself prohibits more than  marginal

adjustments to existing VAT reliefs). No formal proposals to this

effect have been made. Even if they were, change could only come

about if the formal proposal was unanimously agreed by the

Council. Domestic legislation would also  be required.  The-
IsGovernment has always made it clear that it sees the UK's

zero-rates as  an  integral part of our VAT system.



P: 1 1

VAT : ZERO-RATING

Question

What is the Government to do about the EC's determination to

eliminate zero-rating?

Suggested Answer

We have made it clear that zero rates are  an  integral part of

our VAT system. The recent report by the Commission recommending

is  phasing  out of zero rates is not a formal proposal to that effect

and even if it were, it would require the un an imous approval of

all Member States before it could be nut into effect. We cannot

therefore be forced to make ch an ges.

Back round Note

The Sixth VAT Directive required a review of derogations, includinc

zero rates every five years. The suggestion to phase out

zero rates was made by the  Commission  in that context. They have,

ho,.•iever, also queried the legality of some of the zero rates

under tine Sixth Directive. That is separate from, the rrorose^

• phasing out of derogations  and  is the subject of bi-lateral

discussions. Co=ent on this aspect should only be offered in

response to specific questions.

[The doubts expressed by the Commission about the legality of

some of our zero rates is a separate issue. We consider that

they rest on a limited  an d impractical interpretation of the

Sixth Directive anc  we have  impressed this upon the Commission

an d will continue to do so.]



of P: 12

VAT ON CIIARITII.F"

question

Why won't the Government relieve charities of the need to Da-,

VAT on purchases?

Sum-ested Answer

Such relief would be  highly  complex and expensive in terms of

numbers to administer and control, since it would involve at

least 100,000,  an d probably more, charities; costly (running into

18 tens of millions of pounds); indiscriminate (since it would benefit,

often disproportionately, bodies with very limited or controversial

aims); and a cost-ineffective way of using scarce resources to

help charities. In each of the last four Budgets there have been

import an t direct  tax  measures to help charities, and the level

of cash grants has been steadily increased.

Bacl.,round Note

The main charities have campaigned hard in each of the last three

years for relief from,  VT  on their non-business purchases of

• goods  an d services. The Government has looked exhaustively and

sympathetically at the possible ways of achieving this, but has

concluded that the difficulties really are insurmountable, and

that it is better and more effective to give help'to charities

in other ways, as it has-done.



Q

FREEPORTS

Question

How many freeports are there likely to be, and how  are they

going to be selected?

Suested Answer

In his Budget Speech the Chan cellor of the Exchequer announced

• that freeports would be established at a few locations on an

experimental basis. The enabling legislation was planned for

the Finance Bill but fell victim to the General Election.

However the Government remains firmly committed to introducing

it in the next Parliament and are currently considering the

criteria under which the selection process will be conducted.

Freeports, operating ;,within a perimeter fence under customs

control, could have marketing and presentational advan tages

as well as providing opportunities for economies of scale

and simplification of official procedures. However, the

%Iorking Party on rreeports chaired by the Economic Secretary  to

• the  Treasury  found that tariff benefits could not be offered

to traders in a freeport in conformity with Community rules.



Q of P:

Tm1r BLED "ic

Question

Why has the Govern m ent increased  the tax burden when it promised

to reduce it?

Suemested Answer

Income tax thresholds are 6 per cent higher in real terms than in

1978/79; basic rate of tax is down  from,  33 per cent to 30 per cent;

an d the absurdly burdensome higher tax rates we inherited have also

been cut  - top rate is down from 83 per cent to 60 per cent.

Average rates of income tax are lower than in 10/78/7; for all on-

three-quarters average earnings and above. NIC increases have been

necessary to finance increased outlay on benefits: average rates

of tax  an d NIC combined are higher than 1978/79 for those on about

two and a quarter average earnings and below. But the most important

thing for the taxpayer is what is left to spend: real net income

(after tax, NIC and child benefit where relevant) is higher than

1978/79 for. instance,  by 5%  for those on average earnings.

Compare this with the performance of the last Government: thresholds

fell in real terms during the life of that Government by 2 per cent

for a single taxpayer,  and  by 5 per cent for a married man; the

basic  rate increased from 30 per cent to 33 per cent  (35 per cent

at its peak) ; higher rates reached 83 per cent, compared ,-ith

60 per cent under this Government; and under Labour  income  after

tax and NIC fe11 in real terms for many taxpayers on average

earnings and even below - for single  people by  3-a_nc_ for cou;,les
without children by  150';  it rose for a couple with 2 chile ren b,-

a mere

in  addition , v, e have made lame  reductions it the taxes is

affect business . Sur cut in  Labour's  tax  on fobs (t'le _._8) from

3- 5- to 1,o has saved  industry  nearly  _22 billion in a _'u71-1 a .



Eac'-:2-round Notes

'1. Figures quoted assume that earnings have risen in line with-

the increase in average earnings; assure earnings and price

increases for 1983/34 consistent with those underlying  the  PSBR;

an d assume for taxpayers with children that child benefit is

treated as a "credit" against income tax (and NIC). Average rates

of income tax are higher than 1978/79 for low earning taxpayers

even though tax thresholds are up in real terms, and basic rate

is  down:  this is partly because earnings have increased in real

terms slightly faster than  tax thresholds, but mostly because

the lower rate ban d (of £750 at 25 per cent) introduced by the

last administration has been abolished. Details of average rates

of income (income tax plus NIC)  an d of real net income are set out.

below. S

Ch anTe in real net  income
income tax ana cni d

crease + ecrease -

after
ene it

ngle 1933/84 on 1978/79 1978/79on 1973/74

2.9 - 1.1

4.4 - 2.2

I 2.9

2 7.1 - 4.1

Tarried
I2.5 2.4 *

4.0 0.3
1 4.9 - 0.8

2 7.1 - 2 5

°arried plus
hlidren

I

2

3.9
Li

5.5
7.2

4.3)

ie child benefit exceeds income tax due

T- ractice, means--esed gene=i s rent ann ramie recaces j

would also affect real net income at this earnings level.
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IZ COI  E T :: UP BY  Yr I T ?

Question

Has not the  Government  increased tax so  much that it would need

7p off the basic rate for a married man on average  earnings

before he  paid the same  tax in real  terms as under Labour in

1073-79?

Sue ested Answer

The comparison asked for here is misleading: it expresses an

increase  in total taxation in terms of  an  increase in a single

tax, income tax, so it is not surprising; that the resultant f igure*

is large. The tax burden on a married ra_r on average earnings in

fact rose more under  the  Labour administration than ,,_nder t_i s

Government, and real ta'_Te-':home pa. g is now higher at all levels of

earnings than under the previous Government.

Background Note

The increases  in tax burdens (income tax, TICs and indirect

taxes net of child benefit as a proportion of gross earnings)

0

under this Government and under Labour are as follows:

Single I•iarried .married =2

75% of average earnings

last ad inistration  3.3 1. r.9

this administration  3.1 C.9 2.2

100%  of average earnings

last administration  3.5 2.5 1

this administration- 2.5 '1. 2.1

underThe  main reason w•Ir'r. real tax P a-ments have gone up more

this Government than under the last is that real gross earn_in-s

a e „ ^ - 7 - alr nro;;ect ed to rise m ore under t'lis Go  v  e r__n - n r e

t_. La. i. The _re_.a-u o _rs as

.v t_,.n real max na: - envs ,roger ,. _i., 'o rn e'

ia=- burdens.'



HIGHER RATE TAX CUTS AND THE FINANCE BILL

Question

What has happened to the cuts in higher rate tax proposed in

the Budget?

Sup' ested Answer

In the Budget, the Government proposed to increase the level

of income above which people paid higher rates of tax from

the present £12,800 to  9,14,600. Further increases in the

higher rate b an ds were also proposed. But these had to be

given up to secure the necessary Labour co-operation in getting

through essential Fin an ce Bill measures, such as those to

help small businesses  an d charities. The Opposition's action

would me an  nearly a million people overall would be on higher

rates of tax. And these are not all "rich" people, but  an ybody

paying tax on £12,800 or more - middle m an agers'and professional

people. In his speech on the Fin an ce Bill, the Chief Secretary

to the Treasury undertook that, on returning to office, the

Government would introduce a new Finan ce Bill to give effect to the

Budget proposals. So in practice, the Opposition's action will

have no effect, because the ch an ges to the Budget proposals could

not  take effect until the end of July; by which time the new

legislation will have been passed restoring the position.

Back round Note

1. Not increasing the higher rate threshold would :jean  about

300,000 taxpayers would be pulled into higher rates of tax.

2. The married man on twice average earnings will pay £2.36

a week more tax thanks to the Opposition's action in not

permitting the increase in the higher rate threshold.

17.5.83



cL?H(7
JJTVESTMEP•IT INCOME SURCHARGE

Question

When is the Government going to abolish Investment Income

Surcharge?

Su-  ested Answer

The Government need no persuading of the faults of this tax.

They have reduced the burden of the surcharge since coming to

office. The threshold they inherited of £1,700 (2,500 for the

elderly) has been raised to 06,250 this year. The Government

wan ted to go  further, but the Opposition refused to allow the

increase from £6,250 to £7,100 proposed in the Budget. The

Opposition's action would mean another 45,000 people having

to pay the Surcharge,  an d in total 250,000 people would be hit

by increased payments. But the Government is pledged, on

re-election, to introduce immediately a Fin an ce Bill to give

effect to the increase. So in practice the Opposition's action

will have no effect, because the chan ges to  the  Budget proposals

could not take effect until the end of July, by which time the

new legislation will have been passed restoring the position.

0

Back round Note

The total yield of Investment Income Surcharge for 1983/84 is

expected to be about £250 million. Objections to it come

frequently from the retired, living on savings,  an d from those

just the wrong side of the divider between earned and unearned

income. But the amount of revenue at stake makes it difficult

to abolish in one jump.

17.5.83



of P: 13

U a CREDIT SCH 4-E

n--,es vio=l

Will the government implement a tax credi t scheme?

Sum:^'ested Answer

The last Conservative Government put forward proposals 1072

for a tax credit scheme. Over the last decade rro-ress has been

made tow-,wards fulfilling the objectives of that scheme - to bring

together  the  ta-: and social security systems into one system,

which was more rational, simple, and  cheaper  to run. In particular,

child benefit has been introduced, and we have brought unemployment

benefit  into ta.:.

The s -- will continue to pursue these objectives as and

when resources  per =it. T' e constraint  is  cost.  A  sch eme on ^e

scale 1972 one would now cost  between  £J billion and £10

billio_ a year. The scheme recently published by  the Liberal

Par cost about £20 billion and .could, as they admit,

requir a sic rate  of 4-40/,--'.

0

Baer _ to

The 197; :yes to spoke of f moving t rd the fulfil=,en' of our

origina_  credit
proposals as and  when  resources become

available . he distinction between the objectives of the 1972

scnene a_7 - scheme itself are imrortart. The 1972 Green Paper

estimE t es  savings  of some 10,000 to 1;,000. But m2.yr of these s-

savin-s 1--a-v--:already-_a_ e already- been achieved in other  ways,  es by giving

tali relief _r source for life assurance ore--ins and now for

mortgage i_ -erest. This means the administrative savings available

are fe.;e z:hile the cost of the 1X72  scheme  would. no I T be very

hi::-h.Cl-



of P: 1 Q

MORTGAGE ITTTEREST RELIEF

Question

:Fill the Government retain Mortgage  Interest  Relief and increase

it in future  as inflation rises?

Su' ested Answer

The Government have made it clear that the -,- intend to retain

tax relief for mortgage interest. It was intended to increase

the  limit  on loans qualifying for relief from `25,000 to

x30,000 this year, out orris had to be given up to secure the

necessary Labour co-operation in getting essential Finance

Fll clauses thro nh. The Chief Secretary to t'--.e Treasury made

it absolutely clear in Parliament that, when the  Government

is re-elected, a further Finance Bill gill immediately be

introduced which  will set the limit for 10,53-84 at the £30,000

pro posed by  the  Chancellor in the Budget. The Government

,.ill Keen the limit ,ender review in future years.

Ba„= roundote

1.  The total  cost of T ortgage Interest Relief for '1;83-84 is

about  221,  b Lll i on (including cost of relief for people previously

within the Option lortZage Scheme).

.1A
2. About '!50,000 people rain from the proposed  increase

in the limit to £30,000. About  one quarter  of first-time buyers

in London kith  new  building  society mortgages have  mortgages

over £25,000.



Q of P: 20

IIORTGAGE !ITTEREST RELIEF AT  SOUPCE

Cue sti on

What does the new scheme for giving mortgage interest relief

at source mean?

Suo r.ested Answer

The new scheme for giving most a"e interest relief at source

is essentially an administrative change in the method of giving

relief. Nobody should be worse off as a result; it does not

reduce the relief to which taxpayers are entitled. The scheme

,;rill save staff in the Inland Revenue - about 1,000 by  190-.

It .;ill also help borrowers  by  ensuring that when interest

rates change they will get the right amount of tax relief at

once.

Back - round Note

under the new scheme for mortgage interest relief at source,

most borrowers will get their basic rate tax relief by a

reduction in their : or gage ra-'ments rather t_-. an T'ou h PA

or tax  assessments. This  will  largel.7 avoid for the future

the problem many borrowers are havin t his  year  with  the

recover- of excess relief given through PA's- last  year.

Higher rate relief will continue to be given  through  PAYE

or tax assessments and people outside the new scheme

continue to get their full relief in the  same  ,wway.



Q of P: 21

TA:, ATION  OF  HUSBAND t.I 'D 'IFE

Question

What is the Government going to do to follow up its Green

Paper on the Taxation of Husband and Wife in order to make it

fairer?

Sup ested Answer

A wide ran ge of views has been expressed in response to the

Green Paper. Any major change could have import an t effects on

the tax position  of all taxpayers, married and single. The

Government will publish a consultative document which will give

the public  an  opportunity to assess the detailed implications

of such a change.

Background Note

The Green Paper on the Taxation of Husb an d  an d  Wife was published

in  1980.  It set out the areas where the present system was

criticised on the grounds that it discriminates against married

women, and set  out the implications  of schemes for reform  which

would tax husband  and  wife  independently .  Most of the responses

• to the Green Paper favoured a move to independent taxatin. But

there was a wide ran ge of views on the form that independent

taxation should take ,  an d a widespread recognition that  an y

fundamental reform would have major distributional effects - some

people would gain ,  but others would lose  -  an d that it would  in,

any event be some years before a ch an ge of this magnitude could

be implemented .  The Government will issue a consultative

document setting out the major implications of the various

suggestions for reform ,  so that the public can  assess the

advantages and disc ' va ntages of a change  from t he T,rese n  system.



Q of P. 22

?r7-,Ti ITS 1T i:r;I)

C!uestion

'Jill the Government continue to increase ta:,_ on benefits in kind?

Sunnested Answer

It must be right in principle for remuneration in kind to be
taxed  exactly the same as remuneration in cash. This is

difficult to achhieve, but w.e have taken and will continue to

take sters to avoid distortion in favour of benefits. Those

who are paid  in money have to pay more tax if rayment in kind

is inadequately ta;xxed. Cars are a special problem - the scales

have long fallen far short of the true value of havin a car

available for private use. They can only be increasedrad.ually

o';cards more realistic levels. \)hen cars are required  solely  for  the

purpose of oarr7,Yino out a business or trade they are not, of

course, benefits in kind and hence do not come t'rithin the tax;

net.

3ac'_.= ound Note

So''me benefits in  kind  - acco_: odation, vouchers, season tickets

and credit cards - are chargeable so ta--: for all em o:,yees. The

rest are chargeable  only in the hands of directors and of

e-:roloyees earning  w8J00  a year or more. i-iost benefits are

charged on the basis of cost to the  e: mrloy-er "  but cars (and

petrol) are chargeable according to scales. The petrol scale is

or sional - no e_:mrloyee  has  to have free petrol if he does not

,.,-a=t to ray tax on the benefit. The car scales, alt-hou ;h t:ey

have been  regularly  increased in recent rears are still modest

by any yardstick: the average 1600cc  company  car will cost its

driver 2.77 a -.:eel: La 'ay- in 1 ,8L-S a week in '1c83-3' ).



of P: 23

C0:T`1UTERS' F' ?..ES AND T: COST OF TRAVEL TO WORT

Question

Will the Government introduce tax relief on commuters' fares

and the cost of travel to work.

Su -ested Answer

The cost of travelling from home to work has always been a personal

expense which depends on the individual's o;,-n choice of where

he lives. The Royal Commission on Taxation concluded in 1955

that relief would not be justified  an d it would be wrong to allow

relief for  one type of personal expense while denying it for others

(such as the cost of looking after children so that parents can

go to work). Such special reliefs erode the tax base and make it

more difficult to achieve the central aims of a simpler tax system

with higher thresholds  an d lower rates.

Back-round Notes

The cost to the Exchequer of allowing relief for travel to work

would be in the region of Eml,200 a year. It would also be

administratively difficult  an d costly to ascertain each taxpayer's

costs and to allow relief  an d would make it more difficult to

reduce (further) the size of the Civil Service.



Q of P: 25

FEES  FOR PRIVATE  EDUCATION

Question

Will the Government introduce tax relief on fees for private

education?

SuF,Fested Answer

We w an t to encourage private education, but a general tax relief

would conflict with  an other important aim of ours: to have a

wide tax base, so that tax rates can  be as low as possible.

0

Back round Note

Such a relief would cost man y millions of pounds in lost revenue.

It would add to the Inland Revenue's cost of administration

an d make it more difficult to reduce (further) the size of the

Civil Service.

0
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BUSINESS F"^'-PANSIO?T SCH iE

Question

Will there be a gap between the proposed ending of the

Government's Business Start-Up Scheme and the start of the

wider  Business  E.-pansion Scheme.

Su=7ested Answer

The Business Start-Up Scheme was replaced by the Business

Lansion Scheme in the 1°83 Finance Act. Applications

previously made under the  Start-Up  Scheme gill now relate

• to the Expansion Scheme, which has a wider coverage.

Backr-round Note

The Business  Start-Un Scheme was introduced in 1981 to run

for 3 years  until 1934. It offers very generous income tax

relief  to individuals for new  genuinely additional equity

investment in start-up companies with which they are not

otherwise  connected. The 1933 Finan ce Act brought in a

major extension of the Scheme, to be '_•:nol:mn as the Business

Expansion Scheme. The new Scheme is being extended to cover

• a wide range of established unquoted companies, and not just

start-ups as at present. The annual limit which an individual

can invest  with  tax  relief is being doubled, from 020,000 to

40,000,  an d m an y other of the present rules are being relaxed.

The new Scheme  will take effect from 6 April 1983 (t•: hen it

will replace the present Scheme) and will run to April '1307.



Q of P: 27

TAX T uTi :T OF HOLIDAY LETTINGS

Question

What action is the Govern:-nent taking on the tax  treatment of

holiday lettings?

Sut vested Answer

During the Finance Bill debates, the Financial Secretary to

the Treasury.announced that, at a suitable opportunity, the

Government intend to change the law to provide certain capital

gains tax reliefs for people carrying on a business of furnished

• holiday lettings, and to treat their income as earned income

for ta,: au ' oses.

i'llinisters e received a number of representations from holiday

flat  proprietors  about the possible implications of a recent

decision = he courts. In particular, the-proprietors have

objected tine income might be treated as investment income for

tax purpose= =mod be negligible for CGT rollover and retirement

relief.

0



Q of P: 2 ̀ i

INDEX LINKED PENSIONS

Question

Why are civil serv an ts still getting index-linked pensions?

Su ested Answer

The Government has never said that it intended to abolish index

linking of pensions, which by the way are enjoyed by numerous

other groups besides civil serv an ts - for example teachers,

doctors , nurses, police, armed forces, local government employees,

employees of nationalised industries,  an d MPs -  an d in addition

their widows. The main thing is to ensure that employees make a

proper contribution to the costs of these pension benefits - the

costs of index linking should not be met by taxpayers generally.

A start has been made in increasing the pensions contributions

for the armed forces, police  an d recently the firemen, who are

groups who have particularly good benefits because of their early

retiring age. The Government's proposal that the civil servants

pension scheme should be chan ged from non-contributory to fully

contributory has been widely welcomed.

With the rapid fall in the rate of inflation, the difference in

pension uprating arran gements between the private  an d public

sectors is much less marked now than  it has been in the past.

Many private sector schemes will be able to increase pensions by

at least as much as the prices index. This is one of the m an y

adv an tages resulting from the Government's success in controlling

inflation.

Background Note

No mention  of index linked  pensions  in the 1979 M an ifesto, but

guid an ce to can didates  emphasised  the need to get contributions



right. The misapprehension that civil serv an ts do not at present

contribute to their pensions is now much less widespread

following the Scott  an d Megaw Reports,  an d the full statement of

Government policy on 22 October 1982.

0



ABORTION

Question

What is your view on abortion?

Su ested tnidance

C )  C'ol ic : 2 9

The policy of the Conservative Party is to leave this issue to
be decided by MPs (and hence candidates) according to their own
consciences whenever proposals to reform the law are made.

Back round Note

1 Abortion was legalised by the Abortion Act 1967 in a Private
Member's Bill introduced by Mr David Steel. The Act came into force
in April 1968. Since then the number of abortions performed has
been aver 2 million].

2 The present law only allows abortion subject to strict legal
safeguards  requiring a second medical opinion and the operation to
be carried out in premises licensed for the purpose before 28 weeks
of the pregnancy have passed.

•

3 Abortion is only legal:

(i) when continuation of the pregnancy would involve risk
to the life of the pregnant  woman , or of injury to the
physical or mental health of the pregnant woman, or
any existing children of her family greater than if the
pregnancy were terminated;

(ii) when there is substantial risk that if the child were born
it would suffer from such physical or mental abormalities as
to be seriously handicapped.

4 The law has not been changed under the present Government.
New statistical forms have been introduced, but these have made no
change in practice or law. Pro-abortion campaigners contend that
these forms are defective because social circumst an ces are not set
out as a ground for abortion. Social circumstances have never been
a ground in themselves because they are only relevant in deciding
whether the potential risk to the mental health of the patient
justifies abortion.

5 The Government intend to ensure that the present law is enforced
strictly and fairly unless and until, on a free vote, Parliament
decides to amend it.

Labour Polic

The Labour Party has allowed freedom of conscience on abortion.
Labour's Campaign Document "New Hope for Britain" preserves this
position. Labour ispledged to "improve NHS facilities for family
planning and abortion". Labour will also "remove barriers to the
implementation of the existing right of choice for women in the
termination of a pregnancy". ("New Hope for Britain" para. 86)
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BENEFITS IN KIND

Question

Will the Government continue to increase tax on benefits

in kind?

Answer

Wherever possible the Government prefers to see people paid

in cash - it increases their freedom of choice  an d is

generally more efficient. In  an  ideal tax system remuneration

in kind would be taxed equally with remuneration in cash. In

some cases this happens already, but where it does not steps

will be taken to avoid distortion in favour of benefits. Cars

are a special problem - the scales have long fallen far short

of the r e value of having a car available for private use.

They can only be increased gradually towards more realistic

levels.

BACKGRO2 NOTES

• Some benefits in kind - acco mmodation, vouchers, season tickets

and credit cards - are chargeable to tax for all employees. The

rest are chargeable only in the hands of directors and of

employees earning £8500 a year or more. Most benefits are

charged on the basis of "cost to the employer" but cars (and

petrol) are chargeable according to scales. The petrol scale is

optional - no employee has to have free petrol if he does not

want to pay tax on the benefit. The car scales, although they

have been regularly increased in recent years are still modest

by any yapd,_stick: the average 1600cc company car will cost its

driver £2.77 a week in tax in 1984-85 (E2.45 a.-week in 1983-8.1) .
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EARLY RETIREMENT

Question

Does the Conservative Party propose to do anything to reduce
retirement age?

Su ested answer

Any change in pension age is  exceedingly expensive. To reduce
male retirement age to  60, for instance, would involve at least
£2,500 million  net'extra  annual cost to central Government funds.

The Conservative Party is committed to give men and women
wider personal choice. As a long-term objective our aim should b ,:
to make possible a more flexible approach to retirement. But no
change could be contemplated without consideration of its costs.

Background

1 The Government White Paper, "Growing Older", published in 1981,
emphasised  the Conservative belief that people want and deserve a
greater opportunity to choose for themselves the time of their
retirement. It also confirmed the view that in the longer term
developments in this field should bring about equal treatment for
men and women.

2 The Social Services Select Committee report, "Age of Retirement",
published in November 1982, recommended gradual progress to a common
qualifying age of 63 for full state pension, together with a system
which in time would allow early retirement on a reduced pension at
age 60 for men and women, or the chance to earn a higher pension by
continuing work to 65. The estimated cost would be E500 million.

3 The Government has not yet replied to the 3BSC Report  an d is
still studying its implications. Clearly under this proposal while

S there  would be advantages for men and greater flexibility for all,
women would have to work longer to achieve full pension.

4 The Government took important initiatives in the 1983 Budget
to introduce greater flexibility into the. treatment of men between
60 and 65:

(a) to allow all men over 60 on supplementary benefit to
qualify immediately for the higher long-term rate.
Benefits: 80,000 men)

(b) to award national insurance credits automatically to men
over 60 thus relieving them of the need to register as
unemployed while preserving their future benefit position

(c) to extend the Job Release Scheme for a further year and
apply it (from October 1983) to part-time as well as
time work.

full-



Labour Polic

Labour is pledged in "New Hope for Britain" to "make progress
towards our aim of a common pension age of 60". Michael Foot
pledged in his 12-point plan for pensioners:

"We shall begin the progressive reduction of men's retirement age
to 60".

Full implementation of this Labour pledge would cost £2j billion
at 1981 benefit levels.

is
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EARNINGS RULE

Question

Why has the Government done nothing to abolish the Earnings
rule for pensioners?

Su ested answer

During the world recession and in a time of high unemployment
the Government has had to choose its priorities in adjusting taxes
and benefits for the elderly. We have made significant improvements it
provision for the elderly. It remains our ultimate objective to
abolish the earnings rule, and we have raised the allowed earnings
limit. But we have not been able to phase it out as quickly as we
would have hoped.

Background

1 The 1979 Manifesto gave a specific pledge:

"It is wrong to discourage people who wish to work after retirement
age, and  we will phase out the "earnings rule" during the next
Parliament." (p.23)

2 The Government has acted to raise the  earnings  rule limit to
L57 per week from L45 per week in November 1978. (Defensive note:
this  increase  is substantially lower than the rate of inflation over
the same period.)

3 The earnings rule affects about 100,000 pensioners. Official
estimates are that its abolition would add  some  L140 million to
public expenditure. With tax effects the net cost to public funds
would be about L55 million. -

Other arties' olicies

4 Abolition of the earnings rule was not included in Michael Foot's
comprehensive 12-point plan for pensioners. Nor was it mentioned as
a commitment in "New Hope for Britain". It can be concluded that
Labour propose no action.

5 Abolition of the  earnings  rule  was included  in the budget  changes
pressed  for by the Alliance parties in 1983.
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EUTHANASIA

Question

Would you oppose legislation providing  for voluntary  euthanasia?

Su ested Answer

Unless the candidate has very strong views to the contrary, we
recommend an  an swer on the following lines:

"Yes. Quite apart from the difficult moral and religious issues
involved, we think it would be impossible to devise legal provisions
which would avoid abuse and provide cast-iron safeguards."

Background

The Government has no intention of proposing  an y legislation to
legalise euthanasia in any circumst an ces.

S
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FEMALE CIRCUMCISION

Question

What is the Conservative Party attitude to female circumcision?

Su ested Re 1

The Conservative Party believes that this operation ought to be
illegal in this country.

Background

1 This is an operation which mutilates the sexual organ s of a woman
and is carried out for non-medical cultural reasons in parts of Africa
and Asia. There is some evidence that one or two operations were
carried out by doctors in private practice in London about a year

. ago but there have been no recent cases reported.

2 It can be argued strongly that the operation is illegal under
our existing law. However, the Government did not oppose a Private
Members Bill which sought to put the matter beyond doubt. The
Government has been tabling amendments to the Bill to make sure that
it did not adversely affect any legitimate operations that have to
be carried out for medical reasons.

3 No doubt the law will be clarified by a Bill in the next
Parliament.

0
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FLUORIDISATION OF WATER

Question

What is your view on the adding of fluoride to water supplies?

Su ested Answer

I believe that decisions on the adding of small quantities of
fluoride to water should  always be  taken with full respect to the
view of the public in the  area. Under present law recommendations
are made  by Health Authorities  and Water  Authorities. Fluoride
does help prevent tooth decay. It is not dangerous - indeed it is
naturally present in water. But I understand  some  people's
reservations.

I do not think Parliament should intervene except to clarify
an y points in the law. Any legislation to require fluoridisation
in the future should be on a free vote.

Background

1 The Government  has no proposals to change  the law on this
subject to require fluoridisation  because of  the differences in
public opinion  on the  acceptability  of adding any substance to
water supplies. Current litigation in Scotland  may, however,
require some  intervention to clarify any doubts that  arise about
the legal  powers  of Water Authorities.

2 Successive  Governments have recognised  that the addition of
small quantities of fluoride to water-can help prevent tooth decay.
This view has been officially underlined by the Royal College of
Physicians in their Report: "Fluoride, Teeth and Health" (January
1976).

3 As a matter of public health it was decided by the previous
Conservative Government in 1973 that health authorities should have
the initiative  in these decisions.

4 Fluoride is a natural constituent of water.  In some  areas of
Britain it is already present in water to the extent considered
necessary to combat dental decay.

5 Fluoride is now contained in 95 per cent of all toothpaste.
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FRAUD AND ABUSE

Question

Isn't the emphasis placed by the Government on the vindictive
pursuit of alleged social security fraud by the worst-off in our
community out of all proportion to the benefits received?

Su ested ReDl

No. We clearly committed ourselves to the pursuit of
social security fraud in the last M an ifesto. We have had considerabl
success and will maintain that commitment in the future. No-one
should turn a blind-eye to lawbreaking by whoever it is committed.
And fraud is perpetrated at the expense of - and is as bitterly
resented by - other social security beneficiaries just as much as
the rest of the community.

Background

9 1 The 1979  Conservative Manifesto stated: "We shall act more

0

vigorously against fraud and abuse." This commitment has been put
into effect. Specialist Claims Control Teams have been set up
which go into local offices and investigate areas of claims where
experience has shown fraud is likely to take place. The emphasis
is to stop fraudulent claims and recover the money rather than
to prosecute. Not one case of improper conduct or harrassment by
invests ating officers (who are subject to a strict code of
conduct) has been substantiated.

2 Considerable savings have been achieved:

Savings Prosecutions

1980/1 £68m 30,116

1981/2 £96.1m 25,654

1982/3 £106m (est) not known

3 Operation Major in Oxford aroused considerable criticism
in 1982. This was a combined DHSS/Thames Valley Police operation.
It arose when 300 claims for bed and breakfast s.b. payments were
made concerning two houses in Oxford which could sleep only 90 p_ople
179 convictions were obtained. The operation saved £450,000 which
would have been paid out if the fraud had been allowed to continue
for a full year.
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HEALTH SERVICE CHARGES

Question

care?
Why has the Government imposed increased charges for health

Su ested Re 1

We have devoted greatly increased resources to health care.
We believe that it is reasonable that those people who can afford
to should make a modest contribution to the costs of their care
and so to the overall resources available for spending on health.
The only alternative source of revenue for the NHS would be
increased taxation or National Insurance Contributions. In fact,
the increased charges have only financed a tiny proportion of the
growth in NHS finances under this Government.

We increased charges sharply during our first years of office
because the last Labour Government had allowed them to fall to an
unrealistically low level. The latest increase in charges,
however, is simply in line with increased costs overall.

There are very wide exemptions for anyone who cannot afford
to pay. All pensioners, all children, all nursing mothers and
everyone on low income is exempt from prescription charges so that
70 per cent of all medicines dispensed by chemists are free of all
charges. The categories of exemption are only a little more
restricted for dental and optical charges. Anyone on low income
gets all treatment and all services absolutely free of charge and
will continue to do so.

Background

1 The prinpiple  of charges was introduced  into the Health

0
Service  by Hugh•Gaitskell in the 1950 Budget.

2 Charges accounted for 3.4 per cent of the finance provided
for the NHS in 1982-3 (against 2.1 per cent in 1978-9). The
present flat rate charge of £1.40 per item (against 20p per item
under Labour) represents only about a third of the average total
cost of a prescription.

3 Exempted categories are: Children under 16; women of 60 and
over; men of 65 and over; pregnant women and nursing mothers for the
first year after childbirth; housebound people; war or service
disablement pensioners (for prescriptions relating to their
disablement); people on supplementary benefit or family income
supplement, together with their dependants; other people on low
incomes only a little above this level whether or not they are
in work.

4 Prescription charges are not a deterrent to people seeking
medical help. In 1978 there were 307.1 million prescription items
dispensed. In 1982 the figure was 311.3 million.
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HEALTH SERVICE 'CUTS'

Question

Why are'cuts' being  made in  the Health Service in any localit'
(Guidance for candidates puzzled by the difference between the
Government's claim to be increasing spending on the NHS and
local campaigning alleging that cut-backs are being imposed.)

Su ested Re 1

The Government has greatly increased spending on the NHS
nationally by over 16 per cent ahead of the RPI during our period
of office, which represents 71 per cent real growth in services
after allowing for higher price increases in the health field.
This is more than adequate to cover the extra costs of caring
for a rising number of elderly people and for medical advance.

The  service still has to evolve to match changes in the patter
of population as in the provision of medical services. This will
lead - as it always has in. the past - to the closure of older
hospitals and their replacement by newer ones. Some places have a
surplus of facilities for some services and a shortage in others
so that for example, funds can be released by closing surplus beds
in acute surgical wards and devoted to improving services for the
mentally ill or the aged. There always have been closures of
hospitals in the NHS and there always will be as the service
develops but no single closure is any evidence of a 'cut'.

Almost all District Health Authorities have had, and continue
to receive, increases in real terms in their resources. (Candidate:
would be well advised to get the actual cash figures for their
Districts.) In some cases this increase in resources is less than
the District would like or less than they expected when plans were
drawn up a few years ago based on quite unrealistic forecasts of
growth. But it is quite wrong to refer to any gap between actual
growth and false hopes or expectations as a Government  'cut'. Yet•
many health interests make this claim in local debates.

We expect Health Authorities to make 'efficiency savings'
per cent each year as a contribution to the financing of new

developments. Again, these savings are not a 'cut' - but a
modest contribution to the growth of priority services, achieved
by cutting back on wasteful spending to release resources for
patient care. The Chairman of Regional Health Authorities have all
agreed that this annual target is a realistic figure for improvement
in efficiency. In fact it is a very modest improvement to expect
in a service with a L154 billion budget. Many Health Authorities
could do better than this and should devote all extra savings to
their local patient services.

Background

1 The last Labour Government regularly faced similar charges
that hospital closures indicated cutbacks in spending .  In Labour's
case this charge was strengthened by the cutback of one-third in
NHS capital spending made by the Labour Government  of  197 -9.
In 1976 Mr Albert Spenswick of COHSE told the Labour Party
Conference:



5 Estimated figures for 1982/3 are that the cost of rescri tior
dispensed in England was £1,262 million. Only £106 million about
8 per cent of this) was recovered through prescription charges and
season tickets.

6 Dental charges in 1982/3 raised £141 million, around 28 per
cent of the total cost of dental services (£536 million)

7 Optical charges in 1982/3 raised £41 million, 27.2 per cent
of the cost excluding arrears payments to opticians. Estimates.
figures for 1983/4 are £51 million (30.4 per cent of the cost..)

Labour Polic

8 Labour are pledged in "New Hope for Britain" to "phase out
health charges" - something no Labour Government has ev'r done
despite pledges in the past.

I*
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HEATING AND FUEL COSTS

Question

What will you do to help with the problem of fuel bills?

Suggested reply

This Government has made major improvements in help to those in need with the

payment of fuel bills. We will continue to concentrate help on the most needy.
The system of fuel help is presently being examined by the Social Security
Advisory Committee. We will consider any suggestions that the Committee makes.

Background

1. In 1982/83 the Government spent about  £325 million  on help with hills for poorer
users. This compares  with only £124 million in 1978/79.

9

2. The level of supplementary benefit heating additions were raised to their highest
ever level in real terms in November 1980. They have been price protected since.
(Basic rate ordinary addition at November 1982 was £1.90; Higher rate £4.65).

3. The lower rate of heating addition is now paid automatically to supplementary
benefit householderswith children under 5, or pensioners over 70. Higher rate
addition is payable automatically to the severely disabled.

4. The Government has introduced a fairer and more consistent policy on estate

rate heating additions to provide extra help for tenants of estates with special

heating problems.

Labour Policy

New  Hope for Britain" (para 75) pledged to "reduce energy costs for pensioners
both through support for conservation and by introducing new fuel allowances".
What those fuel allowances would be has not been specified.

0



HOSPITAL CLOSURES

Questions of Polic : 42

Question

Don't the closures of so many small local hospitals prove that
the Government is cutting health services at a time when demand
growing?

Su ested answer

L711 the figures demonstrate that there has been a substantial
increase in spending on health in real terms under this Government -
an d a consequent growth in services. No Government has ever spent
more on health. No Government has ever provided better services.]

As part of this expansion in services the Government has in hand
a major programme of hospital building - in all 136 new hospital
projects are under way involving capital spending of £1,100 million.
Some hospital closures are inevitable even in a service which is
receiving such substantial increases in resources. The pattern of
population and medical practices change. Old hospitals are
constantly being replaced by new ones. Some places also have too
man y beds in certain services and the resources need to be released
to develop other neglected areas of the NHS.

The Government has no bias against small hospitals. They are
no longer planning the gian t 1000-bed hospitals that used to be
fashionable. Smaller units frequently work better. But hospitals
need to be up-to-date. And they need to be fully used. All
closures need ministerial approval; Conservative ministers have
stepped in to save a number of small centres of excellence in
response to justified public support. Tadworth Court was the latest
and best-known example.

Labour Record

1 Labour's record between 1974 and 1979 shows that hospital
closures will occur in an evolving service. This was clearly
stated by Labour's Secretary of State for Social Services,
Mr David Ennals, who declared:

"Do not believe those who try and sugges t  that closures are
evidence that the Government is starving the health service of
funds. The reverse is in fact the case. ... The price of
keeping surplus hospitals is a lower standard of care than we
could get by concentrating our hospital services to give a more
efficient service to patients." (Press Release, 24th J an uary 1978)

2 The Government increased capital spending by 15 per cent in real
terms in the period 1978-9 to 1982-3. In contrast, capital spending
was cut back under the last Labour Government; between 1973-4 and
1978-9 it was reduced in real terms by 35 per cent.
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HOUSEHOLD DUTIES TEST: NON-CONTRIBUTORY INVALIDITY PENSION NCIP

Question

Why are married women forced to go through the indignity of a
household duties test before qualifying for non-contributory
invalidity  pension?

Su ested Answer

It was the last Labour Government that first imposed the
household duties test. I recognise that there is a good deal of
anger on this subject. But NCIP is designed as a benefit for those
incapable of work through incapacity. Those who would normally work
have to take a medical examination as to their ability to go out to
work. The Labour Government introduced the parallel medical test on

• household duties to see if married  women  who might normally do
housework were able to do it.

This  Conservative Government promised, and put into effect, a
review  to find  ways of overcoming  this problem , including a study
of practice  abroad. We  are still  waiting for the outcome of the
officials' report.

We are determined  to find a solution.  But those who press for
an immediate change have to face the  fact that  the cost of abolishinE
the test completely would be £275 million.

Background

1 NCIP is a non-contributory benefit for people who have been
unable to work for a least 28 weeks. It is payable after medical
examination .  Married women qualify for NCIP only if they are also
unable to do housework .  This requires a doctor asking a wom an  to

•  attempt to perform ordinary household duties in his presence.

2 The NCIP rate  (November"1982 )  is £19.70 per week. There are
additions for wife  (subject to earnings )  and children. The pension
is paid to 180,000 people at an annual cost of £140 m.

3 Paying NCIP to married women without the household duties test
would cost an extra £275m. It would thus treble the total cost of
aying this benefit. There would also be a  significant  staff cost

(200 - 250 extra staff at DHSS  would be needed

Labour Polic

Labour introduced the household duties test. They are pledged
in "New Hope for Britain "  to abolish the test  (cost  £275m )  and also
to "bring up the non-contributory invalidity pension to the.level of
the flat-rate contributory invalidity benefit". (i.e., from £19.70
to £31.45 per week). (Cost: £60m; even without counting potential
extra recipients if household duties test  was abolished.)



HOUSING BENEFIT

Question

Questions of  Policy:  44

Hasn't the Government's new housing benefit scheme caused extra hardship to

those in need?

Answer

There will be some people who are on average around 40p per week worse off under

the new scheme. But they are the relatively better off rebate recipients. Over
11/4 million people (notably pensioners) will be better off by an average of
£1 per week. And no one on supplementary benefit will get any less assistance

with rent and rates.

Background

1. Previously help with rents and rates could either  be  received by housing
additions to supplementary benefit payments from the DHSS or from rebate and
allowance schemes run by local authorities. It was not always easy for applicants
to decide which scheme to apply for; the wrong choice could lead to loss of full

Iv enefit entitlement . The Government has merged the two schemes into one. Local
authorities are responsible for its operation. The unified system of Housing

Benefits will be simpler to administer and simpler to understand.

2. The new scheme has been brought in in two phases, the second being due for
completion in April 1983. There may be some extra manpower cost to local
authorities. But the DHSS will save 2,400 staff. The estimated annual
administrative savings of £10 million will be ploughed back as extra benefit

payments.

3. From April 1983 it is estimated about 63/4 million people will receive housing
benefits. 400,000 previous recipients of rebates or allowances will not be
eligible under the new scheme. Another 1.9 million are slightly worse off.

The rest will break even (3} million) or gain (1.3 million).

0
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INVALID CARE ALLOWANCE

Question

Why does the Government discriminate against married women by
refusing them invalid care allowance?

Su ested re 1

Invalid care allowance was designed to help compensate for loss
of pay in cases where the main breadwinner of a family was forced to
stay at home to care for a severely disabled person who is receiving
the attendance allow an ce. That is why it was originally set up to
be paid to men or single women of working age. Conservatives
recognise the enormous value of the care that is provided by married
women to disabled relatives. But although we have been able to make
some improvements in invalid care allowances it is not possible to
meet every request for improvements or extensions of benefits.

• Background

0

1 Invalid care allowance (ICA) is paid to men and single women
of working age who stay at home to care for someone on attendance
allowance. The current (November 1982) rate is L19.70 a week.
There are additions for wife and children.

2 The cost of extending ICA to married women would be L60 million.

3 This Government allowed carers who were not relatives of the
person on attendance allowance to receive ICA from July 1981. In
November 1982 the earnings rule limit on what a person receiving ICA
is'allowed to earn was doubled from E6 to E12 a week.

4 8,000  people receive ICA by order book. Total cost is
f,8 million.

Labour Polic

Labour have repeatedly committed  themselves-'to  extend ICA to
married women.
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INVALIDITY  BENEFIT ABATEMENT

Question

Why has the Government attacked the disabled by abating
invalidity benefit by 5 per cent? Will you give a pledge to
restore that abatement?

Su ested Re 1

Invalidity benefit was abated by Just 5 per cent in 1980
in lieu of income tax. It is a benefit which replaces earnings.
It is therefore reasonable that it should be brought into taxation
as soon as  the administrative changes can be made. We have already
restored the 5 per cent abatement of the invalidity allowance made
at the same time. The Chan cellor has promised that the invalidity
benefit abatement will be restored when the benefit is taxed. But
this  would not in fact benefit the majority of recipients becauz:
they have incomes above the tax threshold.

Background

1 Invalidity benefit is a contributory benefit for sick people
unable to work. It takes over from sickness benefit after it has
been in payment for 6 months. The basic weekly rate (November 1982)
is £31.45 per week. Invalidity benefit is paid to over
600,000 people at an annual cost of £1,600 million.

2 Invalidity  benefit and  invalidity  allowance were abated by
5 per cent in November  1980.  Abatement  of invalidity  allowance
was restored in November  1981.  The cost of restoring the abatement
of invalidity benefit is  estimated to be £60m.

Labour olic

• Labour is pledged to restore the 5 per cent abatement.
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KIDNEY MACHINES

Question

Why are people dying for lack of kidney machines?

Su ested Answer

The Government has made action to help those suffering from
treatable kidney failure a priority. This is a case where medical
advance has raced ahead of planning and resources. But the numbers
being treated have steadily increased. We are specifically urging
health authorities to make dialysis services a priority area.
Unnecessary alarm has been caused by alarmist and unjustified
suggestions that in a number of cases patients suitable for dialysis
have been refused treatment and have died. Of course, there is a
need for more org an  donors, more transplants and more dialysis
equipment. This is being - and will be - provided as quickly as
possible.

Background

Dialysis

1 Renal dialysis is a method of containing a clinical problem
and prolonging life. It does not offer a cure. Kidney transplants
are the only way of freeing those with renal problems of dependency
on kidney machines.

2 It is estimated that the number of cases of potentially
treatable kidney failure is 45 per million total population. In
the UK this  mean s some 2 ,500 cases a year. It is for the clinical
Judgement of the consultant to decide on whether a patient could
and should be treated.

3 The running cost of dialysis is expensive. For routine hospital
dialysis the cost is over £12,000 per year. For home dialysis around
£9,000 per year. At the end of 1981 there were about 5000 patients
on dialysis  in the UK. A few  years  ago, fewer patients over 50 were
accepted for treatment. Now more than one-third of the patients
accepted for treatment are over 50, and this is still increasing.

Trans lants

4 The number of kidney transplants in the UK passed 1000 for the
first time in 1982. This record figure still falls short of demand.
The waiting list for a kidney has now reached 2,263. The problem is
not lack of money but lack of donors.

5 . The number of donors for the kidney transplant programme fell back
sharply as a result of a Panorama programme on brain death in October
1980 which caused public alarm. The Government has acted to allay
this disquiet and ±s`sued a revised Code of Practice on organ
transplantation in March 1983. As  the-Minister  for Health,
Mr Kenneth Clarke, stated:

"There is not the slightest chance when the code is followed that
organs will be removed for transpl an tation from someone who is not
dead in every sensible me an ing of the term. It is a tragedy that
fears of that kind have cost us hundreds of operations that might

have returned patients to happy and full lives." (Press Release 10/3/83



6 Since 1972 there have been over 7000 successful kidney
transplants. Each transplant helps two people - the person
receiving the kidney and the one for whom a kidney machine
thus  becomes  available. The Government is making every effort
to encourage the wider carrying of kidney donor cards.

•
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MOBILITY ALLOWANCE

Question

Would a Conservative Government continue to refuse mobility
allowance to people over 75?•

Su ested Re 1

The mobility allowance age limits were imposed by previous
Governments. The allowance has to be claimed before the 66th
birthday and continues up to the age of 75. This Government phased
in payments to some of the older age groups quicker than had been
planned. But, looking to the future, the numbers of people over
75 will grow fast. Regrettably the cost of paying a continuing
mobility allowance to the over-75s who naturally suffer most from
walking problems would be prohibitive. Even on today's figures
the cost would be over 1450 million.

The Government has an outstanding record on mobilit assistance.
We have increased it by 83 per cent (far ahead of prices) since
coming into office. We have also  made  it tax-free. No Government
has ever remotely matched our record of help for the disabled: total
cash payments to the disabled have risen by 21 per cent in real terms
Background since 1979.

1 Mobility allowance is paid out to people unable or virtually
unable to walk because of physical disablement. The rate
(November 1982) is £18.30 per week (against (110.00 when the
Government took office). The allowance is paid to 255,000 peopl;
at an annual cost of £240 million.

Labour Polic

Even Labour has not pledged to make mobility allowance payable
to all those over 75 who become eligible by reason of incapacity.

10
"New  Hope for Britain" pledges to "continue to pay mobility
allowance to existing recipients as they reach t1fe age of 75."
No existing recipient will reach the age of 75 until J989.
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NHS CHARGES FOR OVERSEAS VISITORS

Question

Why has the Government imposed NHS charges for overseas
visitors?

Su ested Re 1

We believe it is reasonable to impose a charge for the use of the
NHS on most visitors from countries which charge British people on
visits there.

Background

1 The Government has introduced a scheme to charge overseas
visitors for hospital treatment in this country if the visitors
come from countries who charge British people when they need treatment
on visits there. We do not charge anyone from a country which gives
free treatment to our citizens.

2 No charges are made for. emergency out-patient treatment or for
infectious diseases. Anyone coming here for a reasonable length of
time, including students enrolled on courses which will last for more
than six months, is exempt.

3 Most of the people who will be charged will be tourists and
businessmen from countries such as the USA, Australia and the Arab
states. We expec tt.,hemto insure for health costs when they are here
as British visitors have to do when they go there. The level of
charges is equivalent to that levied on British private patients
in NHS hospitals. The money raised is a small addition to the
finances of our NHS.

4 The extra administrative cost is trivial as most patients are
merely asked one additional question amongst all the other questions

• about name, address, age and so on that all patients have always been
asked on admission to hospital.

5 Relatives and friends of patients  can never  be liable for
charges.

6 The old system in the NHS was haphazard and varied from
hospital to hospital. There was  some evidence  that hospitals tended
to charge patients with  foreign names  and accents and there was
some suspicion of racial bias in its effect. The Government
removed that suspicion by insisting that the same simple questions
should be asked.of all patients. Our instructions expressly tell staff
not to ask for passports from patients except in the case of an EEC
national who has only to prove citizenship to claim exemption.

7 Various groups such as one called  "No Pass Laws  for Health"
have issued inaccurate leaflets on the scheme trying to claim that
the new system discriminates  against immigrants . In fact, the new
system eliminates the slight risk of racial bias that the old
system carried.



"The NHS ...... is more in danger, more in fear for its very
existence than ever before. Our fears lie in two directions.
On the one hand, the entire Service - some lm employees,
2,500 hospitals and 400,000 beds - faces a very severe cut
back in its expenditure allocation, so severe that it has now
spread beyond the mere elimination of the unnecessary but
desirable "Co  the closing of wards and hospitals and reduction
in outpatient facilities and patients' access to care."

(Blackpool 29th September 1976)

2 Labour's Secretary of State for Social Services,
Mr David Ennals, replied to charges saying that local closures.
meant national spending cuts by saying:

"Do not believe those who try and suggest that closures are
evidence that the Government is starving the health service of
funds. The reverse is in fact the case:'

(Press Release, 24th January 1978)

3 Spending on the NHS in GB has been raised from  E7j billion
in 1978-9 to an estimated  £15j billion in 1983-4.

4 The Conservative Government has in train a L1100 million
capital spending programme for the building of new hospitals.
Under this programme 140, major new hospital capital schemes are
being designed or constructed.

I*
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OCCUPATIONAL PENSIONS

Question

What would a Conservative Government  do to right  some of the
injustices felt by "early leavers '19

Su ested Re 1

The main thing that any Government must try to do for any
pensioner is to limit the rate of inflation which erodes the
value of the pension and destroys any accumulated savings.
Occupational pension schemes are personal to an employee and his
employer. In principle Government should only step in to regulate
them where there are clear injustices.

These days, however, more and more people are changing jobs.
It is not satisfactory for early leavers to have markedly inferior
pensions in prospect than  those who stay in one job. This
Government asked the pensions industry to seek voluntary agreement
on ways of improving the situation of early leavers. But if no
suitable voluntary solution were found and legislation did prove
to be necessary a Conservative Government would certainly take
that step. We are also committed to legislate to see that members
of occupational pension schemes receive fuller information about
all matters concerning their individual pension scheme.

Background

1 11.6 million employees  are members  of occupational  pension
schemes. There are an estimated  3.9 million occupational
pensioners .  The average  payment under pension in 1981 was
£27.00 per week.

2 When an employee changes jobs having contributed to an,
occupational pension scheme his pension rights are usually "frozen"
until he reaches retirement age. This lack of revaluation In view
of inflation means the pension he receives may bear little relation
to his final salary and will be far behind the pensions of those who
remain in the same job until retirement. This limits mobility of
labour.

3 It has to be recognised that current premiums and benefits
in occupational schemes are calculated on the basis that a
percentage of early leavers will occur. Altering the rules could
therefore affect the premiums and/or benefits of those who continued
in the same employment.

4 In June 1981 the Occupational Pensions Board (OPB) recommended
that pensions should be revalued 4nnually in line with earnings up
to a ceiling of 5 per cent.

5 A proposal from the National Association of Pension Funds
to establish a "central fund" to manage the pension rights of
early leavers would require important primary legislation. The
proposal will be considered further at the special conference
called by Mr Fowler, to consider the problems of "early leavers"
which he announced on May 7th.



Labour Polic

Labour pledged in "New Hope for Britain" to legislate to
"more adequately protect occupational pensions from the effects
of inflation than they are at present; protect the position of
early leavers; and extend to members of schemes rights to
participation and to greater information". But Labour's financial
policy, detailed in the 1982 Conference Statement on the Financial
Institutions would direct some of the resources of pension funds
into a state-controlled National Investment Ban k to follow Labour's
investment priorities, it would also give trade unions a 50 per cen
dominating membership of the "controlling bodies" of pension scheme
Such proposals should be deeply worrying to those with occupational
pensions who are seeking the best financial return on the money
invested for them.

0

0
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PENSIONS METHOD OF CALCULATING

Question

Isn't the new method of calculating pensions that will be
brought into effect if the Government wins the Election simply
a device for clawing-back money from pensioners without admitting
it?

Suggested Answer

What the Government is proposing is to go back to the
historic or actual method of calculating pensions  that  was used
before  1976 . Labour changed the method then to one of guesswork
about what the future rate of price increases would be in order
to save money at pensioners' expense.

Labour's method has been wrong five times in the last seven
years, causing uncertainty and confusion about where pensioners
stand. Our method, basing the uprating on price increases that
have actually taken place, will bring back certainty and
stability in fixing pensions. It will ensure that pensions will
automatically increase in line with prices because any price rises
"missed" in the period between the announcement and the
implementation of an uprating will inevitably be picked up in
the reckoning for the uprating the next year.

While prices continue to rise Conservative Governments will
afford pensioners full protection against their effects. Under
this Government pensions have been raised faster than prices
(by 68.5 per cent between November 1978 and November 1982 against
a rise in prices of 61 per cent.

We believe finally that the main priority for pensioners is
to have a Government determined to carry on the fight against
inflation. Price rises are the cause of all the fear and
anxiety pensioners have suffered these last few years.

Background

1 In 1976, the Labour Government seeing that pensioners were
due for a 21.2 per cent uprating to keep pensions in line with
prices under the historic method, changed over to a system of
uprating pensions and other long-term benefits by "forecasting"
future inflation. The uprating for 1976 was set at 15 per cent,
thus saving the Government £500 million (around £1,000 million
in today's money) at the expense of pensioners. That money due
was lost for ever and was never made up.

2 The forecasting method was based on assumptions about
future inflation. Those assumptions were wrong in 1976, 1978,
1980, 1981 and 1982. Out of  seven  occasions the forecast has
been right only twice - in 1977 and 1979. Some years the.fore-
cast was too low, the money had to be made up the following year,
and pensioners in the interim felt hard done by. Other years the
forecast was too high, an adjustment was made in the next year to
bring the sum back into line, and pensioners, seeing this as a
"clawback", again felt hard done by.
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3 Under the historic method from-1983 a calculation will be mad(
in every June (the latest month that can be chosen if all benefits
are to be paid in November) of the actual increase in the RPI in
the preceding 12 months from May to May. The pension, as now,
will be paid in November.

4 At the time of the Budget it was forecast that inflation in
May would be around 4 per cent, in November around 6 per cent.
But in 1982 the inflation forecast was 2.7 per cent too high. So
had the forecasting method with adjustment been applied pensioners
would have received only 6-2.7 percent, ie 3.3 per cent. They
are thus likely to receive  more  under the historic method than
would have been the case had the Government held to the forecast
method with adjustment.

5 Pensions have risen faster (68.5 per cent from November 1978
to November 1982) than prices (61 per cent from November 1978 to
November 1982) under this Government. The charge proposed in the
Budget will  mean  that will still  be the case.

Labour Polic

Labour is pledged to uprate pensions in November 1983 faster
than the Government proposes; "New Hope for Britain" states they
will be uprated "by the full amount necessary to protect their
real value against the rise in inflation" to November 1983 (ie
around 6 per cent).
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PENSIONS , DATE OF UPRATING

Question

Why do pensioners have to wait for so long for their money after the Budget

anouncement  of the pension  increase  in the spring?

Suggested Answer

The Government would very much like to reduce the time between the uprating
announcement and the date pensioners receive it. In fact this year (1983) we
are reducing it to just over five months - much less than the seven or eight months

of recent years. The problem is that supplementary pensions have to be calculated

according to the personal needs and resources of each individual pensioner. That

does take time.

It would be possible to reduce the time below five months for the payment of most

benefits. But that could only be done if pensioners were prepared to have

their money paid directly into a bank or post office account on a monthly

basis. Most have shown in the past they don't want this.

• So there are problems. But the Government will continue to look to see whether

new technology can help in reducing this gap further.

Background

1. Pensions are presently paid by millions of individual order books with

weekly vouchers cashable across a Post Office desk. These cover several months.
Books with the uprated figure for November have therefore to be printed and

distributed from a date beginning several months in advance.

2. The traditional November date for uprating pensions and benefits is chosen
to give the extra money just before the expensive Christmas  season.

f-14 to i.u
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SELF-CERTIFICATION OF SICKNESS

Question

Hasn't the new system of self-certification of sickness
encouraged malingerers who no longer have to have a doctor's
certificate?

Su ested Answer

No. Claims for sickness in the six months after the introduction
of the new scheme fell by some 20% below the same period for the
previous year. People can no longer shelter behind easily granted
doctors' certificates. And doctors have more time to treat patients
with more serious complaints.

Background

1 As from 14th June 1982, it has no longer been necessary for an
employee to produce a doctor's certificate for the first seven days'
absence from work during illness. Employees have to present to
employees with a "self-certificate" - a signed statement by the
claimant that he was sick and an indication of the nature of the
illness. Control of absenteeism is primarily a task for employers.
But after seven days an employee will still have to produce a free
doctor's statement. And in cases where four "self-certificates"
have been presented in a year an employer can advise the DHSS which
will ask the employee to see a gp next time he is sick for four days
or more.

2 Before self-certification  some  3 million doctor's certificates
a year were issued for spells lasting for less than a week. Doctors
had complained that in many cases of short illness patients did not
need to visit a gp. Self-certification has reduced the number of
unnecessary consultations, and, probably, the drugs bill.
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STATUTORY SICK PAY

Question

Why has the Government, which promised to help small businesses,
brought in a new sick pay scheme involving extra paper work?

Su ested Answer

The new system will mean considerable savings in Whitehall.
It will be possible to save about 3,000 civil servants. This will
involve some extra paper work for employers. But we took employer's
comments closely into account in laying down procedures. Paper
work has been kept as simple as possible. We have kept it to the
minimum consistent with checking that only proper deductions are made
from PAYE contributions. We have produced record cards free of charge.
Local social security offices can advise  an yone who is not clear at
first what is entailed.

The new system is fairer to everyone. It will end the state

•
of affairs  where someone  could be better off absent sick receiving
a tax-free benefit than being at work.

And employers will be no worse off. The new sick pay scheme
does not go on top of ordinary  wages . It is part of them. We
agreed with employers that they should be able to recoup the entire
cost of any sick pay paid by deducting the amount from their next
monthly cheque to the Inland Revenue for PAYE and national insurance
contributions. Many employers have paid ordinary wages during
sickness. They will now be better off because of the deduction they
will be able to make from their PAYE contributions.

The Government  will take  close  note  of comments on the scheme
an d will keep it under  constant review.

Background

1 As from 6th April 1983, all employers will be obliged to pay
their employees a minimum wage for the first ei ht-weeks' absence

• due to illness (except for the first three days) in each tax year.
After eight weeks the employee will receive sickness benefit from
the DHSS.

2 Employers recoup Statutory Sick Pay disbursed by 100 per cent
self-deduction from their monthly remittances to the Inland Revenue.

3 An employee who does not get his SSP can refer to adjudicating
authorities. There are penalties for employers who delay payment.
SSP sets minimum rates: the Government cannot oblige employers to
pay full wages during illness. The standard SSP rate for those
earning over £65 per week will be £40.25. That compares with the
£40.45 rate of sickness benefit for a married couple.

4 The change will mean a reduction of 3,000 civil servants who
no longer have to calculate and pay our sickness benefit. The
saving to the PSBR will be up to £90 m111ion.



5 By introducing sickness pay in place of the previous benefit
for the first eight weeks, the new system will bring the majority of
payments during sickness into tax. It will thus end the  an omaly
whereby over half the workforce got more when sick than  when at.work.
It will also reduce duplication of work and cost between the State
an d employers both paying for short periods of sickness.

•
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TOBACCO ADVERTISING

Question

Q of P:

What restrictions would a Conservative Government impose on
tobacco advertising?

Su ested Answer

The Government has stepped up efforts to draw attention to the
dangers of smoking to health. But I would not support legislation
to prevent such advertising. I believe that persuasion and voluntary
agreement is better than compulsion. In a free society individuals
should be left to make up their own minds about smoking on the basis
of the full facts as they are known.

Background

1 Cigarette advertising on television was banned in 1965.
Voluntary agreements with the tobacco industry on stricter advertising
codes have  been reached in 1971, 1977, 1980 and 1982 (three times out
of four under Conservative Governments).

2 Under the 1980 voluntary-agreement expenditure by tobacco
companies on cigarette poster advertising was controlled for the
first time, together with other restrictions on the advertising and
promotion of cigarettes.

3 Under the 1982 voluntary agreement the industry will make further
reductions in the amount spent on poster and cinema advertising. It
bans video and new aerial means of advertising cigarettes. It
provides for clearer and more universal presentation of the Government':
health warning.

4 The Government's main effort has been in health. education on
smoking. The Health Education Council was given an extra £2 million
in 1982/3 specifically for anti-smoking campaigns (such as "Beat Nick-
O'Teen" aimed at children).

• 5 The banning of smoking in.public places continues to spread.
This is best achieved by voluntary  means  rather than by the criminal
law. There is no evidence that a total ban on advertising on sports
sponsorship would reduce consumption. (Some evidence - from Norway -
even appears to disprove that assertion.)--

Ke Statistics

Smoking is estimated to account for at least 50,000 early deaths
each year and 50 million lost working days. Sales of cigarettes have
declined every year since 1973. They are down by almost a fifth since
1978. In 1982 sales were 102,000 million. Tax revenue (including VAT)
is about £4,000 million a year.
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Question:

What are the advantages of privatising British Telecom?

Suggested Answer:

First, it will free BT from the web of Government control and
interference so that it can compete far more effectively in
the rapidly growing market for teleco mmunications. It will
enable BT to become a major force in information technology.
It will therefore help create many more jobs.

Second, together with the measures already taken to liberalise
teleco mmunications, privatisation will mean greater
competition and will give the customer wider choice and better
service.

In particular, privatisation will allow BT to raise capital
for investment from the market rather than, as at present,
from the taxpayer or from the customer through higher charges.
And to make sure that the customers benefit, the Government
has accepted the reco mmendations made by Professor Littlechild
that after privatisation, BT plc will be obliged for five
years to keep any increase in its prices for domestic
rentals, local calls and other services of particular
concern, taken together, below the rate of inflation (as
measured by the retail prices index).

Privatisation will therefore help the customer by providing
a wider choice through competition, will help keep charges
down, will help create jobs as BT wins new business and will
help the taxpayer as BT looks to the capital markets instead
of the Government for its finance.

Conservative Research Department 18.5.83
32 Smith Square SW1
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Question:

Will rural areas suffer from privatisation of British Telecom?

Suggested Answer:

No. British Telecom's licence will oblige it to provide
services throughout the UK including remote and rural services.
And BT have publicly accepted a continuing responsibility to
remote and rural areas. In fact, the Teleco mmunications Bill
introduced in the last session of Parliament specifically
mentioned rural services and imposed a paramount duty on the
Secretary of State to ensure that these services are
maintained - for the first time in telecommunications
legislation.

Nor is there any reason for prices to go up in rural areas
compared  to urban areas. In fact, the evidence suggests
that services in rural areas probably cost less. In any case,
BT will be prohibited by its licence from unfairly discriminating
against rural customers.

Nor are there any grounds for fearing that installation costs
might shoot up in rural areas. In fact, the consumer's
position will be strengthened. In future if the consumer thinks
he is being charged an unreasonable amount, he will be able
to complain to the Director of the Office of Teleco mmunications
who, if the complaint is justified, will be able to order
BT to reduce the charge to a reasonable amount. There is no
comparable right under existing legislation.

•
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Question:

Will the privatisation of British Telecom mean a loss of jobs?

Su ested Answer:

On the contrary, it should help employment. When British
Telecom is privatised, it will have greater commercial and
managerial freedom and will therefore be far better placed,
than if nationalised, to meet the increasing demand in
telecommunication.

In the United States, where teleco mmunications companies are
in the private sector, employment in these companies has
been growing at about 6% a year.

40 Job opportunities  are already being created as a result of
the Government's programme of liberalisation. The
introduction of competition in the supply of terminal
equipment has led to the creation of new sales staff within
BT and also new jobs in manufacturing, retailing and service
sales. The Government had licenced a new public network,
Mercury, to compete with BT and it is also generating
new jobs - not only by itself, but also in BT as it
introduces new services to compete with Mercury. In the near
future, the new competing cellular radio networks will
generate thousands of new jobs.

0
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Question:

Will privatisation of British Telecom put pensions at risk?

Su ested Answer:

As far as existing pension obligations are concerned, these
will be fully honoured. As far as the future is concerned,
the substantial protection enjoyed by BT's pensioners and
its employees under the trust arrangements will remain
unchanged.

Back round Note:

1. The trustees of the British Telecom pension fund have
the duty of providing pensions to the BT pensioners
and of holding contributions in trust. The benefits
paid to pensioners are governed by the pension fund
trust deed. Under rules established by this trust
deed, BT's pensioners are entitled to periodic increases
in their pensions in line with those enjoyed by most
civil servants. The trust deed prohibits changes which
would reduce the benefits of any person already entitled
to the receipt of a pension. So it would not be open
to the successor company, even if it wished, to reduce
this entitlement.

2. BT's current employees are generally members of the
pension scheme by virtue of their contracts of
employment. As they retire, they benefit from the
scheme's rules relating to its pensioners. Any change
in those rules relating to employees retiring in the
future would require the agreement of all the trustees
including those nominated by the trade unions. All
trustees are required by law to act in the best
interests of the trust's beneficiaries. So while
the Government cannot offer guarantees about the future
- any more than it could if BT were to remain a
nationalised industry - there is substantial protection
for BT'S employees under the trust arrangements. When
BT is turned into a public limited company, this
protection will be preserved in full.

3. As regards the pre-1969 pension fund deficiency,this is
at present the responsibility of BT who are obliged to
make it good by 1992 by means of payment made under a
deed of covenant. Under the Telecommunications Bill,
the obligation is to be handed on to the successor
company (BT plc). Part of the deficiency might be
liquidated out of the proceeds from a sale of shares.
However, the important point is that the deficiency
will be made good in full in one way or another and by
BT plc unless alternative arrangements are made.

Conservative Research Department 18.5.83
32 Smith Square SW1
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Question:

Will loss-making public call boxes be withdrawn under
privatisation?

Su ested Answer:

No. The Secretary of State and the Director of the Office
of Telecommunications will be placed under a duty to ensure
that public call boxes are provided throughout the UK to
satisfy all reasonable demands for them. The duty remains
whether or not the kiosks make a loss. This is the first
time that the provision of public call boxes has been made
a specific duty in law.

Background:

1. This does not mean that no boxes will ever be withdrawn.
Each case is judged on its own merits.

2. There are currently around 76,000 public call boxes.
32 were closed in 1979-80, 30 in 1980-81 and 63 in
1981-82.

Conservative Research Department 18.5.83
32 Smith Square SW1
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Question:

Will the emergency  999 services continue  after the privatisation
of British Telecom?

Su ested Answer:

Yes. The Secretary of State and the Director of the Office
of Teleco mmunications will have a paramount duty placed on
them to ensure that the emergency services are provided. BT's
licence will require it to continue to provide the 999 service
free of charge thus preserving an advantage which consumers
in several other European countries do not have. As well as
BT, other public telecommunications operators such as Hull,
Mercury and the radio telephone companies will also be
required to provide access to an emergency service.

•
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Question:

Are there plans to close down rural sub-Post Offices?

Su ested Answer:

No. The Government recognised the importance of sub-Post
Offices to rural life and is firmly co mmitted to the maintenance
of the sub-Post Office network.

Of course, some changes have taken place to take account of
retirements and movements of population. But the number of
closures during this Government has been less than half the
number of closures during the period of the last Labour
Government.

The Government has announced a fund of up to £2 million to

S
compensate  for any loss of DHSS business. This fund reflects
the Government's committment to maintain an adequate
sub-Post Office network.

Background:

The Post Office is currently carrying out a review of sub-
Post Offices. The review team has made an appraisal of
sub-Post Offices in urban areas only. The rural network is
not being reviewed, not are there plans to do so. Rumours
of large-scale closures are without foundation.

•
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Question:

Why do we not ban foriegn imports of steel?

Su ested Answer:

In fact, Brit in has a lower proportion of its market for
steel taken by imports than other European countries. In the
UK, the figure is 27%, in France 35% and in Germany 43%.

As regards imports from other EEC members, these accounted for
17-18% of the UK market in 1981 and 1982. However, before
1980, the year of the thirteen week strike, the figure was
12-14%. The strike lost the UK a significant slice of its
market. to imports from Europe.

As rejdrds imports from countries outside the EEC, to shut

• these out would only invite retaliation. We need to remember
that we are net steel exporters only to many of the Third
World markets. So overall Britain could end up being a net
loser.

What is more, there are fourteen times as many people employed
in the steel using industries as in the steel industry.
If these industries had to buy uncompetitive steel, it would
only damage exports and employment.

However, action is being taken by the Co mmunity through
voluntary restraint arrangements with other countries, and
where necessary additional action has been taken. For example,
anti-dumping duties have been imposed on steel imports from
Spain and Brazil. Quotas have been set up against steel
imports from Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. The Community's

aim is to reduce the amount that is imported into the I:EC to
121i'z. below the 1980 levels.

0
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Question:

Is the Government co mmitted to a future for the British Steel
Corporation?

Su ested Answer:

Yes. The Government's objective has been to bring the
Corporation to economic viability. The BSC has rationalised
its activities to a greater extent probably than any other
enterprise in the country. The External Finance Limit (EFL)
has been halved from £1,121 million in 1980-81 to £575 million
in 1982-83. The Corporation is now on target for obtaining
viability in 1984-85.

• Because of improved competitiveness in the steel industry,
and because of the increase in steel production expected by
BSC in 1983, the Government has asked the Corporation to
prepare its plan for the next three years on the basis that
steel-making will continue at all five major integrated
sites: Port Talbot, Llanwern, Scunthorpe, Ravenscraig and
Teeside. This is a clear sign of the Government's
co mmitment to the steel industry.

Steel production in the first three months of 1983 was up 38%
compared with the previous three months.
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Question:

What is the position on the  Westland 30?

Su ested Answer:

In September 1982 it was announced that agreement had been
reached to provide Westland Helicopters Ltd with launch
aid of £41 million towards a project to develop improved
versions of the Westland 30 civil helicopter. There would be
a levy on sales to provide a fair return to the taxpayer.
This is in line with the Government's philosophy to provide
launch aid for projects which area viable and have a good
rate of return. Having looked at this proposal, the
Government came to the conclusion that the project meets
these criteria. This is a good example of partnership
between the Government and the private sector which will help

• Westland diversify into the civil market.

i
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Question:

What is the position on the EH101 Helicopter Project?

Su ested Answer:

The EH101 progra mme aims to bring together  companies , industry
departments and defence ministries in the UK and Italy
to produce a helicopter with both civil and defence versions.
The UK company is Westland. The British Government believes
that international joint ventures like the EH101 should make
good co mmercial sense in view of the high costs involved in
launching major aerospace projects. The British and Italian
industry departments have agreed that financial assistance
should be provided so long as the companies meet national
criteria for financial support for co mmercially viable

• projects and so long as the Ministries of Defence give the
go ahead for the naval version. The hope is that we should
be able to go ahead with the EH101 helicopter project later
this year if the Italians are ready by then.

•
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Question:

What is the position on the A320?

Su ested Answer:

The Government have indicated that launch aid is available for viable projects,
as  they  have shown in the case of Rolls Royce and the Westland 30.

The present situation is that Airbus Industries are testing the markets for
launching the A320 with a derivative engine  (the CFM 56 -4). That market

appraisal will not be available until  July  1983 and it will then have to be

considered by the partners in Airbus Industries.

Background:

The background to the A320 is that Airbus Industries, the European airliner

manufacturing consortium, in which British Aeropace has a partnership share

has been considering a programme for the next generation of aircraft to eulLer
service from the late 1980s. What has emerged as the front runner is a

completely new narrow-bodied 150 seat aircraft designated the A320. The
Government need to be satisfied that the A320 is a viable project and that

the time is right to launch it. No decision has yet been taken by Airbus
Industries nor by British Aerospace. Both the German and the UK Governments are
united in this approach. It requires the most careful consideration because
launch aid for the aircraft and the Rolls Royce engine could involve the
Government providing up to £400 million of launch aid.
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Question:

What are the Government 's views on regional  policy?

Su ested Answer:

We. are committed to a regional policy. But we want it to be effective. In

particular, we want to make sure that the policies are economical and effective

in creating jobs. But we do not propose any sudden changes in regional policy.

To help the regions, we want to co-ordinate the actions of central government

so that we can provide the best help possible to the development Areas. We have

set up Enterprise Zones in order to encourage the economy of particularly

depressed areas. We intend also to establish certain experimental "Freeports"

as duty-free trading zones.

In addition we want to encourage regional economies to diversify by encouraging

companies there to make the fullest use of the Government's many schemes for

innovation.

Background:

1. When this Government took office, regional aid was widely diffused:

44 per cent of the working population lived in assisted areas. The Government

therefore concentrated regional aid on the areas of greatest need to help them

more effectively and has reduced to 27 per cent the proportion of the working
population now in assisted areas.

2. The latest figures, showing the net increase in the number of firms by

region (for the years 1980 and 1981) show that, taking the two years together,

there was a net increase in the number of firms in every region - the

SOUTH EAST, EAST ANGLIA, THE SOUTH WEST, THE WEST MIDLANDS, THE EAST MIDLANDS,

• YORKSHIRE AND HUMBERSIDE, THE NORTH, WALES, SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND -

except for the North West where there was a small net reduction. But in the

North West, there was a net increase in the number of firms of 900 in the last

year for which information is available, 1981.
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Question:

Why have there been so many bankruptcies?

Su ested Answer:

Every year, new companies are established and existing companies go out of
business. The threat of bankruptcy was bound to become worse when - as happened
between 1975 and 1980 - British manufacturing industry lost 50 per cent of its
competitiveness; and when there is a deep world recession. This is why the

Government's policies have been directed at increasing productivity and
competitiveness. In the last two years, productivity has increased by 14 per

cent and we ha.e won back about a half of the competitiveness lost between 1975
and 1980.

What is more, a large number of new firms have been started - many more than
those going out of business. In the three years 1980, 1981 and 1982 there was

*overall  a net increase of 19,800 in the number of firms in the UK.

0
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Question:

Can the Government give a commitment not to close further shipbuilding yards?

Su ested Answer:

The Government has made it clear that it wants to see a viable United Kingdom

shipbuilding industry with a long-term future. At present, the world shipbuilding

industry is suffering from vast over-capacity. To help British Shipbuilding,

the Government has already provided some £700 million into the industry through

public dividend capital and through the Intervention Fund and for redundancies.

But because of the continuing difficulties, the Government has said that it will

look carefully and sympathetically at proposals put forward by the Chairman of

British Shipbuilders, Sir Robert Atkinson, for extra help in the light of the

deterioration of the market. In the meant e, the Government will give careful

consideration to specific requests for hel on a case by case basis within the

framework of international rules.

Background:

1. The Government is providing levels of capital expenditure four times higher

than the level prevailing when Labour left office. Investment under the previous

Labour Government was scarcely enough to meet the necessary requirements for health

and safety and vital maintenance. This year we have approved £90 million of
capital expenditure. This compares favourably with the levels of investment in

the Japanese industry - around £1,400 per man is going into British Shipbuilders

compared with £800-900 per man in Japan. This also includes the development at

Barrow of facilities to build nuclear submarines which, at about £200 million

• spread over several years would be the largest single investment ever undertaken

by the Corporation,

The Government has demonstrated its commitment to the industry. But even witl

Government help, the size and shape of the industry depends ultimately upon i.

competitiveness and ability to deliver ships on time at the right price.

There is considerable room for improvement still. BS productivity has still

not reached the levels before nationalisation.

2. British Shipbuilders has just won two major orders. There is an order

from Mexico for two ships  of 45 ,700 deadweight tonnes. The  contract price of

the two ships totals over £41 million .  They will be built by Sunderland

Shipbuilders (a BS subsidiary )  and will provide work  for 1,200 over two years.

The second  order is from Ethopia for two large cargo  liners with a contract pi cc
of L12.1 million each. They  will be built by  Austin & Pickersgill. They

will provide work for 640  man years.
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Question:

What is the position on Rolls Royce and the collaborative engine (formerly
the RJ500)?

Su ested Answer:

In March 1983 a five-nation agreement to develop a new jet engine was signed by
Rolls Royce, Pratt and Whitney, the Japanese Aero Engine Corporation,

Motoren-and-Turbinen Union and Fiat Aviazione. The agreement will only become

effective when it has been approved by the boards of the companies concerned

and by their respective governments as necessary. In the case of the British

Government, this will depend on the project looking commercially viable.

0
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Question:

Why have the Government put so much money into BL (British Leyland)?

Su ested Answer:

In order to get BL back to economic viability. This is already happening. BL's

trading losses, even at a time of great economic difficulty, have been reduced from

£294 million in 1980 to £126 million in 1982. BL is now on target to break even,

before interest, in 1983 and to break even, after interest, in'1984.

18
Some divisions  of BL are already trading profitably, notably Jaguar and Unipart.

The Government's objective is for nicbstantial parts of BL to become private

sector companies by the end of a full Parliament.

BL have demonstrated what it can achieve. The company has successfully launched

the Metro and the Maestro. In 1982, the sale of BL cars to European Community
countries was up by a third. And Jaguar more than doubled its sales to the USA

last year.

In the first three months of 1983, when car sales reached record levels, imports took

a lower share of the market - thanks in part to the recapture of the domestic

market by BL's successful new models. Higher car production means more orders for

the components and steel industry.
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Question:

What  is the Government doing to help the textile industry?

Su ested Answer:

The Government has given particular support to the industry by adopting a tough

and successful negotiating line over the recent (third) Multi-fibre Agreement.

The new agreements extend the protection of the UK textile and clothing industries

against low-cost imports for a further four years and at a tougher level than

before. For the most sensitive textile and clothing products, the annual rate

of growth in the quotas between 1983 and 1986 will be substantially below 17  per

annum for the UK - far lower than the growth rates negotiated under the second

FA  under the last Labour Government.

The Government has also given help to the textile, clothing and footwear

industries of around £120 million since taking office (through Regional Development

Grants and under the Science and Technology Act) with an additional sum of around

£95 million paid out under the Temporary Short Working Compensation Scheme.

The best way the Government can help the textile and clothing industry is by

successfully managing the economy. Some governments have chosen to subsidise

their textile industries. This Government has concentrated on reducing the rate

of inflation. The British textile industry, operating in a low inflation

country, is now better placed than the French textile industry operating in a

high inflation country.

0
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Question:

What has the Government done to help small firms?

Su ested Answer:

The Government has introduced 108 measures which help existing small firms

and which encourage the establishment of new firms.

We have improved incentives by reducing the burdens and rates of Corporation

• Tax, Capital Transfer Tax and VAT. We have established a new Enterprise

Allowance in the form of a grant to help unemployed people who want to set up

in business.

We have stimulated the flow of finance to small firms, in particular through

the Loan Guarantee Scheme. During the period 1981 to 1983, over £300 million

has been advanced under this scheme; nearly 10,000 firms have benefitted; and

it is estimated that this has provided between 20,000 and 40,000 new jobs. The

Government has also introduced a new Business Expansion Scheme - a major

extension of the Business Start-up Scheme - to allow individuals to invest

up to £40,000 a year in the shares of unquoted companies with the benefits of

income tax relief.

The Government has taken measures to improve the supply of premises for

small firms. The rate of building os new premises for small businesses has
probably trebled during the life of this Government.

0

The Government has reduced the bureaucratic burdens placed on small businesses,

removed restrictions which made small firms reluctant to take on new employees

and taken steps to make it easier for small businesses to tender for Government

contracts.

The Government has also improved the services and advice available to small

firms - for instance, through the Small Firms Service.

It is a sign of the popularity of many of these measures that in many cases

the demand for the schemes introduced has been very high exceeding sometimes

the Government's highest expectations.
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Question:

What is the Government doing to encourage new technology?

Su ested Answer:

We have increased support for the new technologies from £50
million in 1978-79 to £200 million in 1983-84.

We have provided some £80 million for a National Space
Progra mme because Britain has a successful space industry.
We are making 11 communications satellites.

We have provided £55 million for companies making fibre
optic cable and laser equipment. This was a British invention.
We must keep our lead.

• We are providing £70 million to equip British factories with
the latest robots and advanced manufacturing systems and to
ensure that these are made in Britain.

We have provided £130 million to help small engineering
firms buy the advanced machine tools they need to take
advantage of the economic upturn.

We have launched the largest collaborative resarch progra mme
sunce the war - £350 million over 5 years - involving
companies, universities and Government in designing and
developing the next generation of computers.

We have allocated £25 million to put Britain among the leaders
in the development and co mmercial exploitation of
biotechnology.

Thanks to this Government's initiatives, every secondary
• school now has at least one miscrocomputer as a result of

our scheme. Already 10,000 of our pr mary schools have them
as well. Colleges of Further Education will be receiving new
British computer controlled machine tools. An extra £100
million over the next three years ha been allocated for
Infomration Technology training at universities and
polytechnics. We are setting up a national network of Information
Technology centres to train unqualified and unemployed
youngsters in the computer and electronic skills. Already there
are 55 operating with 1,500 trainees. By the end of the year
there will be 150 with over 5,000 trainees.

We are financing the development of a wide range of high

technology aids for the disabled, the elderly and for children
with learning difficulties and physical handicaps.
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Question:

Why does a Government comitted to private enterprise spend so
much money in support of State industries?

Su ested Answer:

The Department of Industry has deliberately shifted its
expenditure towards the private sector. Three years ago, out
of every £10 of the Department of Industry's expenditure, £7 went
to the public sector. It has fallen to less than £4 out of
every £10. Three years ago, out of every £10 of the Department's
budget, only £3 went to private enterprise. This year it has
risen to almost £6 out of every £10. This reflects the
Government's determination to shift spending away from the
casualties of the past to the industries of the future and to

• the new products and processes which can help established
companies become competitive. This is where the new jobs
will come from.

0
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Question:

Question of Polic-°: 78

Why has this Government cut expenditure on schools?

Su ested Answer:

1. The quality  of education does not depend on money alone;
good teaching matters much more.

2. We now spend more, in real terms, per pupil per  year
than every before.

Background:

• Due to falling birth rates, the number of children in school fell
from 8.3 million in 1979 to 7.6 million in 1983 - a drop of
700,000 or 8.5%. Over the same period, the schools budget
has risen by £5,000 million in cash terms and has fallen by
only  3.5%  in real terms. (It was £4,000 million in 1979/80,
and is £9,000 million in 1983/4.)

The net effect of the small decrease in real terms of the
total schools expenditure, and the much greater decrease in
the number of children, has been a rise in real terms, of. the
money spent per child. In 1982/3 we s ent on avera e £926
er child er -ear. That is an increase in real terms of

4.5%  over the 1979 fi ure.

0
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Vouchers

Question:

Would you sapport the introduction of an educational
"voucher"  scheme?

Su ested Answer:

An educational "voucher" or "credit" scheme is only one of
the methods by which parental influence and choice could
be increased. The Conservative Party has always been in
favour of such an icnrease in parental influence and choice;
several different means of acheiving this end are therefore
being considered. But no final conclusion has yet been reached,
and we would not in any case wish to introduce radical

• changes without widespread consultation, followed, if
appropriate, by pilot projects conducted by volunteer
LEAs.

Background:

The fundamental idea of a "voucher" or "credit" scheme is that

every parent with a child of school age would be issued with
a "voucher" or "credit" equal to the cost of the child'S
education in a maintained school. This "voucher" or
"credit" would then be taken to the maintained school of
the parent's choice, and would act as payment for the education
there provided. The aim of the system is to make them more
responsive to parental demand. The implications and difficulties
of the scheme are being carefully studied.

It would be possible, in theory, to extend the system to the
independent sector; but special schools would clearly have
to be excluded , and nursery and further education are not being
considered at this stage.
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Student Loans

Question:

Question of Polic : 80

Does the Conservative Party intend to replace the student grant
by a loan?

Su ested Answer:

The Government has at present no intention of replacing any part
of the student grant by a loan. We do, however, remain
interested in examining the whole system of student support,
and in finding means of widening access to higher education
without excessive cost to the taxpayer. We believe that
student loans might have some part to play in this. But we
would introduce any reform only after widespread consultation;

• the first step would have to be the issuing of a consultative
paper.

Background:

There has been considerable discussion within the Party and the
Government about the possibility of replacing some part of the
student grant by a loan It has never been suggested that the
whole of the grant should be replaced; and it has always been
recognised that any loan system would have to contain proper
safeguards to ensure that low earners were not penalised.
However, ministers have decided that - under present
circumstances - it would be imprudent to introduce any form
of loans-scheme whatsoever. The intention is to publish the
consultative paper to which the answer refers in the next
Parliament.

0
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Parental Contribution to Student Grant

Question:

•

Does the Conservative Party intend to remove or reduce the
"parental contribution" that many parents have to make
towards the cost of their children's higher education?

Su ested Answer:

We recognise that the present arrangements for assessing the
levl of student grants are in some respects unsatisfactory.
But we do not at present have any intention of removing,
or substantially reducing the "parental contribution", mainly
because of the cost to the taxpayer of making such a move.

Background:

The awards given to students pursuing degree courses at
universities, polytechnics, and colleges have two components:
i. the fees for the course, which are paid without
reference to the income of the student or his parents; ii.
a maintenance grant, which is subject to an assessment of
parental income (and a deduction of a "parental contribution")
if the student is under 25 years of age and has not been self-
supporting for three years or more. Some students find
themselves in difficulty because their parents cannot or
will not give them this notional "parental contribution".
As a result, students with prosperous parents are sometimes
less well provided for than those with less prosperous
parents; but it should be noted that the official OPCS
survey carried out in 1974/5 revealed only 30% of the relevant
students as losing by more than £100.

• The "parental contribution" has been part of the present
awards system since its inception in 1962. The assessment of
parental income is updated from tiem to time, to allow for
inflation and changes in earning. This updating process
fell behind in the first two years of the present
Government but is now again roughly in step with inflation.
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Thom son Re ort on Youth Services

Question:

What action does the Conservative Party intend to take in the
light of the Thompson Report on the Youth Services?

Su ested Answer:

The Government has consulted widely on the main reco mmendations
of the Report. Consultations ended on March 31; and we have
since been considering what action should be taken. This
consideration has been interrupted by the election, and
no decision can now be made until the beginning of the
next Parliament. But the Government has already implemented

• two reco mmendations made in the Report: the National Youth
Bureau is to be reviewed, and the remit of INSTEP (In-Service
Training and Education Panel) has been extended to cover the
professional endorsement of intial courses for Youth and
Co mmunity Workers.

Background:

At present, the Youth Service is almost entirely voluntary,
consisting of organisation such as the Scouts, Boys Brigade,
and the Youth Clubs. The DES gives small grants to about
60% to these organisations, but only to cover the cost of their
Headquarters; and the LEAs, though given the power to provide
aid (by Sections 41 and 53 of the 1944 Education Act), have
no duty to do so. Since this situation was considered
unsatisfactory by many of those concerned with the Service,
the Government set up a Review Group in 1981. This group
reported in October 1982. making a range of reco mmendations
including i. legislation to strengthen the powers and duties
of the LEAs; and ii. greater involvement of the LEAs in the
Service. Mr William Shelton, Parliamentary Under-Secretary
of State responsible for Youth, circulated the reco mmendations
amongst interested parties, and asked for their comments by
31 March 1983.
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Grants for 16-19 Year Olds

Question:

Does the Conservative Party, like the Labour Party and the
Alliance, intend to pay allowances to those young people who
remain in full-time education after the age of 16?

Su ested Answer:

Many pupils are happy to remain in full-time education
beyond the age of 16, without any grants; (indeed, over the
last two years the proportion of pupils remaining in such

• education has increased significantly). Moreover, these
pupils often derive long-term financial benefits from so
doing. We therefore see no need to spend hundreds of
millions of pounds of taxpayers' money on providing them with
grants.

Background:

Over the past two years, 10% more pupils have remained in school
past the age of 16, and over 20% more have attached full-
time educaiton. LEAs already have power to give educational
maintenance allowances to those remaining in school and
discretionary grants to those in further education.
Nevertheless, support for some form of "education benefit"
is increasing. The Child Poverty Action Group produced a
well publicised report, arguing for a flat rate non-means-
tested allowance of £25 a week for all 16-18 year olds
in full-time education; they estimated that this would cost

• £500 million net, allowing for a 10% increase in participation.
Bothe the Labour and Social Democrat Parties have produced
detailed schemes which depend on wider reforms of the social
security system and in which the education benefit is linked
to present supplementary benefit levels. Most of the
professional organisations in education as well as the TUC are
in favour of some form of education benefit.
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Le al Basis  of Further  Education

Question:

Question  of Polic : 84

How and when does the Conservative Party intend to put
Further Education on a firm legal footing?

•

Su ested Answer:

The problems posed by the law of Further Education are
exceedingly complicated; and, whilst we we recognise that
the present arrangements have suffered as a basis for
Further Education over many years. It would be imprudent
to take any steps before due consideration has been given.
We would hope to make a statement early in the new
Parliament.

Background:

In June 1981, the DES and the Local Authority Associations
published a review entitled The Le al Basis of Further
Education. This review pointed out that Local Authorities
are probably presently acting beyond their powers, because
- under Section 41-46 of the 1944 Education Act - each LEA
must receive approval for its scheme of Further Education
from the Secretary of State, and very few of these schemes
have been kept up to date since they were first approved in
the 1950s. It is hoped that this problem might be overcome
without the need for legislation; but no decision has yet
been taken; and, in the meanwhile, the Government has been
subjected to a series of questions from Baroness David
in the House of Lords (3 August, 21 October, 20 January).
On each occasion we have promised a statement "soon".
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Adult Education

Question:

What will Conservatives do about adult education and about
ACACE (the Advisory Council for Adult and Continuing
Education).

Su ested Answer:

ACACE recently reported to the Secretary of State for
Education and Science on proposals into and development of
adult and continuing education. We were in the process
of assessing the report when the election was called, and
will return to it afterwards. Without pre-empting the outcome

• of consultations, it is clear that the Conservatives are keen
to see practical developments in the field of adult
education.

Background:

ACACE was re-appointed for the  second term in 1980 by Mr Mark
Carlisle, then Secretary of State  for Education. He said
that at that time it would almost certainly be the last three
year term and ACACE themselves  agree  that there  is now very
little that a purely advisory body  can do. The Council comes
to the end of its term in October of this  year, and its members
have proposed that it be replaced  by a new "national
development body", with powers to  spend money  on developing
new projects in Adult Education.

•
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De La  Salle Colle e

Question:

Why did the Conservatives close the De La Salle Teacher Training
College?

Su ested Answer:

We did not. We withdrew our allocation of initial teacher
training place - this may imply closure. Due to the rapid
fall in recent years in the number of school children, there
is now a considerable surplus of training places. Some colleges
had to cease providing places. There were no easy choices.

• For a whole variety of very good reasons, including regional
considerations, De La Salle was selected to be one of those
to cease initial teacher training.

Background:

There is a High Court case pending upon this matter, brought
by the Church authorities, and candidates must therefore be
very careful not to enter into detailed discussion for fear
of trepassing upon issues which may come before the court.
The emphasis must be upon the simple facts that fewer newly
trained teachers are required in the coming years, that teacher
training therefore had to be cut back, and that this applied
not only to the Church colleges, but to all training in the
public sector: of the ten institutions suffering cuts, nine
were non-religious - including Huddersfield and North East
LOndon Polytechnics, and Durham and North Cheshire Colleges.

•
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Cor oral Punishment

Question:

Question of Polic : 87

What is the Conservative view on corporal punishment in
schools?

What is the Conservative  response  to the  European  Court ruling
on corporal punishment?

Su ested Answer:

We do not propose to remove corporal punishment from schools
in England and Wales. We propose to consult widely following

• the European Court ruling, in order to devise a method whereby
corporal punishment can be retained in schools, whilst making
it possible for parents to "opt out" if they so wish.

Background:

The Government'S position on corporal punishment in schools
in England and Wales is that it should remain an option, amongst
other punishments, open to a head teacher to use according
to his or her own judgement and discretion, in agreement with
the governors. Use of such punishment by other members of
staff could be also authorised by the head teacher. However,
recent rulings from the European Court require (although the
full implications are still be studied) that a parent should
be entitled on behalf of the child, to opt out of any form
of corporal punishment, the head teacher substituting some
other form of punishment. We propose, therefore, to consult
widely about the best method of meeting the wishes of
parents  without removing corporal punishment for those who
continue to accept it as a necessary sanction for good order
and behaviour in schools. In Scotland it has already been
decided to phase out the use of corporal punishment in schools
by July 1984.
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Nurser Education

Question:

What will the Conservatives do to increase the provision of
nursery education?

Su ested Answer:

In 1979, 18% of 3 and 4 year olds received some form of
nursery education; under the Conservative Government, that
figure has increased to 22%. We shall continue to encourage
local authorities to provide flexible, low-cost nursery education
where it is appropriate. But we still take the view that
provision  for children in this age group is primarily the
responsibility of parents either acting alone or in partnership
or in association with voluntary organisations. In line with
these views, we have significantly increased levels of grants
to voluntary organisations such as the National Childminding
Association, PPA and the Toy Libraries Association. And the
Secretary of State for Social Services also announced last
year that a grant of £2 million per annum would be given to
such organisation in support of projects to support families
with young children in need. We shall continue to seek new
means of supporting and encouraging voluntary work of this
kind.

Background:

Thw Plowden Co mmittee reco mmended in 1967 that nursery education
should be available mostly on a part-time basis to children

• over the age of 3 and estimated that some 15% of these children
would require full-time educational provision. Neither Labour
nor Conservative Governments have expanded nursery education
as fast as they might have wished, due to expenditure constraints.
But as the above answer shows, we can claim a modest expansion
and there is much that the voluntary organisations can do
to improve the day-care services with the use of little or
no public resources. There are at present 2.8 million children
under the age of 5, and some 500,000 (or 18%) of these attend
playgroups.

Conservative Research Department 18.5.83
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GENERAL ELECTION 1983

Teachers' Pa

Question:

Question of Polic : 89

What is the Conservative attitude towards the Houghton Report and
towards subsequent attempts to ensure that teachers' pay is
comparable with that of other professions?

Su ested Answer:

The Houghton award was implemented in 1974, and the Clegg
award in 1979. There is no further "pay comparability
exercise" in prospect. We hope that any future review of
the basis of teachers' pay will take account of knowledge,
experience and supply and demand, and will seek to reward

40
quality.

Background:

The Houghton Co mmittee was established in 1974 by the then
Labour Government, following the teachers' claims that their
salaries had fallen behind those of other comparable professions.
The result of the Houghton comparability exercise was a substantial
pay increase for teachers backdated to May 1974. After the
"winter of discontent" in 1978/79, the Clegg Co mmittee was
also asked to report on teachers' pay, and its terms of
reference were roughly the same as those of the Houghton
Co mmittee. Clegg made another substantial pay award to
teachers, which was implemented by the Conservative Government
in May 1979. As a result of these two awards, together with
subsequent settlements, teachers' pay rose by 53.8% between
1979/80 and 1982/3.

0
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GENERAL ELECTION 1983 Question of Polic : 90

Overseas  Students

Question:

Does the Conservative Party intend to make life easier for
overseas students?

Su ested Answer:

The Government believes that the taxpayer should not be asked
to shoulder the burden of a huge open-ended subsidy for overseas
students, costing (as it did by 1980) £150 million per annum.
The Labour Government had started to increase fees for overseas
students and had considered a quota system to limit numbers.
In 1980,  we raised fees for overseas students to economic
levels. But we have always recognised the advantages that
can flow from the presence here of students from countries
with particular ties to Britain. That is why, in 1983, we
announced an increased programme of planned support which
will bring an additional 5,000 students each year to add to
the nearly 15,000 we previously supported. This has been
widely accepted. Other students are free to come and are
welcome here, but must pay their way.

Background:

The fees are set for overseas students in 1983/4 and are

as follows:

Universities Art Courses £2,900
Science Courses £3,800
Clinical Medical Courses £7,000

Polytechnics  Advanced Courses £3,180
Non-advanced Courses £1,750

In 1981 over 13,000 students and trainees ,  including over
9,000 students, were supported here under the British Government
Aid Progra mme at a cost of  £ 36 million. In addition , £3 million
is available annually for up to 1 ,500 awards to outstanding
overseas resaerch students ,  under the Overseas Research Students
Award Scheme .  And the Foreign Secretary 'S new progra mme,
announced in February ,  will provide £46 million extra over
the next three years - enough to cover 5 ,000 - 6,000
additional scholarships and awards each year.

Conservative Research Department 18.5.83
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GENERAL ELECTION  Q of P: 91

NORTH SEA OIL REVENUES AND EMPLOYMENT

Question

Why not use  North Sea  oil revenues  to create jobs?

Su ested Answer

Spending by Government does not create jobs - quite the reverse.
The upward drift of Government spending and borrowing in
Britain since the war has been accompanied by rising inflation
and rising unemployment. Revenues from the North Sea, which
now contribute 6 per cent to General Government receipts, have
been used to reduce the public sector borrowing requirement.
This has been central to the Government's economic strategy.
It has meant lower inflation, lower interest rates, and the
very real  prospect of sustainable recovery from the world
recession.

When  Opposition  parties promise  to direct NS revenues to other
uses,  what they are really  saying is  that they will increase
Government spending .  Conservatives understand  that that is
a recipe for rising inflation ,  rising unemployment , and a return
to the economic  instability which was so characteristic of our
economy  until 1979.

-0
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GENERAL ELECTION Q of P: 92

DEPLETION POLICY IN THE NORTH SEA

Question

Shouldn't the Government act to cut NS production, so that our
reserves last as long as possible?

Su ested answer

No. The Government agrees with the conclusion of the all-party
Commors Select Committee on Energy  (HoC Paper  307, 7  May 1982)
which has endorsed this policy:

'We do not believe that a convincing case has yet been
made out for formal intervention by Government to restrain
production ...We regard it as futile ,  and probably
self-defeating ,  for Government to substitute its own
judgement for that of the oil companies in an attempt
to override the technical ,  political and economic
uncertainties with the aim of bringing about a desired
production profile in the North Sea' (para 84).

Background

Successive Governments have understood that companies under-
taking huge and risky investment in the North Sea need
assurances that arbitrary restrictions on output will not be
imposed once fields finally come on stream. Most recently,
this Government stated that no cuts in production will be
imposed before 1985 at the earliest.

Neither will new field development be delayed. Indeed, quite
the reverse. Recent changes in the tax regime are
specifically designed to encourage development now, so that
new fields  will be coming on stream to bolster output towards
the end of the decade. This will be essential to. extend our
period of self-sufficiency.

More generally, the Government believes that, provided it is
assured of good oilfield practice, it can safely leave decisions
about production levels to the technical and commercial
judgement of the companies.

Conser,iative Research Department, 1f3. 5 . '  83
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GENERAL  ELECTION

PRICE OF NORTH SEA OIL

Question

Does the Government control the price of N S oil?

Su ested answer

Q of P: 93

No. The price of oil is established in the market place. The
British National Oil Corporation trades a major part of the
oil produced, but it has to agree a price which satisfies both
its suppliers and its customers. It therefore follows rather
than leads the market.

When the World price of oil is rising, BNOC comes under
considerable pressure from its suppliers to adjust its price.
Conversely, when the price is falling, pressure on BNOC comes
from its customers. When the market is volatile, the Corporation
can delay establishing a price, and set it retrospectively when
conditions become clearer. This force for stability is a very
useful asset. But BNOC cannot defy market forces, and no
useful purpose would be served by attempts in this direction.

0
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GENERAL  ELECTION

BRITOIL

Question

Why did the Government sell Britoil?

Su ested answer

Q of P: 94

Because there is no sensible reason for State involvement in
the production of North Sea oil. This sort of operation is
much better carried out by private enterprise.

Background

Britoil  was formed from the exploration and production arm of
the British National Oil Corporation (BNOC). 51 per cent of
its shares were sold by tender in November 1982. It is now
thriving in the private sector.

The offer was fully underwritten at the minimum tender price
of 215p per share. Proceeds from the sale benefited the
taxpayer by £625 million. This was the biggest new issue in
the history of the Stock Exchange.

Within days of the underwriting, the oil market was hit by
a period of uncertainty which persisted until quite recently.
As a result, a large number of shares were left with the
underwriters, and the share price fell some  way.  This prompted
allegations that the flotation had 'flopped'. Since then, however,
the price has recovered to within a few pence of the original
minimum tender price, and commentators have been forced to
revise their opinion.

Small  investors will enjoy a bonus of one free share for every
ten which they still hold three years after the date of
flotation. Under special arrangements made by Government for
small employees, 92 per cent of them bought around 500,000
shares between them.

Conservative Research Department 18.5.'83
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GENERAL ELECTION

ONSHORE OIL DEVELOPMENT

Question

Q of P: 95

What is the Government policy towards onshore oil development?

Su ested answer

The Government is determined that this development should be
carried out with sensitivity to the need to protect the
environment. Within this constraint, it wants to see our onshore
oil resources fully developed.

Background

Before an  oil company can prospect for oil onshore, three separate
consents are needed:

1. A licence from the Department of Energy

2. Planning permission from the local planning authority.

3. The consent of the owners and occupiers of the
land directly affected.

This ensures that the need for the successful development of
Britain's onshore oil is balanced by an equally important
need to minimise environmental impact and preserve the quality
of life in the locations affected.

Within this framework, the last three years have seen a higher
level of oil activity onshore than ever before.

Since the Government took office, 132 onshore licences have
been  awarded, and 39 exploration wells and 29 appraisal/development
wells have been drilled. At 1 April 1983, 200 onshore licences
were current, covering large areas of Southern England, the
Midlands, the North West, Yorkshire, Humberside and the Midland
Valley of Scotland.
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GENERAL ELECTION

PETROL PRICES IN RURAL AREAS

Q of P: 96

Question

Why doesn't the Government act to bring down the price of petrol
in rural areas?

Su ested answer

Petrol stations in rural areas generally have relatively low
turnover. Their retail margins therefore need to be higher,
to cover their costs. Any attempt at price control would simply
drive them out of business.

41
Reports  into the extent of free competition in rural areas were
commissioned in 1979 and 1980. Both gave the oil companies
a clean bill of health. The Director General of Fair Trading
is keeping the situation under review.

0
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GENE 'L ELECTION

STANDING CHARGES FOR GAS AND ELECTRICITY

Question

What is the Government doing about standing charges?

Su ested answer

Q of P: 97

Two things. First, to help small consumers, it has persuaded
the gas and electricity industries that they should not exceed
half anyone's total bill. The Gas Corporation and most Area
Electricity Boards have agreed. Standing charges should not
therefore dominate the bills of small consumers from now on.

Secondly, the Government asked the industries to commission
independent consultants to check whether the level of standing
charges is justified. There will be no increase in them at
least until the results of these studies are fully evaluated
and acted upon.

Background

The level of standing charges used to provoke outrage among
small consumers. For example, a consumer using units worth
say £1 would often find that the standing charge added another
£10 to the bill. Under the new rule, applied by BGC and
most Area Electricity Boards, the bill would be just £2. (The
South East Electricity Board has a  less  generous scheme -
despite advocacy of the straight-forward 50:50 rule by the
Electricity Council).

The principle of standing charges is fair. Some of the cost
of supplying  customers is independent of the amount of fuel
used. But, the industries are now showing welcome sen-
sitivity to the needs of small consumers. About 3 million
benefit, half of them pensioners. And the studies will show
whether the level of standing charges generally should or could
be reduced.

Straight abolition would add 15 per cent on average to the cost
of units of gas and electricity. This would hit those poor
consumers who, because of illness, poor housing, young children,
etc, use relatively large amounts of gas or electricity.

Conser ative Research Dep rtrn nr 1
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GENERAL ELECTION Q of P: 98

ADVERTISING BY GAS AND ELECTRICITY INDUSTRIES

Question

Why do the State-owned gas and electricity monopolies spend
so much on advertising?

Su ested answer

In 1981-2, the electricity industry spent £22 million on
advertising and the gas industry spent £23 million. The
Government shares the concern of consumers and the public at large
about this level of expenditure. The industries have been asked
by Ministers to look at the need to reduce it.

0
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GENERAL ELECTION Q of P:  99

DOMESTIC GAS PRICES

Question

Why do gas prices keep on rising when the Gas Corporation makes
such large profits?

Su- ested answer

When this Government came to power, British Gas was losin mone
on gas sales to the home as a result of the previous Government s
policy of holding down prices artifically. The Corporation's
profits were coming mainly from industry, which was paying
significantly more than the householder even though it costs
more to supply gas to the home. The damage that this was doing
to industry  and to the energy market generally was such that
British Gas and the Government agreed that corrective action
was needed in order to bring gas prices to the home up to a
more realistic level. In order to help consumers adjust, it
was decided to spread the necessary increases over a three year
period. The increase in October 1982 was the last stage in
this process, and there is no reason why prices should rise
by more than about the rate of inflation this year.

Background

In 1979, Labour's Price Commission reported that domestic gas
was 30 per cent underpriced, and that the domestic side of
the Corporation's business was sliding into deficit. There
was no question of the Government recouping this underpricing
in one step. Instead, gas prices rose by 10 per cent ahead
of inflation in each of 1980, 1981 and 1982.

In spite  of the recent increases, gas is and will remain, a

41 relatively cheap fuel for the household consumers. After
allowing for inflation, the price is still roughly the same
as it was in 1970 - the era of cheap energy, and gas is still
the cheapest domestic fuel.
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G E N E R A L ELECTION Q o f P : 100

WYTCH FARM

0

Question

Why is the Government forcing BGC to sell its interest in the
onshore oil field, Wytch Farm?

Su ested answer

It is entirely anomolous for a State owned gas utility to be
in the business of producing oil. The Corporation has
therefore been directed to dispose of its 50 per cent interest
in this field.

Background

The bid from the Dorset Group of companies was the best
received after exhaustive testing of the market. The Corporation
is now negotiating on the basis of it.

BGC has said publicly that it values its stake in the field
at £450 million. The Government has made it clear that this
valuation is unrealistic. Independent consultants, Wood
Mackenzie, recently put the value between £141 million and £213
million.

Canservata;rie Research Department 18. .  18-11
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GENERAL ELECT ON Q of P: 101

GAS SHOWROOMS

Question

What is the Government's attitude to BGC's showrooms?

Su ested answer

In 1980, the Monopolies and Mergers Commission reported that
BGC's monopoly position in appliance retailing had acted
against the public interest.

Powers exist under the Oil and Gas (Enterprise) Act for the
Corporation to be required to dispose of its appliance
retailing  business. Work is going ahead on the development
of a safety  reine  which will ensure that, should privatisation
go ahead, gas installation and safety standards are fully
maintained.

The Government has made clear to BGC its intention to ensure
free and fair competition in gas appliance retailing.

0
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GENERAL ELECTION Q of P : 102

GAS CORPORATION'S OFFSHORE OIL ASSETS

Question

Why is the Government making BGC sell its offshore oil assets?

Su ested answer

There is no justification for a state-owned gas utility operating
in the oil industry. This is best left to the private sector.
BGC's job is to supply gas.

40

BGC has therefore been directed under the Oil and Gas
(Enterprise) Act 1982 to carry out preparatory work for disposal
of its interests in six North Sea oil fields.

Background

The  Corporation's  offshore oil assets are being formed into
new subsidiaries. These will be transferred to the Secretary
of State for Energy, prior to disposal. A decision will be
taken on the timing and method of disposal in the light of
market conditions nearer the time.

0
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GENERAL ELECTION Q  of  P : 103

GAS GATHERING PIPELINE

Question

Why did the Government not go ahead with the proposed gas
gathering pipeline?

Su ested answer

Early in the life of the Government, it considered a
proposal for an integrated pipeline system to collect
associated gas in the North North Sea. This was to be a utility
mainly owned and financed by the private sector.
Negotiations were held, but it transpired that the private sector
was  not prepared to invest at an adequate level. Instead, the
companies are making their own arrangements to bring
associated gas ashore.

Background

It has always been made clear to companies applying to produce
oil from new fields that approval would not be given unless
they stated clearly how associated gas would be brought ashore.
(Flaring of the gas requires Government approval, and has been
reduced by nearly 40 per cent under this Government, while the
oil produced in association with gas has increased by over 20

per cent).

Since the decision not to go ahead with the integrated pipeline
was taken in 1981, the companies have come forward with their
own gas gathering arrangements. Shell/Esso's FLAGS line and
its associated Western leg are now onstream. The North leg
will soon be onstream also. Other proposals include the feeding
of gas from N Alwyn into the Frigg pipeline, and a new line
from Fulmar which will be well placed to collect gas from
fields along its route.

The landfall for these pipelines is at St Fergus in Scotland.
This terminal handles, in total, about a quarter of the gas
consumed in Britain.
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GENERAL ELECTION  of P: 104

PIT CLOSURES

Question

How many pits does the Government intend to close?

Su ested answer

At the moment ,  the National Coal Board is producing too much
coal at prices people are not prepared to pay. Stocks of unsold
coal are very high, and losses are running at around  Elk  million
per day. Among the reasons is the industry 's legacy of old
and hopelessly uneconomic pits. The Government has agreed with
the industry a very sensible objective  -  to bring output into
line with profitable production. After the taxpayer's very
heavy investment  (£4/ billion since 1974 )  he is entitled to
expect as much .  The way in which the NCB moves towards its
objective is a matter for management ,  but closure of old pits
and concentration on the productive pits like the new one at
Selby would seem a sensible course. This indeed was the
philosophy of the 1974 Plan for Coal, to which the NUM gave
full blessing.

Background

Plan for Coal envisaged that investment would have reached £3/
billion by  now - in fact ,  it has reached  £4/ billion. More
per tonnes of output is invested in Britain than in any other
country in the EEC.

Plan for Coal envisaged new capacity of 42 million tonnes by
1984-5. New capacity already brought  on stream since
1984-5 already totals 16 million tonnes, and another 27 million
tonnes is  on the way.

But

Plan for Coal envisaged productivity up by 4 per cent every
year. The industry will only achieve 4 per cent improvement
over a decade.

Plan for Coal envisaged old capacity closed at 3-4 million tonnes
per year. Under Labour, only 1-2 million tonnes per year was
closed - since then, only 2-3 million tonnes per year.

Conservative Research Department, 18.5.'83
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GENERAL ELECTION

CHAIRMANSHIP OF NBC

Question

Qf P: 105

Why did the Government choose Mr Ian MacGregor as next
Chairman of the NCB?

Su ested answer

Because he is the best man for the job.

Background

Mr MacGregor is a Scotsman who was sent to Washington by the
Government during the war to deal with certain aspects of the
purchase of arms from the United States. After the war he
decided to make his business career there, which he did with
conspicuous success, notably with the Amax Corporation.

His first act on becoming Chairman of Amax in 1969 was to take
it into the coal mining business: by the time he retired from
the Chairmanship of Amax in 1977 he had built it up into the
third largest coal mining company in the United States. This
experience in winning markets for coal will be available when
he takes over the Chairmanship of the NCB in September.

The last Labour Government appointed Mr MacGregor Deputy
Chairman of BL in 1977. In 1980, he became full time Chairman
of BSC. Since then he has led BSC with vigour and
determination through a period of intense difficulty for the
steel industry both at home and abroad. Last year, for the
first time ever, BSC's productivity came close to the best level
of its European competitors.

Mr MacGregor's experience in building up and running a
successful  coal mining business and the outstanding leadership
he has provided at BSC have demonstrated that he is admirably
equipped to become full-time Chairman of the Coal Board. He
has agreed to accept a three-year appointment starting on
1 September.

There has been much comment on the £1k million which has been
paid to Lazard Freres, the New York based investment bank, to
compensate them for the loss of Mr MacGregor's services for
three years from September 1983. (Two thirds of that fee will
be refundable on a pro-rata basis if Mr MacGregor does not
complete the full three year term). This figure has to be
considered in the light of the NCB's current losses which are
running at around £1z millon per day.

Mr MacGregor's salary will be the same as that of the
retiring Chairman, Mr Norman Siddall. He will also pursue the
same objectives, which are designed to tackle the industry's
fundamental problems, and bring capacity into line with
profitable demand. This is a commonsense objective, and one
designed to ensure that coal enjoys a viable future.
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GENERAL EL.EflTICN

COAL FIRING SCHEME

Question

of P: 1o6

What is the Government doing to help reduce coal stocks?

Su ested answer

The only long-term way to do that is for the industry to cut
its costs. The NCB management is well aware of this, and proceeding
accordingly. Only by producing coal at the right price can
markets be secured.

In the short-term, the Government is promoting coal sales to
industrial consumers through its Coal Firin Scheme. Under

40
this scheme , £50 million is mailable in grants to help
industry switch from oil and gas-fired boilers and other
equipment to coal. This scheme should generate extra markets
for around 2 million tonnes of coal per year. The capital
investment stimulated by the scheme will help UK boiler manufacturers
with recovery from recession. It will also help the firms
concerned cut their fuel bills since coal is considerably cheaper
than oil.

Background

The scheme was introduced in March 1981, broadened a year later,
and extended subsequently until December 1983. Since November
1982, another scheme has provided exchange rate risk cover for
loans for conversion, up to a total of £15 million, from the
European Coal and Steel Community. Once the risk of adverse
exchange rate movement is covered, these loans are available
on very good terms to firms coverting to coal.

ICI and Ford  UK are among the major firms bringing forward
coal-firing projects under the scheme. The projects on which
grants have been made and accepted to date involve sales of
over 650,000 tonnes of coal per year.

Conservative Research Department 18.5. 183
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GENERAL, ELECTT_O I Q of p: 107

BELVOIR

Question

Will the NCB be allowed to mine in the Value of Belvoir?

Suggested answer

Mining will not be allowed to spoil the Vale. The NCB will,
subject to planning permission, be allowed to tap the NE
Leicestershire coalfield only to the extent that proper
consideration is given to the environment.

Background

The North East Leicestershire coalfield is as yet untapped. It
represents  a massive new source of coal, and is in fact the largest
unworked coalfield in Europe. Its development would
provide jobs for miners displaced by colliery closures in North
West Leicestershire and South Nottinghamshire. The need for this
coal at some time in the future, and the importance of the
development for jobs, has had to be weighed against the impact
which such a development would have upon the environment.

A local public enquiry was held in 1979 into the NCB's
application to construct mines at Hose, Saltby and Asfordby in
Leicestershire. Having considered the Inspector's report, the
Secretary of State for the Environment refused planning
permission for the proposals as set out in the original
application. He made it clear that a future application would
need to pay more attention to environmental considerations, and
that the propose) development at the Hose site was
environmentally unacceptable.

In June 1982 the NCB submitted a new application to Leicestershire
County Council for a mine at Asfordby outside the Vale itself.
This showed a substantial reduction on the earlier application
in the amount of land required for spoil disposal. The
Secretary of State decided not to call in this application.
He did, however, made it clear that before any other
applications were made in respect of the NE Leicestershire
coalfield, a long-term strategy for waste disposal should be
agreed. He stressed that the NCB would be expected to minimise the
environmental impact of mining in the area, and, in particular,
the amount of land taken out of agricultural use at any one time.

The Leicestershire County Council has said that it will give
planning permission for the Asfordby development.
The NCB also needs investment approval from the Government
for the project. An independent commercial evaluation of the
proposal is now under way.
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GENERAL ELECTION

ELECTRICITY SHOWRUOMS

of  P:  108

Question

What is the Government's attitude to the showrooms run by the
Area Electricity Boards?

Su ested answer

Electricity Board's showrooms operate in competition with
private sector retailers. They do not exercise purchasing
power over appliance manufacturers in the way the Gas
Corporation's showrooms do.

Nevertheless, the MMC report published in March 1983 into
the London  Electricity Board did conclude that, by
running its retailing activities at a loss, the Board had
acted in an anti-competitive manner.

The Government is pursuing the MMC's criticisms with the LEB
and the Electricity Council. An MMC study is now underway into
the efficiency of the Yorkshire Electricity Board, and another,
into the South Wales Board, will follow it. These references
are under the Competition Act 1980, which gives powers for the
MMC to scrutinise the efficiency of the nationalised industries. They
are the first in a series, and investigations into other Boards'
operations will follow. The Government wiliwant to consider
the findings, particularly as they relate to appliance retailing,
in the light of its commitment to promoting free and fair
competition where possible, and reducing the level of State
ownership of industry.
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GENERAL ELECTION  Q of P : 109

WHY NUCLEAR POWER?

0

Question

Why is the Government supporting the development of nuclear
power?

Su ested answer

Because nuclear power offers a secure, clean, economic and safe
contribution to our electricity needs:-

secure - it reduces our dependence on oil and coal.

clean - nuclear power stations do not produce the sort of
emission which makes other power stations so
unpleasant.

economic - for future years, nuclear power offers the cheapest
electricity available, and the only effective
competition with coal. This competition will help
to keep the general level of prices of fuel for
power stations down.

safe - the safety regime under which they operate in
Britain has secured 25 years of operation without
any occasion on which a civil nuclear power
station in Britain has posed a threat to the public.

Background

The CEGB calculates that, adopting a 5 per cent discount rate,
over their whole lifetimes, electricity produced by three
possible future power station choices would cost:-

Coal - 3.88p per kilowatt-hour
Advance gas  cooled react cr - 3.15p per kilowatt-hour
Sizewell  B pressurised  water reactor - 2.61p per kilowatt-hour.
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GENERAL ELECTION 1 8

NUCLEAR POWER ORDERING WORLDWIDE

Question

of  P:  110

Is it true that the ordering of new nuclear power plant is
grinding to a halt worldwide?

Su ested answer

It certainly isn't true in France, where 39 per cent of
electricity is already generated in nuclear plant, and 27
more PWRs are presently under construction. As a result,
France has some of the cheapest electricity in the world.

In W Germany, 9 plants are under construction and 13 more
are planned . In Switerland, completion of their fifth plant
now being planned will bring nuclear contribution to 35
per cent by 1990. Italy has recently announced plans to
start building three new nuclear power stations in less than
two years.

In the US, recession has led to the cancellation of some
nuclear power stations under construction. However, some 20
stations now being built will come on stream by the end
of 1984, and a further 40 are at an advanced stage of
construction.

Background

In Britain, we have 3 power stations under construction,
and an inquiry is underway into proposals to build another
one. 132 per cent of our electricity is met by nuclear
power, compared with 15 per cent in Germany, 152 per cent in
Japan, 26 per cent in Belgium, 29 per cent in Switzerland,

• 34 per cent in Finland, 37 per cent in Sweden, and, as
mentioned above, 39 per cent in France.

Conservative Research Department  18,5,83
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THE PWR

Question

Is the Pressurised Water Reactor safe?

Su ested answer

Q of P: 111

Yes. Indeed, the PWR is the most common type of nuclear
power station in operation worldwide. Even the cautious Swiss
have adopted it. The main conclusion of a review by the
independent Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) of the
generic safety issues relating to the PWR was that there was
no fundamental  reason for regarding safety as an obstacle to
the selection of this type of reactor for commercial power
generation in the UK. The Electricial Power Engineers
Association, whose members would work in a British PWR
station, has concluded that the PWR: "cannot be opposed on the
grounds of its safety implications for the staff who will be
involved in its commissioning and operation" (Guardian,
5th January 1982).

Background

It remains to be seen whether the CEGB's specific proposal for a
British PWR at Sizewell will satisfy the NII and the inspector
at the Sizewell inquiry on safety grounds. It certainly will not
go ahead unless it does.

The US Three Mile Island accident did occur at a PWR station.
However:

0
No-one was hurt.
There was no significant release of radiation.
The Commission of Inquiry (Kemeny Commission) into the
accident concluded that faults in the system of
licensing and regulating US nuclear plants were largely
responsible for its seriousness. The improvements
suggested would bring the UK system much closers to
the one we have enjoyed in the UK for the last 25 years.

All Britain's nuclear-powered submarines are in fact powered by
pressurised water reactors. Thus, the technology is not new
to this country.

Conservative Research Dep,rtment
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO SIZEWELL OBJECTORS

Question

Why doesn't the Government provide financial assistance to the
objectors at the Sizewell Inquiry?

Su ested Answer

The Government is satisfied that the existing arrangements have
ensured a full, fair and thorough inquiry. The independent
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate has spent around £12 million
to date establishing the safety case for the PWR. Detailed
reports from the Inspectorate are made available to the public.
To fund  Sizewell objectors would set a precedent which would
have led to future calls on the taxpayers' money.

Conservative Research Department
32 Smith Square
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SAFETY OF NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS

Question

Is it dangerous to live near a nuclear power station?

Su ested answer

No. And it is certainly cleaner than living near any other
kind of power station.

Background

Vast resources are devoted to avoiding a major accident. 281
reactors  operate in 24 countries; here in the UK, taking the
number of reactors times the number of years each has
operated, we have clocked up 300 reactor-years of experience. There
has never been a major accident which damaged local people in
this period. Particularly in Britain, nuclear power stations
are designed with safety in depth, and very closely regulated
indeed. Emergency plans of course exist and are regularly
rehearsed to cover the very remote possibility of an
accident endangering local people.

The routine release of radiation from nuclear power plants is
easily measured and very small. The environment in which we
live is permeated by natural radiation. The present extra level
due to the nuclear programme is as dangerous to the individual
as the smoking of two cigarettes in his or her lifetime.

Conservative Research Department
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THE 1957 FIRE AT WINDSCALE

Question

4 of P: 114

What is the significance of recent press reports that people
have died as a result of the accident at Windscale?

Su ested answer

The fire in 1957 at the Windscale plant was the most serious
accident which has ever occurred in a nuclear plant in Britain.
The plant was not a civil nuclear ower station - it was
designed to manufacture plutonium for defence purposes. Nevertheless,
the accident stimulated a complete overhaul of the system in the UK
for ensuring nuclear safety. This system which emerged is the
envy of other countries. As a result, the safety record of
our civil nuclear energy industry is second to none.

Background

The Windscale fire led to the release of radioactive
chemicals, particularly iodine. As a result, all the milk
produced in the area for a period after the accident was disposed of,
to prevent iodine deposited on pasture finding its way into
human beings. The atmosphere in which we live is, of course,
permeated by natural radiation. The release during the
accident added slightly to this level in the local area over a
period of time. The effect of this small amount of extra
radiation on people in the area is impossible to
detect directly, so scientists have to reply on theoretical
estimates.

Every year, 120,000 people die from cancer in the United Kingdom.
We do not know why .  But, scientists predict from theoretical
calculations that 300-500 of these are caused by natural
radiation .  Using the same sort of calculations ,  they think that
a further 0.5 deaths per year have occurred because of the fire.
Of the theoretical deaths due to natural radiation ,  15  to 25
per year are due to cancer of the thyroid .  This was the most
likely disease to result from the accident, and scientists
have put an upper limit of 0.33 per year on the number of
resulting additional deaths due to this disease. But these are
onl calculations .  There has been no increase in the level
of thyroid cancer actually detected in the North West.

Conservative Research Department
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NUCLEAR WASTE

0

Question

Won't the waste from nuclear power stations leave a
dangerous legacy for future generations?

Su ested answer

One of the advantages of nuclear power is that it produces only
small amounts of waste for a given amount of electricity. None
the less, much of this small volume is highly radioactive.
It is managed with the greatest care, in a manner which ensures
that the risks to human beings, and to the environment
generally, are reduced, effectively, to zero.

Background

Highly active waste extracted from spent fuel from nuclear
power stations is stored in solution in high integrity
stainless steel tanks at the British Nuclear Fuels Ltd plant
at Sellafield. A commercial process developed by BNFL's
partners in France will be in use soon in the UK to convert this
waste into glass. In this form, it will still be highly
radioactive, but much easier to store safely over long
periods. It will be kept for another 50 years or so on the
Sellafield site, until the worst of the activity has decayed.
It will then be disposed of in permanent store, in such a way
that the chances of it ever being assimilated by humans will be
effectively zero.

Any process for producing large amounts of energy carries with
it possible risks for future generations. It is sometimes
argued, for example, that the release of sulphur dioxide from the
burning of coal at power stations has contributed to the slowly
rising acidity of rainfall in the Northern hemisphere. It is
also suggested that the carbon dioxide generated when coal, oil
or gas is burnt will accumulate in the upper atmosphere,
and give rise to a greenhouse effect. Conversely, the
non-availability of affordable energy poses other obvious
dangers, both for this and future generations. The Government
approaches these problems in a balanced and sensible way.

Conservative  REsearch Department
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TRANSPORT OF NUCLEAR FUEL

Q of P• 116

Question

Is the transport of fuel to Sellafield a dangerous operation?

Su ested answer

Every precaution is taken to ensure that it is not. Spent
fuel is transported in steel flasks up to 12 inches thick.
Internationally agreed safety standards govern the operation.
Transportation flasks are subjected to simulated accidents
which test resistance to fire and to impact. They have
been proved safe.

S Over 12 thousands tonnes of nuclear fuel has been transported
from CEGB power stations to Sellafield since 1962 without any
serious incident.

Conservative Research Department
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NUCLEAR POWER AND WEAPONS PROLIFERATION

Question

of P• 117

Won't the spread of nuclear power mean the spread of nuclear
weapons?

Suggested answer

Every conceivable step is taken to ensure that it does not.

Background

States party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) undertake
not to provide  nuclear materials or equipment to non-nuclear
weapons states unless they are covered by safeguards monitored by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Most countries not
party to the NPT nevertheless have all their nuclear facilities
under safeguards (India, Pakistan, Israel and S Africa are
the only exceptions). Under this system, the States account for
all nuclear materials handled by their civil nuclear programme,
to assure the IAEA that none has been diverted for other
purposes.

All the principal exporters of nuclear materials and
technology belong to the Nuclear Suppliers Group. They observe
guidelines specifically designed to cover the export of
sensitive nuclear items and technology.

The use of civil nuclear power stations to produce materials
for bombs is by no means the easiest or the cheapest way for a
country wanting to develop the latter to proceed.
Nevertheless, the comprehensive system of international
agreements  reduces the likelihood even further.

Conservative Research Department
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PLUTONIUM

Question

of P: 118

Is the plutonium in Britain's civil nuclear power programme
used for weapons?

Su ested answer

No. No plutonium recovered from our civil nuclear programme
has ever been used for military purposes. The Government is
committed to ensuring that this continues to be the case.

Background

As a State which already has nuclear weapons, we do not need
• to submit to the safeguards imposed on non-weapon States under

the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty. However, we choose so
to do, to set an example, and to underline the fact that the
plutonium from our civil programme is used exclusively for
civil purposes. It will fuel the civil fast reactors which will
be needed in the next century.

In the early period of our civil nuclear programme, plutonium
was exported to the US in return for enriched uranium which
was used as part of our defence programme. However, all the
plutonium exported was used in the US for civil purposes.
There have been no such exports since 1975.

In 1979, the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
announced a fast reactor research programme with the USA under
which experimental fuel pins manufacturered in the UK and the USA
are undergoing a range of tests in support of fast
reactor safety. These tests include irradiation in the
Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at Dounreay and testing in
Transient  Reactor Test Facility at Idaho Falls, USA. So far
6 kgs of plutonium contained in PFR fuel pins have been sent
to the USA under this continuing civil research programme. The
movement of pins between the UK antic the USA is planned to ensure
that there will have been no net export of plutonium from the
UK by the end of the programme. All the material involved is
subject to the relevant safeguards agreements with IAEA and
Euratom.
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FAST REACTOR

Question

Q of  P:  119

Where does the Government stand on the development of the
Fast Reactor?

Suggested answer

We are committed to a substantial development programme based
on Dounreay, in Scotland.

Background

The fast reactor is able to produce electricity from uranium
• and plutonium extracted from the spent fuel of today's nuclear

power programme. At the moment, electricity produced in this
way would be uneconomic. However, as  uranium  ore becomes
scarcer, the tapping of our reserves of fast reactor fuel,
stored for the purpose, will become an economic propsition.

Like other Governments involved in this sort of development,
we believe that series ordering of fast reactors will begin in
the earlier part of the next century. This is a somewhat longer
timescale than previously envisaged, and our development programme
is now in the process of redesign around it.

The Government has received advice from the Chairman of the
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority on the possibility of
international collaboration on fast reactor development.
This advice is being considered.

•
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COMBINED HEAT AND POWER

Question

of P• 120

What is the Government doing to promote combined heat and power?

Su ested answer

Combined heat and power projects in industry are relatively
widespread. When firms generate their own electricity, it often
makes commercial sense for them to use the waste heat as well.
However, industry often felt in the past that the electricity
supply industry was less than fair in its dealings with private
generators, and less than enthusiastic about promoting

• CHP. The Energy Act (1983) addresses these disincentives. First,
it ensures that private electricity generators have access to
stand-by supplies, buy-back facilities and to the national grid
as a common carrier, on fair terms. This makes investment in
generating plant more attractive than it was. Secondly,
the Act confers on the electricity industry a clear duty to promote
economic CHP schemes.

Another use of CHP would be to take the waste heat from power
stations and pipe it as hot water into people's homes. This
is referred to as district heating. The principle of ultilising
heat which otherwise would have gone to waste is very attractive.
However, a considerable investment would be needed, and it is
essential that the economics of any such scheme are very fully
evaluated.

Background

A preliminary study under Sir Walter Marshall reported in 1979.
. Following on from that, the Government commissioned consultants

W S Atkins and Partners to undertake a programme of work to
test the economic and practical feasibility in nine inner city
areas where the local authorities had expressed an interest.
The consultants have now reported, and their conclusions are being
analysed, with a view to determining the best way forward.
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OIL AND GAS FROM COAL

Question

What is the Government doing to develop the production of
oil and gas from coal?

Su ested answer

Coal is likely to become an important feedstock for the
manufacture of oil and gas in the future, when natural oil and
gas supplies diminish. The precise point at which these
processes become economic will depend upon how prices of
natural oil and gas on the one hand, and coal on the other, move
in the years ahead. This is hard to foresee, but perceptions
worlaide have recently changed, and the date at which these

. technologies are expected to come into their own has receded
further into the future. The Government's objective is to
ensure that technology developed in Britain is technically sound
and likely to achieve commercial success in markets worldwide. The
heavy investment in the coal industry since 1979 is specifically
designed to build a low-cost, highly efficient industry to meet
future coal needs.

Background

The National Coal Board has developed a small-scale oil-from-coal
process in the  Coal  Research Establishment at Stoke Orchard. The
Government has financed over half of the costs involved, through
payments  of £560, 000 since 1979.

In May 1981, the Government announced its willingness to contribute
up to £5 million towards the cost of a 25 tonne per day pilot
plant, subject to substantial private sector participation.
Moreover, the Government has made available a further £300,000
towards the cost of a three month proving run at Stoke Orchard.
However, private sector funding was not, in the event
forthcoming. The potential partners drew attention to the results
of the proving run which pointed to the need for a more modest
scale for the next step. The Government sets great store by
the need for private sector participation, to ensure that this
important development proceeds in a way which is both technically
and commercially sound.

Agreement has now been reached with the NCB to proceed to a
22 tonnes per day project, subject again to private sector
participation, and to substantial EC support, a contribution
from the NCB and arrangements for project management acceptable
to all concerned. The Department of Energy contribution would
be around 10 per cent (£2-3 million), and it is possible that
the project could attract regional aid.
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The manufacture of s nthetic natural as is likely to be
commerical earlier than coal liquefaction. The British Gas
Corporation is carrying out a development programme which will
cost £300 million over 20 years, and which will enable it to
produce SNG from oil or coal when there is need to augment
natural gas supply. A demonstration slagging gasifier based on
coal has been built at BGC's Westfield Development Centre,
Fife, and a prototype plant to make SNG from oil, built at
Killingholme on Humberside, began operating in 1982. These
developments are well up at the forefront of SNG technology
worldwide.

0
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SEVERN BARRAGE

•

•

Question

. of P: 122

Is the Government going ahead with the proposed Severn Barrage?

Su ested answer

Such a barrage could make a significant contribution to our
electricity needs in the next century, and offer a valuable
complement to coal-fired and nuclear power stations. However,
it would require a massive investment, and could not be
countenanced unless it offered an acceptable economic return.
In addition, careful detailed appraisal is needed of its likely
impact on the environment.

The project was first evaluated by the Bondi Committee,
which reported in 1981. Their recommended option was a barrage
from Brean Down to Lavernock point The Government recently
announced a more detailed study, to be jointly funded with a
private sector consortium, into the technical and economic
viability of such a barrage, built and operated by the private
sector.

Background

The consortium involved in the latest study comprises;
Sir Robert McAlpine & Sons, GEC Power Engineering, Taylor
Woodrow Construction, Northern Engineering Industries and
Balfour Beatty. The study will cost £500,000 over two years,
with a Government contribution of one half. Private sector
involvement at this early stage will ensure that the
commercial implications of the project are realistically evaluated.

Conservative Research Department
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THE RENEWABLES

Question

Why doesn't the Government do more to promote renewable sources
of energy?

Su ested answer

Expenditure on R & D in this area this year will be £14 million,
four times that in the last  year  of the Labour Government.

To make the best use of this money, it is being concentrated
on those projects with most potential. Overall, the renewable
energy technologies are being supported at a level consistent
with their current state of development and their potential
for the future.

Background

Over £6 million has been committed to the windpower project
on the Orkneys ,  about £1k million has been spent on the
geothermal aquifier at Southampton ,  and £9 million has been
spent on exploitation of geothermal hot, dry rocks by the Camborne
School of Mines. An annoucement has also been made recently
of the next step to be taken on the evaluation of a possible
tidal barrage on the Severn estuary.

Work on options which seem to involve a longer time scale
(wave power ,  solar energy )  is being given less emphasis,
although options are being kept open, should a break-through
occur.

Conservative Central Office
Research Department
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ENERGY CONSERVATION - EEO

Question

Why does the Government not do more to promote the conservation
of energy?

Su ested answer

It is already doing a great deal. Government spending (in
addition to that of the local authorities, health authorities
and nationalised energy industries) is running at E100 million
per year. It is aimed both at improving the Government's own energy
efficiency and helping other consumers to do the same. In addition,

• of course, consumers themselves invest heavily every year, to
cut their energy bills. The results are showing. Energy
efficiency in Britain is improving at a rate which is quite
respectable in relation to that achieved in other countries.
In its most recent study, the International Energy Agency has
concluded:

"The United Kingdom's record of achievement in reducing energy
and oil consumption in recent years reflects a high level of
success in policy measures adopted thus far".

It is  of course, important, to ensure that the Government's
conservation programme is co-ordinated and cost-effective.
That is why it was made the subject of a recent Rayner scrutiny
As a result, the Government is pressing towards the creation
of an Energy Efficiency Office within the Department of Energy.

Background

0 1. The EEO 's objectives will be:

- to promote the energy conservation industry;

- to help consumers, through advice and information, to
respond sensibly to energy price signals.

2. The energy consumed per unit of GDP in Britain has fallen
by around 20 per cent since 1973. This is a very
creditable performance.

3. Both Labour and the Alliance promise major increases in
expenditure on conservation. That, along with their other
irresponsible policies, would mean major increases in
inflation and unemployment too.

Conservative Rescarch Department
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INVESTMENT IN CONSERVATION VERSUS SUPPLY

Question

Wouldn't more investment in conservation save the need to
invest in new nuclear power stations?

Su ested answer

No. Investment in conservation often makes very good sense
for consumers. But, it does not directly affect the amount
of generating capacity which the electricity industry needs
to cover peak demand on the coldest days in winter. In particular,
the greatest scope for saving energy is in the heating of
buildings, an application for which electricity is relatively
little used.

In any case, today's investment in new power stations is not
designed primarily to add to capacity. Instead, new, efficient
stations are being built to replace old plant which is coming
to the end of its useful life. The object of this replacement
is to bring down costs - it also results in more efficient use
of fuel in power stations, and so has implications for conservation.

Background

A paper available from Department of Energy, "Investment in
Energy Use and Energy  Supply", presents a comprehensive analysis
of the very complex relationships between the two. It
concludes that the savings in supply investment following from
investment in conservation are highly uncertain, but certainly
much less than is popularly imagined.

When this  debate first started, analysis was hampered by a
serious lack of data. Work carried out in these early stages
by the Energy Policy Unit of Department of Energy has since
been leaked to the press. It has been seized upon by anti-nuclear
pressure groups to support their case. The work was a preliminary
and tentative attempt, based on doubtful data. It was considered
within the Department to be superficial and inadequate, and
at best only a starting point for the subsequent thorough analysis
which was later published.
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CONSERVATION AND JOBS

of P: 126

Question

Is there any substance in the report by the Association for
the Conservation of Energy last February that a £25 billion
investment in domestic conservation over 10 years could create
150,000 new jobs?

Su ested answer

No. It fails to answer three vital questions.

0 - where this  large amount of money would come from?

- why need it be public sector investment? Why not let
the people who would benefit invest themselves?

- even if the money was available, why is conservation
better than any other projects which could be dreamt
up to create jobs?

Background

In fact, this is simply a proposal to reflate the economy, with
conservation thrown in to make it seem more respectable. The
Government does not believe that spending taxpayers' money,
or adding to Government borrowing, create jobs. Quite the reverse.

On matters of detail, the report is open to technical criticism.
The potential for energy saving from loft insulation is overstated,
and the costs are understated. The proposals for double glazing
are not, on  the paper's own admission, cost-effective. Very
large grants would be needed to reduce, as the paper suggests,
all pay-back periods to two years. On this formula, the least
cost-effective conservation measures would attract the biggest
grants. An average grant of 75 per cent would be needed - hardly
a proper use of public funds.

The Association for Conservation of Energy is an association
formed by the suppliers of conservation products.

Conservative Research Department
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CONSERVATION IN INDUSTRY

Question

Q. of P• 127

What is the Government doing to help industry become more energy
efficient?

Su ested answer

It is already doing a good deal. (see below). In particular,
the Armitage Norton Report was commissioned by the Government,
specifically to identify barriers to industrial investment in
energy conservation. An extended summary of its conclusions
was published in May 1982.

• The Report concluded:

"it would be difficult to justify giving Government grants on
a large scale for the generality of conservation investments,
given that many projects with payback periods larger than those
generally judged acceptable would be financially viable in their
own right, and that the sums of money required to promote any
substantial redirection of industrial investment would be enormous".

The Report did, however, suggest ways in which present schemes
to help industry could be improved, and point to future
developments of policy in this area which would be helpful.
This has been very valuable input to the thinking on this subject.

Background

Measures already available to help industry invest in conservation
are:

- The  Energy Survey Scheme - 60,000 applicants have been
reimbursed to date of part of the cost of surveys of their
premises by energy consultants. 2,000 applicants have
been helped with extended surveys.

- The Energy Conservation Demonstration Projects Scheme provides
financial assistance to firms which need to demonstrate
the effectiveness of new ways of saving energy. Once the
benefits are established, the Department of Energy helps
publicise them, so that other firms will put the new systems
or products to equally effective use.

- Government information disseminated through publications,
courses and seminars, and through the network of Regional
Energy Conservation Officers.
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CONSERVATION IN HOMES

Question

What is the Government doing to help people save energy in their
homes?

Su ested answer

The most cost-effective measures for energy conservation in
the home involve the insulation of lofts and hot water tanks.
Grants of 66 per cent of eligible costs up to a total of £69
are available under the Homes Insulation Scheme. Of the
1,644,000 grants awarded under this scheme so far, around
1,400 ,000 have been awarded under this Government. That is
in addition to the 1,300,000 dwellings insulated since the second
quarter of 1979 by the local authorities.

The level of grant has been increased by this Government. (Under
Labour, the maximum was £50). In addition, the scheme has been
extended to tenants, including those of local authorities.
Higher grants - 90 per cent of eligible costs up to a maximum
of £95-have been made available to the elderly and severely
disabled on low incomes.

S
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HELP WITH DOMESTIC FUEL BILLS

Question

What is the Government doing to provide help with  fuel  bills?

Su ested answer

It is spending more than ever before, in real terms, to help
with heating additions to supplementary benefit. Enhanced grants
are available under the Homes Insulation Scheme to help the
elderly and severely disabled on low incomes, insulate their
homes. They need pay only 10 per cent of the costs. Improved

codes of practice on gas and electricity disconnections
have been introduced, to avoid unnecessary hardship in cases
of genuine  need. And, standing charges on most gas and
electricity bills have been limited to no more than the charge
for units of fuel used.

Background

Heating additions. - Expenditure is now £325 million per annum,
compared with £124 million in 1.978-9. 24 million people benefit,
1-  million of them pensioners. The basic heating addition to
supplementary benefit is now £ - .9o per week; a higher rate of
£ .c,5per week is available for people with particularly heavy
heating needs.

Homes Insulation Scheme. Grants of 90 per cent of eligible
costs, up to a total of £95, are available to the elderly or
severely disabled on benefits, towards the cost of approved
home insulation.

Disconnections. The great majority of consumers  pay  their

S bills promptly . Less than half of one per cent a year need
to be disconnected, and most of these are reconnected within
a few days. Clearly, this type of sanction is essential to
prevent deliberate non-payment.

i!nde the code of practice, categories of consumers most at
risk are identified. These people are either protected directly
pensioner households, for example, are not disconnected in winter
months -  or  advised of the welfare agencies whose job it is
to help them. Every consumer threatened with disconnection
is contacted with an offer of a repayment arrangement which
will help them clear their debt, and, where it is safe and
practical, slot meters are provided. Disconnections have, in
fact, fallen dramatically in the last two years (electricity
disconnections by 23 per cent, gas dia-,onnections by over 30
per cent).
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Standin char es. Action has been taken to limit these for
small consumers of gas and electricity. There was widespread
concern over the fact that these could often amount to more
than the cost of fuel actually consumed. Now, following a suggestion
from the Secretary of State for Energy, the Gas Corporation
and most Area Electricity Boards limit the standing charge to
no more than half of anyone's total bill. About 3 million
consumers, half of them pensioners, will benefit.

0
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INDUSTRIAL ENERGY PRICES

of P: 130

(Question

Why does British industry pay more for energy than competitors
abroad?

Su ested answer

This is not the case for the great majority of industrial consumers.
The latest comparison of prices here and on the Continent,
published by the CBI last February, shows that prices in the
UK compare well. This is due to measures taken in the last
three years, worth in total around £500 million, designed particularly
to help the energy-intensive industries.

Background

Some industrial gas m nsumers - those whose supply contracts
allow for interruptions in periods of peak demand - pay prices
lower than their Continental competitors. Prices on firm supply
contracts are well in line with others in Europe. Overall,
industrial gas prices have risen by only 3 per cent since March
1981, and are now fixed until October 1983. Few other countries
enjoy such price stability.

Electricit tariffs for the majority of industrial firms are
also in line with most others in Europe. France has much lower
electricity prices than  every  other European country. This
is in part because of its large and expanding nuclear power
programme. In Germany, on the other hand, published tariffs
are higher than here in Britain across the board. UK electricity
prices will not rise at all this year. Few other countries
are in a similar position. Tariffs in France, for example,
rose by 8 per cent on 1 April, and will rise by a further
5 per cent  later this year.

Large electricity consumers are, or course, those most concerned
with its cost. Many of these are able to make use of the new
contracted customer load scheme (CCL), which reflects the
lower cost of supplying large consumers who are able and willing
to moderate their demand to meet the needs of the supply
industry. These consumers  pay  prices up to 40 per cent below
average.

Industrial energy prices have risen more slowly under this
Government than in the last one. Over the four years 1974-8,
industrial gas prices rose by 240 per cent, industrial electricity
prices by 94 per cent. Over the four years 1978-82, these
respective increases were 99 per cent and 73 per cent.

Conservati_ve Research Department

32 Smith Square
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TAX BURDEN

Question

Why has the Government increased the tax burden when it promised

to reduce it?

Sucrcested Answer

Income tax thresholds are 6 per cent higher in real terms than in

1978/ 79; basic rate of tax is  down  from 33 per cent to 30 per cent;

and the absurdly burdensome higher tax rates we inherited have also

been cut - top rate is down from 83 per cent to 60 per cent.

Average rates of income tax are lower than in 1978/79 for all on-

three -quarters average earnings and above. NIC increases have been

necessary to finance increased outlay on benefits: average rates

of tax and IIC combined are higher than 1978/79 for those on about

two and a carter average earnings and below. But the most important

thing for m_e taxpayer is what is left to spend: real net income

(after tax, NIC and child benefit where relevant) is higher than

1973/79  _f_-_-._4_-stance, by 5% for those on average earnings.

Compare t^ s pith the performance of the last Government: thresholds

fell in real terms during the life of that Government by 20 per cent

for a sing=e taxpayer, and- by 5 per cent for a married ran; the

basic rate _-creased from. 30 per cent to 33 per cent (35 per cent

. at its peak,",: higher rates reached 83 per cent, compared with

60 per cent under this Government; and under Labour income after

tax and NIC fell in real terms for man y taxpayers on average

earnings and even below - for single people by 3% and for couples

without children by 150'; it rose for a couple with 2 children  by

a  mere

In  addition ,  we bavc made large reductions in the taxes '•:`-:i ch

affect  business. Cir cut in Labour 's tax on  jobs  (the I"Ii) from

3 to 1 ;;  has saved i_ dustry nearly  £ 2 billion in a -full year.

Printed and Published by Conservative Central Office,
32 Smith Square, London SWl
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1 . pi gures quoted assume that earnings have risen in line it_

the increase in average earnings;  assume  earnings and price

increases for 1983/34 consistent with those underlving the PSBR;

and assume for taxpayers with children that child benefit is

treated as a "credit" against income tax (and NIC). Average rates

of income tax are higher than 19978/79 for low earning taxpayers

even though tax thresholds are up in real terms, and basic rate

is down: this is partly because earnings  have  increased in real

terms slightly faster than tax thresholds, but mostly because

the lower rate band (of £750 at 25 per cent ') introduced by the

last administration has been abolished. Details of average rates

o+  income (income tax plus NIC and of real net  income  are set out ,

below.

•

Chanme in real net income after
income tax ana chid ene it
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CHILD BENEFIT/ONE  PARENT-BENEFIT,

Question

Will you maintain the value of child benefit/one-parent benefit?

Suggested reply

Under this Government we have proved the importance we place on

helping families with children. In the 1983 Budget the Chancellor

announced that the value of child benefit/one-parent benefit

would be raised to its highest ever level in real terms. The

Conservative Party strongly believes in the principle of supporting

families with children.

Background

1. Child benefit and one-parent benefit are non-contributory, non
means-tested, and tax-free. Child benefit is paid to over

7 million families with 12.8 million children; one-parent benefit

goes to over z million families with 810,000 children.

• 2. Child  benefit and one-parent  benefit have been raised in the
1983 Budget  to their  highest-ever-levels-in  real terms as from

November 1983.

3. Child benefit has been increased from £4 in April 1979 to a

proposed £F,.5l0 in November 1983. One-parent benefit has none up

from £2.L10 in 1979 to a proposed £4.05 in November 1983.

4. There is absolutely no truth in the Labour smear that

Conservatives plan to abolish child benefits to use resources for

spending on other benefits. The story was first given wide

currency in a speech to a May Day Rally by the Chairman of the

Labour Party in Scotland.

Labour Policy

5. Labour is committed  in New _Hone_forBritain (page 17) to

increase child benefit "by  E2.00  a week , make it index-linked,

and subsequently improve it in real terms, as resources allow".

• The cost of the first stage of this commitment would be £1050

mil l ion .

Conservative Research Department  18.5.83
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RATES

What are the Conservatives doing about the Rates?

•

•

Our top priority is to contain local government expenditure and
so minimise the extra burden falling on ratepayers. At this
difficult time of world recession, we have been equally concerned
to help the industrial and commercial ratepayer as well as the
domestic. The Government's success in reducing inflation has
meant that average rate increases have fallen steadily in the
past 4 years.

Average rate increases for each year are as follows:

1980/1 over 1979/80 23%

1981/2 over 1980/1 20%

1982/3 over 1981/2 13%

1983/4 over 1982/3 6Y2%

This year but for 18 Labour authorities, it would have been 0%.

We are not prepared to allow these high spending Labour authorities
to cause such distress  an d damage to industrial, commercial

and domestic ratepayers.

Vie  have therefore announced that we shall immediately introduce
legislation to curb excessive  an d irresponsible rate increases by

high spending councils, and to provide a general scheme of
limitation on rate increases for all local authorities, to be used
if necessary.

Wh aren't ou abolishin the domestic rates?

We conducted the most thorough examination  an d widest possible

consultation on possible alternatives. It was clear that no
alternatives could be introduced at  an y early date, that they
would all involve extra costs, and that there was no general
agreement on any particular alternative. Because of the need to
take early action to help the ratepayer, we therefore decided
to put forward our proposals to curb excessive increases.

Isn't the ratin system ver unfair?

Of course there are m an y anomalies in the rating system, but it
would be irresponsible to ch an ge to a new tax with serious, if
different ,  flaws. Whatever its failings the rating system is
cheap to administer, easy to collect ,  difficult to avoid  an d
certain to yield. In  an y case some of the unfairnesses or rates
are met by rebates and gr an t paid out of other taxes. The

incorporation of rate rebates in the new housing benefit means
that more people will be eligible  for  help r,Y_ -heir ra-e bill
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:that about Local Income Tax?

To replace the domestic rates entirely by a local income tax would
mean an increase in the basic rate of about 6p in the £. In
addition, a local income tax could not be introduced before the
1990s. There would be problems of tax evasion. The various methods
of administration would be costly. Inl an d Revenue estimated for the
Layfield Committee that LIT might involve up to 13,000 additional
civil servants and cost £llOm p.a. (at 1981-2 prices)tc administer.

That  about  Poll Tax?

This tax would only be suitable for use in combination with other
taxes .  If it was not set at a level which would produce a low
yield it would be regressive for low income taxpayers  an d would

probably require a rebate system .  It has very serious problems
of enforcement  an d might require  the compilation  of a separate
register.

What about Local Sales Tax? 0

The replacement of domestic rates by a local sales tax would

produce a combined sales tax/VAT rate of about  23%.  The tax would
also have poor accountability which would not act
as a deterrent to high spending. There is considerable sensitivity
about the burden this tax would place on shopkeepers as unpaid
tax-gatherers. There would be problems of cross-border shopping
which could lead to uncertainty of yield even at county level.

What about the transfer of education costs?

Education would still have to be paid for. To meet the total
cost would require about 5p on the basic rate of income tax. The
Government has examined the option of a block grant for education
but takes the view that it is important to preserve the freedom of
local authorities to determine their own priorities within their •
budgets.

What about industrial rates?

Rapid rises in industrial rates have limited industry  an d cost us
jobs. Industry is benefiting from the reduction in rate increases
we have achieved  an d will benefit from the future legislation we
will introduce to curb excessive rate increases. In addition, we
will require local authorities to consult local representatives
of industry and commerce before setting their rates. We will give
more businesses the right to pay by instalments;  an d we will still
stop the rating of empty industrial property.

Conservative Research Department 18 May 1983
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THE GLC AND THE _METROPOLITAN COUNTIES

Question

QUESTION  OF POLICY 132

Why  does the Conservative Party  wish  to abolish the  Metropolitan
Counties and the GLC''

Answer

The Metropolit an  counties  an d the GLC, established by previous
Conservative Governments, have been abused by Labour politicians

and experience has shown the need for ch an ge. They have come to
be seen by the public as remote, expensive, wasteful in manpower

• and contribute disproportionately to the problems of overspending.
They account for two-thirds of this year's local government
overspending.

Eackground this year:

GLC 53%,  i.e. £300 million

Metropolitan Counties 6.5%, i.e . £72 million

It is estimated that as a result of abolition savings could rise
eventually to £120 million per  an num,  an d that as many as 9,000
fewer staff could be needed. The tran sitional cost of abolition
in the first year (redundancy payments) might be between £20
million and £70 million.

As many functions as possible will be passed to the Boroughs.

• There should be no need for joint Boards for highways or traffic
in the Metropolitan Counties. These matters can be co-ordinated
by the regional office of the Department of Transport. In
London some GLC roads c an  be passed to the Secretary of State as

part of the Trunk network. London TRansport will be reorg an ised
as a London Tr an sport Executive, responsible to the Secretary of
State, not the GLC, and will be converted into a Metropolian
Transport Authority.

Joint Boards will be needed for Police and Fire  an d in the
Metropolitan Counties a joint but small operation may be required
for waste disposal and trading standards. In inner London,
ILEA will be replaced by a joint Board acting on behalf of
the Inner  London Boroughs.

Consultation will be necessary to determine the best way of
replacing the Arts functions of the GLC ,  which primarily involve
the administration of the South Bank Arts complex ,  including the
National Theatre, and several historic houses for which  the CCC
is responsible.

Conservative Research Department 18 i'Iay 1'j8:3
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FUTURE OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

Question

What is the Conservative Party's position towards the  future of the

Falkland Islands ?

Suggested Answer

Conservative policy is to secure the Islands' defence and deter further

aggression and "to create conditions in which the islanders can live happy,

prosperous  an d free lives under a Government of their choosing" (the Prime

Minister, Hansard, 26 January 1983, col.995). We are working for the economic

development and rehabilitation of the Islands, and are committed to spending

£45 million in the coming five years to implement the main recommendations of

the Shackleton Report. Possibilities for the Islands' future constitution

are being explored with the Islanders.

is

0

We arc prepared to normalise relations with Argentina when they have declared

of definitive ceceation of hostilities and renounced the further use of fora,,

which they have  not,  yet done. Neither have they abandoned their position

that negotiations should lead directly towards the transfer of sovereignty

over the Islands and their dependencies to Argentina. The Prime Minister

has said that this is totally unacceptable and that:

"There can be no question of negotiations on Sovereignty for the

Falkland Islands. It would be a betrayal of those who fought and

died." (Hansard, 28 November 1982, col.704-5).

In commenting  on what has been referred to as the policy of "Fortres.P
Falkl an ds", the Prime Minister has said

"If the Falklands are at present a fortress it is purely and simply
a state of affairs caused by the Argentine aggression .... and by

our determination that that aggression will not be repeated."

(Hansard, 26 January 1983, col.995).

Lonre,ervative Research  Department 1H. `. F13
32 Smith  Square , LONDON SW',
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OVERSEAS AID

Question

What is the Conservative Party's policy towards aid to the Third World?

Suggested Answer

1. The Conservative Party is  very  much aware of the importance that

overseas assistance plays in the economic development of the poor

countries of the Third World. The Conservative Party supports the

principle that the object of British and European Community aid must

be to enable the poorer countries to develop their own economies; this

is the most effective way to relieve suffering and reduce their

dependence on food aid.

2. The Conservative Party supports the provision of food aid for famine

relief in genuine emergencies. But food aid which goes to provide

free imports to the recipient countries or to support particular projects

• through 'food-for-work' or supplementary feeding schemes can make things

worse, by undermining agriculture in the Third World. We would

therefore like to see greater emphasis on aid for agriculture and

less on food aid.

fhr; 1;onsorvative Party does not believe that it would be in the intr;rets

of c i t.hor the rievei npinrt or industrialised countries; to uprr,nt nr Lu

rni,l i I y f unrlnrnrrnt.;r1 I y the existing international ouonurni r,  and  f i nano; i a i

fhr,  present  sysstern has served the world rrirnrirk;jbly wr;t1  r,\/icy

the last thirty-five years. The Conservative Party believes that it
,should be adapted and strengthened in the light of changing circum-

stances.

4. The Conservative Party believes that greater weight should be given to

commercial, industrial and political considerations alongside our

basic developmental objectives. We shall continue to back the Aid and

Trade Provision (ATP) which supports British bids for contracts and

therefore jobs, and which has a clear development aspect.

5.  As a Member  of the European Community, Britain has been able to

secure generous aid for many Third World countries, including 34
belonging to the Commonwealth, under the Community's revised Lome

Convention. This convention, which is due to be ratified in 1985,

makes (3200 million available in aid. India, which does not belong

to  the  Lorne Convention, is the largest beneficiary of aid to non-

countries.

The Conservative Government has emphasised the importance of aid to the

poorest countries. 68% of our bilateral aid goes to these countires
compared with Labour's figure of 60% in 1978.

In 1982, 17.t5 per cent of British aid was channelled through the

European Community. The Community and its Member States provide more

than a third of all aid given by developed countries to the Third

World, and almost half the aid to the poorest countries.
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OVERSEAS AID cont.

Despite being  the 6th  richest member  of the 'big -seven ', Britain

was third in order of aid donors in terms of percentage  of GNP. In
1981 the figures were as follows:

(2) France 0.73
(1) West Germany 0.46
(6) U.K. 0.44
(4) Canada 0.43
(5) Japan 0.28
(3) U.S.A. 0.20
(7) Italy 0.19

OECD average 0.35

(Figures in brackets indicate the ordering in terms of GNP per capita).

Despite the recession Britain's aid contribution has stood up well.

In 1983/4 the provision is £1.057 billion (net); this is a 9.8%
increase over 1982/3.

0

Conservative Research Department
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UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION

uestionnaire to Parliamentar Candidates on
Overseas Aid

Candidates who receive this questionnaire may find the following
answers helpful.

Question 1

Do you believe that the next Government should increase UK
spending on official aid to reach the UN target of 0.7% of
Gross National Product?

Su ested Answer

The  Conservative Government believes that the quality of aid
matters as much as its quantity. When economic circumstances

permit, we will move towards the UN target of 0.7% of GNP. Ih
1981, only France and Western Germany, of the seven major economies
of the world, gave a higher proportion of aid than the UK.

Question 2

Do you believe that British aid should be concentrated more on
helping the poorest people in the poorest countries, and should
not be tied to British commercial interests?

Su ested Answer

In 19 78 Labour gave 60%  of our total bilateral aid to the
poorest countries .  In 1981 the Conservative Government gave 68%.

Question  3

• Do you support proposals for stabilising prices of commodities
exported  by Third  World countries ,  and for pegging them to the

costs of their imports?

Su ested Answer

The Conservative Party takes the view that stable commodity
pricing assists both the industrialised world and the primary
producer in the Third World .  For this reason we support the
aims and principles of STABEX  (the EEC scheme which provides
support for commodity  produces  when prices fall below agreed
level)

Question 4
Do you support reform of the international monetary system

a) to increase the flow of funds to developing countries,
b) to reschedule debts and liberalise lending conditions,
c) to give developing countries more say in the affairs of

the International Monetary Fund?
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Su ested Answer

The  economic  policies pursued by this country and other Western
nations which have reduced inflation and increased efficiency,
will also assist the Third World's financial stability. Britain
has been a leading country in the move to increase the funds of
the World Bank. We do not believe the International.mDnetary
system requires fundamental reform and reconstruction, but it
must be made more efficient.

Question 5

Do you believe that the Government should compel UK based
multinational companies to abide by international codes of conduct
governing their activities in Thirld World countries?

Su ested Answer

The Conservative Government never advocates the breaking of any
legitimate code. However, it is important to ensure that codes
of practice do not restrict trade and, therefore, development.

Conservative Research Department
32 Smith Square
SW' 18.5.83
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CRUISE MISSILES AND THE DUAL KEY

Question

What is the policy of the Conservative Party towards a 'dual key'
for United States cruise missiles?

Su nested Answer

The Conservative Party is fully satisfied with the existing
arrangements for the control of cruise missiles which have applied for
other American nuclear weapons, based in the United Kingdom, for over
thirty years, and which have been reaffirmed by successive Governments
of both parties. These arrangements apply to US F111 aircraft and
Poseidon submarines already based in this country and were considered
sufficient in respect of these systems by previous Labour Governments.

The arrangements have recently been reviewed in the light of the
• planned deployment of Cruise missiles, and the UK and US Governments are

satisfied that they are effective. As the Prime Minister has said:
"The arrangements will apply to United States Cruise missiles based
in the United Kingdom whether on or off bases. The effect of the
understandings and the arrangements for implementing them is that no
nuclear weapon would be fired or launched from British territory
without the agreement of the British Prime Minister" (Hansard,
12 May 1983, WA Column 435).

The United States has for many years been a close ally and friend
whose forces have helped to defend this country. She made available
to Britain the Polaris system which forms our independent strategic
nuclear deterrent, completely under the control of the British Prime
Minister. Our relationship is one of mutual trust. We consider a
'dual key' arrangement to be quite unnecessary, as well as very
expensive.

Background

• Mr Heseltine has said that:

"All dual key control systems are based on the
ownership and operation of the weapon system involved.
The cost to the United Kingdom of providing a force
of 160 ground-launched cruise missiles over a period
of 10 years has been estimated by the Ministry of
Defence to be in the order of El billion" (Hansard,
1st March 1983, col. 117).

Conservative Research Department
32 Smith Square

Swi
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FIELD SPORTS

Guidance Note

•

For Conservatives this is a matter of conscience and a Conservative
Government would allow a free vote on any Private Members' Bill intro duced
for the purpose of p ro hibiting field sports. A Conservative Government
would not initiate legislation to prevent people from taking part in
sporting and other activities which they enjoyed unless it could be shown
that these activities were harmful or involved more cruelty than other methods
of control.

A Royal Commission under the Chairmanship of Mr  J Scott-Henderson was
appointed  in  June 1949 to consider the whole question of field sports. This
Commission  re ported in June 1951 (Cmnd 8266).

The Royal Commission accepted the need for cont ro lling the numbers of foxes,
stag  an d deer, and came to the general conclusion that hunting was certainly
no more cruel than  other methods of control. The Scott-Henderson Commission
came to the same conclusion about hare coursing where this was carried out for
the express purpose of cont ro lling the hare population pointing out that coursing
was p ro bebly less cruel than  shooting. But the Commission was critical of hare
coursing carried out solely for sport in places where hares we re  far more
numerous than if their numbers were cont ro lled by other methods.

Otters  an d badgers  are protected throughout Great Britain.

The farming argument for the hunting of foxes with hounds is not well known.
In the uplands  and moors, it is the only safe method of cont ro lling the fox
population whe re  sheep, dogs  and walkers know no boundaries or restrictions.
Poisoning and shooting are therefore not app ro priate, as means of control.

Labour would override the conscience of the individual,  an d interfere gro ssly
with his  liberty. Their man ifesto states: 'hare coursing, fox hunting  an d all
forms of hunting with dogs, will be made illegal'.

Conservative Research Department 18.5.83
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THE SERPELL REPORT
-------------------

Question

Folinwinq the recommendations of the Serpell Report, does the

Government plan widespread closures of the railway network?

SuggestedAnswer

No. We have no programme  of major  closures, and Serpell did not
recommend any. The network  maps  in the Serpell Report are emphatically

not closure proposals. They  were no  more than broad illustrations.

They certainly do not constitute Government Policy. Our aim is to
secure improved productivity and efficiency in the railways industry,

as recommended by the Serpell Report itself, in order to give a better

and more secure future to those working on the railways.

Background

The Serpell enquiry was appointed in 1982 in response to requests

by Sir Peter  Parker, Chairman of British Rail and against a background

of soaring levels of support from the taxpayer who in 1982 contributed

as much to BR's revenues as the traveller. The enquiry was asked to:

'Examine the finances of the railway and associated operations

in the light of all relevant considerations and to report on
options for alternative policies and their related objections

designed to secure improved financial results in an efficiently

run railway in Great Britain over the next twenty years'.

Most of the Majority Report, (the Report was published on 10th January,

1983, and contained two reports, a Majority Report and a Minority

Report signed by one member of the Committee, Mr Goldstein) was

concerned with identifying scope for cost savings in British Rail.

It identified scope for annual cost savings by 1986 of £220 million

within the existing network. In considering future options, the

Majority Report illustrated with network maps the probable consequences

of a variety of different levels of public support. Serpell made clear

that these maps were only illustrations, not recommendations, and

• amongst the options one was for increased investment in a slightly

reduced network.

Conservative Research Department 19.5.83
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TEACHERS IN HIGHER AND FURTHER EDUCATION
----------------------------------------------------------------

Questionnaire to Parliamentary Candidates
-----------------------------------------

Candidates who receive this questionnaire may find the followinq

answers helpful.

Question 1.

The National Advisory Body for Local Authority Higher Education has

had a significant impact on the relations between central government

and LEAs and between the public sector of higher education and the

university. What is your view of the role of the NAB with respect to

AFE and the relation between the public and university sectors of

higher education?

Suggested Answer

1 regard the creation of the National Advisory Body for Local Authority

Hitcher Education as one of the achievements of this Government; it is

a r if;n i fi cant step towards the rationalisation and improvement of

hi 1111 er education in the public sector. I  have  every confidence 1.ha t,

the  NAB will succeed in ensuring that AFE and HE provision in the

public sector more closely meets the needs of its consumers and of the

nation in general. I believe that it will be necessary for any future

government to investigate the relations between the NAB and the UGC,

with a view to ensuring increased co-operation between the public and

university sectors of higher education.

Question 2.

The Manpower Services Commission is playing an increasing role in the

education and training of young people. What is your view on the

role of the MSC with respect to NAFE; and the protection of the range

of student choice for the 16-19 age group?

Sug p_Jested Answer

I take the view that the influence of the MSC on NAFE has been bene-

ficial, and will continue to be so. The Youth Training Scheme, in
particular, will provide many young people with the opportunity to

• combine a measure of work experience with a certain amount of i`JAFL

directly relevant to their needs; and I believe that these young

people will benefit greatly from such opportunities.

Question 3.

Financial support for students at all levels is a critical factor for
their continuance in education. What is your attitude to student support

for (a) the 16-19 age group (b) the 18+ age group (c) mature student;?

Suggested Answer

It w-]',' i  be necessary in due course to examine the whole  sys,trem, in

ardor to determine  whether there is some  way of widening accc,s., to

further and higher education  without exces sive r,rsr_t to t-he taxp:,;Fer.

The prohlern of support for pupils and  student  between thF
a n a l  'P)  i inure oump l i sated . Whi li t  1  t.h,it th':rr: i
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ment for providing ouc! pupils  and students with support,  it  shoe;ld

be noted that  many  of them are ready to remain in full time education

beyond the age of 16 without any grants; indeed, over the last  two

years, the proportion of young people remaining in such education

has increased significantly (io% more pupils have remained in school

past the age of 16 and about 25`%0 more have attended full-time further

enuc<ution). Moreover, these young people often derive long-term

financial benefit from post-15 education.  I  am therefore unconvinced

of the need to spend hundreds of millions of pounds of taxpayers'

money on providing there with grants.

Question  a ,

iruing education  is an area  of growing concern among all parties.

"h"t is your attitude to continuing education opportunities in  the
r,rt  of the fi?SC's Adult Training Strategy, the Open Tecth, PICKUP and

the NAB and  UGC  working  parties on  this area?

iugrfested Answer

I brsl love that continuing education is of extreme irnpnrtance: 1 fully

iiprnrl. the MSG's Adult Training Strategy, the devE l _,irnr nit of the

Ii,r:fi, f 1I;K'il'  nil  the current work of tht: i,,Ad aril thrr (! f `; in t. hi

(lug i t.ion =;.

Education and training of the post-school population has become _lr

increasingly controversial issue but has become established as an

important element in overall government economic and employment policies.

What is  your  view of the place of post-school education and trainir: 

within the priorities of an incoming government?

=Cuegested Answer

Any incominr ,,  government should regard the development and improvernent

of post-school education and training as one of its most urgent

priorities.

tluron 6.

!'.;h 1 i t r,xpr;ndi turu a mra jor element in r;Canorri i planningi  unit  thhe

l eve l  u( i  rnent. of emp' oyment policy. What is your .riew of the ru b r_ of

4L, if;  publ i r; s.r:cror unit public expenditure in r,eneral in the roconornv
A nrl in the regeneration of economic performance and employment oppor-

tunities?

Suggested Answer

Whilst I recognise that the public sector (often supported ty pblic

expenditure), has an important role to play in the economy of the

nation, I believe that it is impossible to sjrstain proper public

services in the absence of a thriving wealth-creating private rector.

Department
CCro I t'. .o .=iru. i_fJ `ldO!` l IW

1?'.`i.P

0
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Fisheries - Aid to the Industry

0

Question

What financial aid has the Conservative Government given to the UK
fishing industry, and what aid will be given to help it in the
future?

Sug ested Answer

1. Since the signing of the Treaty of Accession to the EEC in 1972,
aid has been given to the industry by both Labour and Conser-
vative Governments to help it through difficult times, not
least the loss of fishing opportunities near Iceland. However,
the records of the two Governments are vastly different.
Total aid in  cash terms for the Labour Government 1974-79 was
onl £1.4.9 million less than in the last ear of this
Conservative Government alone ; under the Conservatives aid to
the industry since 1979 now totals  £ 57.2 million.

2. Now that there is a new Common Fisheries Policy for the
European Community as agreed in the Treaty of Accession, aid
will be forthcoming from Communit Funds. These have already
been announced and included the following:

Vessel building and Grants
Laying up Grants
Joint Ventures
Development of Aquaculture
Articial Reefs
Exploratory Voyages

3. A discussion paper has been produced by the Government on the
best ways of using the UK. share of the £_140 million of financial
support  currently  available from the EEC for community fi:,hinfJ
fleets and restructuring the industry.

Conservative Research Department

32, Smith Square, LONDON SW1
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FISHING INDUSTRY

Question

What  has the  Government done for the fishing Industry and what
about its future  under  the Conservatives?

Su ested Answer

"We are the first Government to have succeeded in
negotiating a revised and comprehensive Community
fisheries policy. The agreement provides British
fishermen with quotas of fish better than they have
enjoyed since the loss of fishing in Icelandic waters
and a preference within coastal waters greater than
that which has been enjoyed in the history of the
fishing industry, and we have provided them with
substantial subsidies. We are now discussing
with them the future restructuring of our fishing
fleet to take advantage of the opportunities that
will be  available for the rest of this century.

The Sea Fish Industry Authority has been established
with objectives which place particular emphasis on
the improvement of marketing".

(Peter Walker, Hansard, 3rd May 1983,  Col-55)

Conservative  Research Department 19.5.83
32 Smith Square, LONDON SW1
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RAPE

Question

Qof_P: 14 4

Why has the Government done nothing to end the scandal of rapists

receiving such light sentences?

Suagested Answer

Rape is a crime of extreme gravity, and carries a maximum sentence of

life imprisonment. However, it is for the judiciary to impose

sentences which Parliament makes available. In this context, the

Criminal Justice Act 1982 has made it possible for the courts to send

young offenders under 17) convicted of rape to prison, while in

Scotland they are detained at Her Majesty's pleasure.

Lord Hailsharn, the Lord Chancellor, has given instructions to all

n]rcuit administration that under no circumstances is a rape charge

to be listed except before one of the judges authorized to try

murders, or before a judge approved by the presiding judge of the

circuit.

0 Hackciround

1. Lord Lane, the Lord Chief Justice, has stressed that the reason for

jailing rapists is to mark the gravity of the crime. He said

"Rape is always a serious crime and, other than in wholly

exceptional cases, it calls for an immediate custodial sentence".

2. The Home Office has issued revised guidance on the investigation of

rape to all police forces in England and  Wales.  This emphasises

the importance of tact and understanding throughout, the anonymity

of victims, and properly conducted medical examinations.

Conservative Research Department  19.5.83

32 Smith Square ,  LONDON SW1

i
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CAPITAL  AND CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

0

Question

Why has the Government not introduced a referendum on the use
of either capital or corporal punishment as proper deterrents to
crime?

• 145

Su ested Answer (unless candidates have strong views to the contrary)

Under our constitution it  is  Parliament that decides whether to
change the law. In the course of the last Parliament the House
of Commons has twice, on a "free vote", voted decisively against
the restoration of capital punishment. No referendum result could
bind future Parliaments.

Question

Why have the Government not reintroduced Capital Punishment when
they know that a majority of the country want it?

Su ested Answer

The Government believe that an issue such as the return of capital

punishment cannot be decided on a 3-line whip, as it is properly
a matter for the conscience of each individual M.P. The Government
have provided two opportunities for 'free' votes on the subject
during this Parliament.

Background

Two free votes on the reintroduction of capital punishment have
taken place during this Parliament. The results of these votes
were:

0 19th July 1979: Votes for Votes against

Reintroduction of the death penalty 243 362

11th May 1982:

Reintroduction of the death penalty

For murder 195 357

For terrorism involving loss of life 208 332

For murder by firearms or explosives 176 343

For murder of prison or police
officer 208 332

For murder in the course of robbery
or burglary wir:h offensive weapons 151 331

Conservative Research Department 19.5.83
Printed and Published by Conservative Central Office,
32 Smith Square, London SWl
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CORPORAL  PUNISHMENT FOR YOUNG HOOLIGANS

Question

Why haven't the Government reintroduced corporal punishment to
deal with young hooligans and vandals?

Su ested Answer (unless candidates have strong views to the  contrary)

Corporal punishment can be effective when administered sensibly
by a parent or teacher almost immediately after the commission of
the offence. But with  judicial  corporal punishment there would
inevitably be a considerable delay before the sentence could be
carried out; and, in addition it would be less effective because
it would be administered by someone with whom the offender had
no relationship.

•

•

Conservati=r^ Pc ;3arch Department
32 Smith Square SWl

19.5.83
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CAMPAIGN FOR NUCLEAR DISARMA MENT

uestionnaire to Parliamentar Candidates

0

•

The policy of CND is wholly alien to that of the Conservative
Party. Some candidates may therefore be reluctant to answer
this questionnaire. They are, however, advised to complete
it in order to prevent CND making misleading claims. In the
absence of replies from Conservative candidates, they might
well try to boast about the unexpectedly encouraging response
they have received (omitting all reference to the actual
number of Conservative replies sent in).

Question 1

If elected will you seek an opportunity to vote  in  the House
of Commons  against the deployment of cruise  missiles  in Britain?

Su ested Answer

No.

Question 2

Would you vote against cruise missiles even  if it  meant defying
your Party Whip?

Su ested Answer

No.

Question 3

If elected  will  you seek an opportunity  to vote  in the House
of Commons against the  Trident  programme?

Su ested Answer

No.

Question.4

Would you vote against Trident even  if it  meant defying your
Party Whip?

Su ested Answer

No.

uestion 5

Do you believe that American nuclear weapons should continue
to be based  in  Britain?

Su- ested Answer

Yes.
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Question 6

Do you believe that the possession of nuclear weapons of any
kind by Britain is necessary for the defence of this country?

Su ested Answer

Yes.

Question 7

Do you believe that Britain should insist on the adoption by
NATO of a 'no first use' policy on nuclear weapons?

Su ested Answer

No, to do so would weaken deterrence. I support NATO's much
more comprehensive pledge never to be the first to use any
of its weapons, nuclear or conventional, in Europe, except
in response to attack.

Question 8

Will your election  address contain a statement  of your views
on the nuclear  weapons issue?

Su ested Answer

For candidates to decide, but a statement along the following
might be issued:

"Nuclear warfare would be horrific. We must do all
that we can to ensure that nuclear weapons are
never used. That is why our security policy is
based on the two planks of deterrence and balanced
disarmament by negotiation."

9

Question 9

Should Britain freeze the production, testing  and deployment of
nuclear  weapons  either unilaterally or by agreement with other
governments?

Su ested Answer

Not unilaterally; and in any negotiations for a general agree-
ment it would be vital to ensure Britain's interests were
safeguarded. Britain has possessed her own nuclear weapons
since the 1950s. They have successfully contributed to NATO's
strategy of deterrence and provided an ultimate guarantee of
our national security. I believe that, taking account of the
reality of today's world, we should continue to have an
independent deterrent of last resort.
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•

uestion 10

Should battlefield  nuclear weapons  be scrapped?

Su ested Answer

NATO is currently reviewing its holdings of these weapons with
a view to ensuring that their number is held at the minimum
consistent with effective deterrence. 1000 of these warheads
have been withdrawn by NATO since 1979.

uestion 11

Should the  next Government close down Britain's nuclear factories
and research establishments  (Aldermaston ,  Burghfield, etc)?

Su ested Answer

No.

uestion 12

Do you believe that civil defence preparations can do anything

significant to mitigate the effects of a nuclear attack on
this country?

Su ested Answer

Yes. But the central aim of the Government's policy is to
prevent nuclear war from ever breaking out by deterring any
potential aggressor.

uestion 1

Do you think there should be an overall cut in Britain's defence
expenditure?

Su ested Answer

40
No.

uestion 1

Should Britain remain a member of NATO?

Su ested Answer

Yes.

Conservative Research De artment
32 Smith Square

SW1
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LAW AND ORDER: CRIME

Question

"After all the promises in 1979 that the Conservative Government
would act to reduce crime, why have the crime figures continued to
rise? What are they going to do about it?" (or, "Why have they
failed?" Etc. etc.)

Suggested Answers

P,ising crime cannot be tackled overnight. The reasons behind
the increase are complex, and the solution to the problem has
involved several different approaches, centred upon the basic
principles of responsibility, crime prevention and the role of the
policeman on the beat, a more suitable range of sentences for the
offender, and rationalisation of police powers.

In May 1979, the numbers of policemen were well below establishment
levels; there was dissatisfaction over pay; and police tended to

• operate from panda cars. The Government tackled this by firstly
implementing in full the Edmund-Davies pay award (which the Labour
Party had held back) with a subsequent increase in recruitment,
and secondly ensuring that these extra policemen were so deployed
that men could be returned to the beat.

0

The Criminal Justice Act 1982 fullfilled a number of import an t
manifesto pledges. It granted courts stronger and more flexible
sentencing powers, and it made the payment of compensation to
victims a priority over payment of fines. It was recognised that
juvenile crime was a major problem; the Act made parents more
responsible for the offences of children under the age of 17, the
'short, sharp shock' regime was extended, and the variety of

sentences for young offenders available to the courts was increased.
The Act came into force during April/May 1982. Other measures
include an extension of the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme
and an  increase  in the number of detention centres to which young
hooligans can be sent to deprive them of their prime leisure time.

The Police and Criminal Evidence Bill, which a new Conservative
Government, would re-introduce, proposed to modernise, police powers
(t,v help them catch offenders more easily) and to establish a

statutory framework for consultation between the police and the
committees they serve. A more effective police force would be
balanced by better arrangements for crime prevention. In Scotland
new police powers to stop and search for offensive weapons were
introduce d  under the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 1980.

Printed and Published by Conservative Central Office,

32 Smith Square, London SW1
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There have been considerable moves in this direction. The
Government have recognised that crime prevention involves
more than simple police advice - it is important to create "an
environment hostile to the criminal". Areas focussed upon include
layout of housing estates, street lighting, home protection such
as window locks, education of children, and an emphasis upon the
responsibility of parents.

RACKGROTiND

1. Police numbers up from 111,493 to 120,946 - an increase of
9,453.

2. More police back on the  beat  -  for example , 1,550 in London,
650 in Manchester.

3. The Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme has been extended
to cover cases of violence within the family.

4. There are now nearly 120 attendance centres for young
offenders.

5. The 'Sus' law has been scrapped ,  and the Criminal Attempts
Act 1981 introduced to clarify the law dealing with attempts
to commit  an  offence.

6. Community Service Orders are now available for 16 year olds.

7. Residential  Care Orders  have  been produced.

Conservative Research Department 19.5.'83
32 Smith Square, London S . W. l .
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NATIONAL  INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS

•

0

Question Why has the Government increased National Insurance

Contributions so much?

Answer Because the numbers receiving the principle benefits have

risen.

The increase in the number of pensioners between 1978-79 and 1983-84

is expected to be 565,000. The pension will have risen, by the

next uprating in November, by slightly more than prices. The

total cost of the pension, is estimated to rise from £7.6bn in

1978-79 to £14.7bn in 1983-84.

The rise in the number of unemployed has also increased spending.

Expenditure on unemployment benefit is expected to rise from

£0.6bn in 1978-79 to £1.9bn in 1983-84.

Thus the National Insurance Fund has needed increases in contribu-

tions, to cover expenditure rising from £11.Obn in 1978-79 to

£20.8bn in 1983-84. [If the £11.Obn figure were merely indexed,
the

the total would have been only about £19bn.] Of/E9.8bn increase

in expenditure, £7.1bn (over 70%) is due to retirement pensions.

Conservative Research Department 19.5.83
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--------------------

Questionnaires to Parliamentary_Candidates

Guidance Note

I*

Candidates will have already received a number of questionnaires
on Animal Welfare from various organisations and bodies. The
following guidance note on how to answer these questionnaires is

based on the most important one from the General Election Co-
ordinating Committee for Animal Protection and therefore should
be used for all others that are received. The GECP, chaired by
Lord Houghton, contains representatives of all the major animal

welfare goups, including the RSPCA.

Question  1_Factory_Farming_and Transport

(a) a ban on the export_of live food animals for immediate
----------- --------------------------------

slaughter_1122 or further fattening.-.This to be_replaced_by_a
---- ----------------- ------
carcaseonly_trade.

Suqge-sted Answer

[he  transport and export of farm animals are now much more closely
controlled as a result of the revision in July 1981 of the Export
Animals Protection Order of 1964. Under the tougher regulations,
a consignment of farm animals cannot be exported without a licence
from the Ministry of Agriculture, and officials conduct both a
veterinery inspection and supervise the loading of each consignment

of live food animals. The Government at the same time, introduced
a code of practice for the care and feeding of farm animals in
approved export lairages. Also, two Codes of Practice have now
been issued concerning the conveyance of live poultry and the sea
transport of farm animals.

Since the last election all Cows and Ewes that have calved or
lambed within 48 hours are now banned from export. (June 1979 as
per Election Manifesto).

• The European Community under directives 77/489 and 81/389 also lays
clown provisions to protect the welfare of animals durinrl

international transport, including the requirr;ment for food and
water.

(b) reu1ations are reuired to ensure that all food  animals _are
slaughtered with  effective pre-slaughter stunning  andas near  to
---- ------------------- -----
the point-of_productionas possible.

S 222ested Answer

All food  animals except those used  by ethnic  minorities for
religion,  reasons , are  required under existing regulations to be

stunned  F,ffectively  before slaughter ,  unless ,

Printed and Published by Conservative Central Office,
32 Smith Square, London SWl
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GENERAL  ELECTION 1983 cont.

an  instan taneous method of slaughter is used.

Questions  of Poli c r: 138

As far as those  slaughte re d  under  re ligious procedu re s ,  the Government 's policy
was clearly stated by the Parliament Secretary at the Minist of A riculture,
Mrs Fenner as :

"Whenever Parliament has considered this question it has always taken the
view that, in the interests of religious toler an ce  an d because it conside re d
the evidence on suffering which may arise from diffe re nt slaughter methods
is inconclusive, certain religious slaughter methods should be permitted
subject to the avoid an ce of unnecessary suffering. I have no immediate plans
to seek amendments to relev an t legislations, but I shall be considering
carefully  an y  re commendations which the Farm Animal Welfare Council may make
following its curre nt  re view of the welfare of animals at the place of
slaughter." (Han sard, 20th December 1982, Col. 339).

It is in the interests of  farmers an d traders to minimise transport costs by
avoiding unnecessarily long journeys.

(c) the hasin out of the batte ca e in  a eriod  of five ears

Su ested  an swer

•

Intensive farming systems have enabled farmers to produce food for the  consumer
at reasonable prices. To  re turn to farming methods of the last century, such as
'fre e-r an ge', would put up the price of all eggs immediately  an d cost the
industry enormous sums in capital investment, let alone the collapse of man y
profitable enterprises. It has been estimated that to return to 'free-ran ge' egg
production,  an  area  equivalent to the size of Berkshire would be needed to satisfy
present consumer demand.

However, on the international front, the Government have argued for pro gress on a
Europe an  dire ctive governing minimum standards for laying hens in battery cages,
an d draft directive to increase cage sizes and maintain standards have alre ady
been published. It is essential that prog re ss is made in this area in unison with
the rest of the Community, not on our own.

(d)  an  end to the ractice of weanin i lets under 21 da s of a e and  of  re arin
them in ca es

Su ested answer

The practice of weaning piglets under 21 days of age is similar to mothers who
after initially b re ast-feeding their child to enable  immunities  to be passed or, in
the colostrum, use re-constituted milk in bottles for feeding purposes after a few
days.

However, it is debatable that the farmer can  mo re  quickly dry off their sows, thereby
enabling the breeding cycle to start again mo re  quickly than  when the piglets are,
left on the sow for a longer period. Paragraph 44 of the new  Pig  Code specifi cally
recommends against weaning at less than three weeks.

'The rearing of pigs has traditionally been indoors where fattening can be better
controlled ie the envi ro nment and rationing. To let them loose in  f elds, bf  ide:.s

Printed and Published by Conservative Central Office,
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the cost in lan d  an d fencing, would lenthen the fattening period there by
considerably incre asing food prices in the long term.

(e) a ban on the  use of tethers  an d estation stalls for sows

Su ested Answer

The industry  uses farrowing crates principally as  an  aid to the reduction of
piglet mortality. Dry sow  stalls allow the individual feeding  an d
management  of p re gn an t sows whilst p re venting  an y agg re ssion which may lead
to injury  an d abortion.  Tethers are  incorporated in some crates  an d stalls to
incre ase slightly the fre edom  of movement .  Paragraph 48 of the new Pig's Code
strongly recommends alternative  systems.

(f) a ban  on the use of veal crates with immediate effect

is  Su ested Answer

Under this Government capital gran ts are not paid on works which would conflict
with the  re qui re ments of the Cattle Code. The pre sent Code (December 1982),
by the Farm Animal Welfare Council (FAWC), includes a number of  re levan t
re qui re ments which have the effect of gre atly limiting, if not absolutely
discouraging, the production of veal in crates.

Question 2 - Ex eriments on livin  an imals

(a)  an  immediate ban  on the use of  an imals whe re an  alternative non- an imal
method exists

Su ested Answer

40

The Government White Paper (Cmnd 8883) 'Scientific Procedu re s on Living Animals'
sets out that all work will  re qui re  specific authorization,  an d procedu re s will
only be permissable if certain criteria are  satisfied. Included within this
is that a procedu re  involving  an an imal will only be-acceptable if no other
scientifically satisfactory method, not involving the use of an  an imal, is
re asonable  an d practically

Continued over .........
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available. In certain cases, this may not be possible. The Government has a duty
to safeguard the corrfirnani_ty from avoidable harm  an d to enable science to continue
to make  progress  in alleviating suffering and in saving life -  an d that duty
obliges the Government to permit the use of animals in research and testing where
no alternative is possible.

(b) basin out  of the LD-50 test  (Lethal Dose 5(Y%)  within 5 ears

Su ested answer

The Government are advised by the D.H.S.S. that they cannot aban don the LD-50 test
for the testing of medicines because it is obligatory on the UK as on all member
states of the European Corrmunity, to determine the  LD-50  value, where possible.
This commitment is laid down in European Community Directive 73/318. Other countries
outside the Community also  re qui re  it. The Home Office has taken steps to draw to
the attention of all licensees the recommendation that those who carry out the
LD-50 procedure should bear in mind that for evaluation purposes a deg re e of
precision which calls for a large number of animals is not always necessary,  an d that
whe re  practicable, a 'limit' test should be used in prefe re nce to an  ED-50.

it

(c) a ban on  ro cedures s ecificall desi ed to induce ain  an d distress
h siolo ical and s cholo icai)

Su ested answer

The White Paper 'Scientific Pro cedures on Living Animals' lays down that pro cedu re s
performed upon  an imals may only be performed for strictly defined purposes. If a
procedure falls within an accepted category of purpose, further cont ro ls apply to
pain and distress. Article 9 of the European Convention upon which the White Paper
is based pro vides that any pro cedure under which  an  animal may experience seve re
pain which is likely to endu re  may be permitted if it is specifically authorised and
is of exceptional importance for meeting the essential needs of man or animal. 't--his
is the minimum  re quirement; the White Paper stre sses that if  an an imal is at any
time found to be suffering seve re  pain that is likely to endure, it should at once be
painlessly killed. Mo re over, a new system of cont ro l would ensure that in no
pro cedu re  would the level of pain be permitted to exceed what is unavoidable to
achieve the intended  re sults. A total ban is not in the intere sts of either m an
or animal, for reasons mentioned in 2 (a).

(d) a ban on all  ro cedu re s concerned with cosmetics, tobacco and alcohol  re search

Su ested  an swer

The White Paper places pro cedu re s concerned with such research into a special category.
Licencing of such procedures would be referred to an Animal Procedures Committee and
ext re mely strict criteria would  ap ply befo re  approval could be given. r. total
ban would not be possible unless  I t was practicable  always  to use Pest.-, not

Involving anir,Ya1 s. . At present, this  is  not so; manufacturer, have a duty
to- ennsure-that , as far as possible, their products are safe for consumer use and
consequently  som  testing involving animals is inevitable.
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Question 3 - Bloods orts and Wildlife

Questions  of Polic -: 138

(a) a ban  on all huntinv and coursin with hounds

Su ested  an swer

This should not be a political issue but a matter for individual conscience.

0

0

(b) a ban on erformin  an imal acts

Su ested answer

The welfare of performing  an imals is provided for in the 1911 Act which protects
animals against cruelty or neglect. In addition the training and exhibition of
performing  an imals are subject to further safeguards under the Performing Animals
(Regulations) Act 1925, which established a system of registration of all trainers
an d exhibitors of performing  an imals. Under the 1925 Act officers of local
authorities  an d the police have power to enter  an d inspect at all reasonable times
pre mises where  an imals are being trained or exhibited,  an d in the event of it being
shown that the training or exhibition of  an y such  an imal is accomp an ied by cruelty, a
magistrates' court may prohibit or  re strict the training or exhibition,  an d suspend
or can cel the registration gran ted under the Act. The Government has no reason to
believe that these powers are inadequate to safeguard the welfa re  of performing
an imals in this country.

To ban  performing  an imal acts, given that the welfare of these  an imals is rigorously
protected, would unnecessarily end the enjoyment that traditional entertainment,
such as circuses, gives to man y - especially children.

(c) a ban  on all snares

Su ested  an swer

The law on the use of snares prohibits their use except under licence, against a
variety of  an imals such as birds, deer, badgers  an d others,  an d the use of self-
locking snare s against  an y  an imal is totally prohibited, except under licence.
In addition, the law requires that  an y snares set in position muct be inspected at
least once a day.

A total ban  on snare s is not practicable for a number of reasons. Snare s are, for
instan ce, needed whe re  other methods of pest control are ineffective or impracticable.
In these circumst an ces they may, in fact, prove to be more hum an e than  those other
methods. And if snares we re  to be banned, this would undoubtedly encourage the
illegal use of dan gero us alternatives such as toxic chemicals or spring traps.

(d) a ban  on the  im _)o rtation of all seal  an d whale roducts

Su ested answer

(i) Goals: The Government responded swiftly in conjunction with other member c tcte .
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especially dogs, in areas such as public parks,  an d the potential thre at of
disease to child re n that this entails. A scheme of dog wardens might well be
valuable in large cities whe re  facilities for exercising dogs are  limited. Any
scheme of this nature would have to be run locally.

(c) a ban on the sale of et animals in stre et markets

Su ested answer

The Pet Animals Act 1951  has been amended  re cently to ban sales  of pet animals in
street markets.

(d)  re  lations are  re  ui re d to ensure that horses vies  an d other e ine are
pro vided with ade ate food  and water  and have ade uate stablin or shelter
durin inclement weather

Su ested answer

i) The Protection of Animals Act 1911 covers the treatment of  an imals and their
protection against cruelty and neglect. Any person may initiate proceedings
under the Act whe re  there  is  an y  re ason to believe that unnecessary suffering
is being or has been caused.

ii) It is not in the intere sts of  any horse  owner to  neglect to provide such
facilities for their  an imals .  Neglect would lead  to deteriorating condition
in the  an imal,  an d consequent  decline in value.

Conservative  Research Department
32, Smith Square, LONDON SW1

19.5.83
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Private Sector and the BSC

Question of Polic : 65

Question:

Why has the Government supported the British Steel Corporation
at the expense of the Private Sector?

Su ested Answer:

This is not true. Certainly the Government has supported British
Steel in order to help it rationalise at a time of massive
world over-capacity. In fact, British Steel has rationalised
its activities to a greater extent probably than any other
enterprise in the country.

But although there has been a substantial reduction in
employment in the steel industry, the fall in employment
in the private  sector has been less than in BSC. The
private sector has kept broadly the same market share
that it had in 1979.

At the same time, the Government has helped existing private
sector steel companies to rationalise also and to consolidate
for the future. The Government has therefore allocated
£50 million for the private sector to support rationalisation
proposals from individual private companies. Of this
£50 million, over £31 million has already been given or
earmarked for specific projects. Other proposals are
under active consideration. This is helping to bring
about a healthier steel industry with a future.

Steel production in the first three months of 1983 was
up 38% compared with the previous three months.

40
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Question - Ro al Colle e of Nursin

The deferment of the o erative date of the 1982 a award is

affectin the ensions of staff who  re tired last ear.

What are the Conservatives oin to do about it?

0

Su ested  an swer

The deplorable industrial action called by Trade Unions in the Health Service
in 1982 disrupted pay negotiations for all employees. But the RCN itself was
unwilling to conclude agreement. It rejected the initial Government offers on
pay after consulting its members thro ugh a ballot.

For these  re asons it was not possible to conclude a settlement on pay by April 1982,
the normal settlement date. The eventual settlement  agreed  was for  an  average
of 12.3 per cent payable fro m 23 August 1982. This settlement date was agreed
by the Whitley Council after negotiation involving the RCN within the financial
framework set for them. It is not for the Government to seek to undo a fre ely
negotiated agre ement of whose implications the parties  were  aware.

Conservative  Research Department 19 May 1983
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FIREMENS' PENSIONS

Question

"What is the Conservative Party's policy on Firemen's pensions?"

Su ested Answer

Firemen's pensions will remain fully index-linked. It is right,
however, that the contributions that firemen make to their
pension scheme should be more broadly in line with other public
services such as the policy force, and with the armed services,
which all operate early retirement.

Background

1. On 20th  April 1983, the Home Secretary announced that the
Firemen's pension contribution rate will rise from  6Y4%  to
84% from 1st May 1983, and then to 104% from 1st November
1983.

40

2. The 6%% rate had applied since 1972,since when the value of
the pension scheme in relation to pay had increased by over
60%.

3. Policemen's pension contributions were increased by 4% last
year to 11%.

4. 104% contributions represents 28.3% of the cost of the pension
scheme, which is less than the third which public servants
generally pay.

5. The Fire Brigades Union recommended industrial action against,
the proposed increases, and convened a delegates' conference
on 26th April to ratify a strike campaign; at the conference,
a substantial majority voted against taking industrial action.

6. The evaluation of pension schemes is undertaken by the
Government Actuary. He considered that an increase from 634°
to 11% would be fully justified; the Home Office, taking
into account the relationship between the armed services,
police and fire service schemes, felt that 104 was more
appropriate. The Local Authority Associations, representing
local authorities who employ firemen, accepted that an increase-
of 4% was justified.

Conservative Research Department 20.5.83
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PRIVATISATION OF ROYAL

ORDNANCE FACTORIES

0

0

Question

What is the Government's policy towards the Royal Ordnance
Factories?

Suggested Answer

The Government decided last year that the Royal Ordnance
Factories (ROFs) should operate in a more commercial environ-
ment under the Companies Act. This will require legislation
and it is the Government's intention to introduce this when
the Parliamentary timetable allows. Initiri ll, Government
ownership will continue but with the intention in due course
of involving private capital directly - either through sale
to the private sector, joint venture or flotation of shares.
The Government believes that these arrangements will enable
the Royal Ordnance Factories to function more canpetitively.
Provided that the ROFs continue to provide excellent products,
they can look forward to a prosperous future.

Background Note

The Royal Ordnance Factories employed  19,700  employees in l' 7
The latest forecast of the value of salt;:; by the 11 factorit
in 1982-83 is  11448 million, of which £192 million was for sale
abroad. The latter figure represents  8%  of UK defence sa:e:

Conservative Research Department 20.5.83
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NEW HEALTH SERVICE CHARGES?

Question

Will a Conservative Government impose new health service
charges?

Su ested Re 1

We have no intention of introducing  an y system of charges
for visits to the doctor or treatment in hospital.

We have no immediate or developed proposals for  an y further
charges and any changes in the present system will only be
considered if they result in a fairer contribution to rising
spending on health services from those that can afford it.

Background: International Practice

1 In  France the Socialist Government has introduced 20 Fran cs
per day subsistence charge for hospital inpatients (exemptions in
maternity, industrial injury, war veteran cases). There is a
scheme of assistance for the poor.

2 In Germany an inpatient contribution of 5 D•Marks per day is
payable for hospital treatment (except for maternity and childrens'
cases) for up to 14 days per year.

Conservative  Research Department  21.5.83
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THE EEC AND FOOD PRICES

i

Question

What effect has, the Common Agricultural  Policy  had on food prices

in Britain?

Suggested Answer

The rise in food prices cannot be attributed mainly to the effects

,,f the Common Agricultural Policy. Inflation, stemming mainly

from the rise in oil prices and the Labour Government's policies,

caused prices to double in the period 1974-9.

'Food prices have risen by about 110 per cent  (since 197 4)
10 per cent of which is entirely due to CAP prices.'

John Silkin ,  then Minister of Agriculture ,  Hansard ,  3rd April

1979,  C01.1166).

A third of the food we consume is imported because we cannot grow

or produce it in our climate. Therefore we cannot influence the

price of these products: in 1975 the world shortage of sugar led

to record prices. Many of the largest price increases affected

commodities not covered by the CAP. Weather conditions also pay

a large part in determining food prices.

Conservative Record
-------------------

Under this Government, food prices have gone up less than the rise

in the Retail Price Index (RP8 thereby helping to reduce inflation.

Food is the largest item in consumer expenditure at approximately

20°/0.

Food prices increase since May 1979 35.0% (March figures)

BPI over the same period  51.0%  (March figures)

S The increase between April  1982 andApril1983-wa s only 0.7/6,  the

lowest - since 1964 and equivalent to the rise in food prices in
-------------------------------------------------------------
approximately _ ever/-ten days -during  the last Labour Government,

If the percentage attributable to the CAP under Labour still Folds

good today, the CAP would have only put up prices since the last

election by  3.2%.

Conservative Research Department 21.5.83
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"The NHS ......  is more in danger ,  more in fear  for its very
existence  than ever before . Our fears  lie in two directions.
On the one  hand, the entire Service -  some lm employees,
2,500 hospitals and 400,000 beds - faces a very severe cut
back in its expenditure allocation , so severe  that it has now
spread  beyond the mere elimination of the unnecessary but
desirable to the closing of wards and hospitals and reduction
in outpatient facilities and patients' access to care."

(Blackpool 29th September 1976)

2 Labour's Secretary of State for Social  Services,
Mr David Ennals, replied  to charges  saying that local  closures-
meant  national  spending  cuts by saying:

"Do not believe  those who try and suggest that closures are
evidence that the Government is starving the health service of
funds .  The reverse is in fact the case."

(Press Release , 24th January 1978)
S

3 Spending on the NHS in GB has been raised from £7j billion
in 1978-9 to an estimated £15j billion in 1983-4.

4 The Conservative Government has in train a £1100 million
capital spending programme for the building of new hospitals.
Under this programme 140, major new hospital capital schemes are
being designed or constructed.

5 Estimated figures for 1982/3 are that the cost of rescri tioriS
dispensed in England was £1,262 million. Only £106 million a out
8 per cent of this) was recovered through prescription charges and
season tickets.

6 Dental charges in  1982/3 raised €141 million, around 28 per
cent of the total cost of dental services (£536 million)

7 Optical charges in 1982/3 raised £41 million,  27.2 per cent
of the cost excluding arrears payments to opticians. Estimates.
figures for 1983/4 are £51 million (30.4 per cent of the cost..)

Labour Polic

8 Labour are pledged in "New Hope for Britain" to "phase out
health charges" - something no Labour Government has ev^r done
despite pledges in the past.

Conservative Research Department 21.5.83
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0

NHS CHARGES FOR OVERSEAS VISITORS

Question

Why has the Government imposed NHS charges for overseas
visitors?

Su ested Re 1

We believe it is reasonable to impose a charge for the use of the
NHS on most visitors from countries which charge British people on
visits there.

Background

1 The Government has introduced a scheme to charge overseas
visitors for hospital treatment in this country if the visitors
come from countries who charge British people when they need treatment
on visits there. We do not charge anyone from a country which gives
free treatment to our citizens.

2 No charges are made for. emergency out-patient treatment or for
infectious diseases. Anyone coming here for a reasonable length of
time, including students enrolled on courses which will last for more
than six months, is exempt.

3 Most of the people who will be charged will be tourists and
businessmen from countries such as the USA, Australia and the Arab
states. We expect them to insure for health costs when they are here
as British visitors have to do when they go there. The level of
charges is equivalent to that levied on British private patients
in NHS hospitals. The money raised is a small addition to the
finances of our NHS.

4 The extra administrative cost is trivial as most patients are
merely asked one additional question amongst all the other questions
about  name , address , age and so  on that all patients have always been
asked on admission to hospital.

5 Relatives and friends of patients can never be liable for
charges.

6  The old system in the NHS was haphazard and varied from
hospital to hospital. There was some evidence that hospitals tended
to charge patients with foreign names and accents and there was
some suspicion of racial bias in its effect .  The Government
removed that suspicion by insisting that the same simple questions
should be asked .Af all patients. Our instructions expressly tell staff
not to ask for passports from patients except in the case of an EEC
national who has only to prove citizenship to claim exemption.

7 Various groups such as one called  "No Pass Laws for Health"
have issued inaccurate leaflets on the scheme trying to claim that
the new system discriminates against immigrants .  In fact ,  the new
system eliminates the slight risk of racial bias that the old
system carried.

Conservative Research Department 21.5.83
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ILcAJIIC VOLUNTARY AIDED SCHOOLS
--------------------------------

Question

What is the onservtive Party policy towards the establishment

of Islamic voluntary-aided schools?

Suggested Answer

We have consistently sought to promote variety in education; and we

have always regarded the voluntary aided system as one of the most

irrapcrtant means of achieving such variety.  We  will continue to defend

this principle in the face of the sustained campaign by the Labour

Party to overthrow it. We see no reason whatever why Islamic voluntary

aided schools should not be set up alongside those run by other

relicions, though  w e would wish to ensure that those schools, like

other voluntary-aided institutions, follow the established English

curriculums using English as the medium of teaching.

Our viewnn  havr_- been clearly set out by Dr Boyson who has said:

'This Government continues to support the voluntary

schools, be they Catholic, Church of England, Jewish or any

other relie,ious denomination. As long as these voluntary

schools provide a high standard of education, which they do,

and as long as the parents wish to send their children to

them, as they do, then we shall see to it that the voluntary

schools continue and prosper, in spite of opposition to them

from political quarters' (London, 21st May 1982).

Conservative Ren.earcch Department  3D.5.00,
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AGRICULTURE

Sales of Butter to Russia

Question

Why does the European Community sell Butter to Russia at
subsidised prices?

Su ested Answer

1 Conservatives are opposed  to the export  of subsidised
butter to  Russia.

2 However, the decision to accept tenders for export butter
is in the hands of a Management Committee  -  composed of
national representatives  -  on a majority voting system.
And it is impossible to control the final destination
of butter sold by tender .  Moreover, since most butter
traded on the international market is subject to long-
term supply contracts, Russia is often the only buyer of
surplus EEC butter .  The United States is now producing
surpluses in the dairy sector, and this means that EEC
butter sales are being conducted in a buyer's market.

•

3 The  cheapest way for the taxpayer of disposing of a
particular quantity of surplus butter is to sell it.
Large quantities are sold at subsidised prices to the
armed forces , charitable  organisations, schools and
colleges ,  hospitals ,  and to the food .  industry. A
general subsidy of about 14p a pound operates on all
butter  sales in Denmark ,  Ireland ,  Luxembourg ,  and the
United Kingdom. It is, however, approximately 6 times
more expensive to subside its sale inside the EEC than
to sell it on the world market.

4 Conservatives have consistently pressed for Community
consumers to be given priority in the disposal of surplus
butter, and have sought to restrict sales to Russia to
an absolute minimum.
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AGRICULTURE - FARM TENANCIES

Question

159

Will a Conservative Government legislate to change the Agricultural
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, that provides for the succession
of tenants?

Su ested Answer

Yes, we shall legislate along the lines of the agreement between

the National Farmers' Union and the Country Landowners' Association
at an early opportunity.

•  Background

1 Labour brought: in the Agricultural (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1976, which introduced tenancy succession for farm tenants for
three generations. As a result, landlords have been reluctant to
re-let farms for fear of not being able to regain the freehold
for a very large number of years. In preference, they have tended
to take the land in hand and managed the farm themselves. This
together with higher taxation led to a shortage of tenancies for
for young and enterprising farmers with limited capital to enter
farming.

2 In 1981 the NFU and the CLA came to an agreement after long and
difficult negotiations that would basically introduce one-life
tenancies and at the same time change the criteria on which farm
rents are assessed with more emphasis, for example, being put on
the earning capacity of land.

3 These proposals  will encourage landlords to re-let farm.; rather
than taking them in hand. This highly desirable development,
has also been assisted by the measures taken by this government,
to reduce the burden of taxation on landlords and farmers. We
have  introduced Capital Tax relief of 30% and increased the relief
on gains of up to £100,00 made on the disposal of a farm on
retirement.

Conservative Research Department 20.5.83
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AGRICULTURE - THE PIG INDUSTRY

Question: What has the Government done to hel the i indust ?

Su ested  an swer

1. Present Situation

Undoubtedly, the cause of the crisis is over pro duction,  re sulting from good
prices at the beginning of 1982. Pig farmers can  expan d rapidly because of the
short gestation  an d fattening period compa re d with their main meat producing
competitors in beef  an d lamb. Also, a major problem is the  re lativity of
cereal  an d  livestock prices.

Lastly, it is essential that  an y measu re  to help Pig producers must not upset
the competitiveness within the meat sector.

2. Measures taken b the Government

•

The Government has acted quickly  an d decisively on the  re commendations put to
them by the Industry  an d National Farmers' Union.

(a) Cereal Prices
The EEC price will, for the second year in succession, give a bigger incre ase
in support prices to livestock pro ducers than  to ce re al producers (3.8 per
cent to 3 per cent).

(b) Private Stora e
A new private storage aid scheme was  intro duced from  I  February 1983 for
fresh pigmeat with rates of aid the same as for last year but with contract
storage periods of 4, 5, 6,  an d 7 months.

The uptake in the UK of these facilities offe re d in  re cent years has never been
mo re  than  2 per cent even though the UK pig herd repre sents about 10 per cent
of the Cormiun ity herd. However, in the last few months, the uptake has gone up
to 6 per cent.
(c) E ort refunds

Following pressu re  from the United Kingdom Government, the European
Commission inc re ased the export  re fund on - live pigs

- pigmeat carcases and cuts
to all destinations on 18 April 1983.
On carcases and main cuts, the changes represented an increase of 60 per cent.
It is hoped that these increases will encourage further exports to third
countries, as it is estimated to be worth about £90 a tonne.

(d) Veterin ins ection costs
"I have also decided to  re lieve the meat industry of the cost cf veterinary
inspections in those pl an ts which are eligible to produce meat for export,
by meeting these from public funds with off setting savings in other are as
of Government expenditu re ."
(Peter Walker, Han sard, 21 April 1983, Col 401) P. T Q
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(e) Incor oration Scheme
This scheme was agreed at the  re cent Price Fixing on 17 May 1983. The
industry will benefit " . . from a decision of the Community to make
available 2-3 million tonnes of cere als in a way particularly designed
to assist in lowering feed costs of the pig and poultry industries.".
(Peter Walker, London, 17 May 1983)
It is essential that this scheme does not put in jeopardy the balance
that exists between the various meat sectors of the industry ie Beef  an d
Sheepmeat versus pigs and poultry.

Conservative Research Department 18 May 1983
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AGRICULTURE - EEC Price Review

Guidance Note

1. General

Questions of Polic : 161

Ag re ement was  re ached on 17 May 1983 in the Council of Agricultural Ministers
on the agricultural support prices appertaining to the marketing year 1983-84,
on changes in Green currencies used in intra-community trade and other
re lated matters. The marketing years of most pro ducts start on 1 April each
year  and there fore  old prices have been used to carry over the regimes till
that date.

The delay in the agreement was caused by disag re ement between Germany  an d
France on changes in Green currencies and demands from Italy for special
financial aid in view of their high rate of inflation.

The agre ement  is virtually the same as that proposed by the Europe an  Commission
at the beginning of the year  and which Britain alone supported from the start.
It is therefo re  a success for commonsense in view of the budgetary problems
that would be caused by gre ater incre ases being agre ed in Common Agricultural
Policy Expenditure,  an d for Peter Walker, Minister of Agricultu re  who has been
pre ssing for  re straint since the last election.

2. The reement

(a)

(b)

•

ricultural Su ort Prices

Average support prices ie target, intervention etc will incre ase by 4.2%
over the coming 12 months. Livestock price incre ases will on the whole
be higher than  crop, in particular cere als prices. The average incre ase in
prices is half that appertaining to cur re nt average EEC inflation.

S.ecial measures of im ort an ce to the UK

(i) Butter Subsid . The special UK butter subsidy is to be incre ased by
1.7p per lb from 12.6p to 14.3p per lb. The Butter Subsidy has been
increased by the Conservative Government since the last election by 163%.
The inc re ase will nulify the incre ase agre ed in the price of butter  an d is
worth £84 million in a full year.
(ii) School Milk Subsid . This will  now  be worth 12.4p per pint giving
the industry approximately £16 million over a full year totally finan ced
by the community.
(iii)  Pigs.  Assur an ces have been given of speedy improvements in the
Private Stora e Pa ents  an d a s ecial ran t has been agreed for mo re  than
£6.2 million to be used to improve the Pig Processing Industry. The Industry
will also benefit from the decision of the Council to make available 2 to 3
million tonnes of cere als in a way particularly designed to assist in
lowering feed costs.
(iv) Poultry. The incorporation scheme outlined above includes aid to
the British Poultry sector in order to lower feed cost:;.
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(v) Beef  an d Shee meat schemes. These will continue as at pre sent.

3. Food Prices are  influenced by a wide variety of diffe re nt factors, including
the weather. They will only rise  slightly-as  a  re sult of this EEC  re view
(probably by less than  one halfpenny in the pound). Total food subsidies
to the UK now come to about £300 million per annum.

Summary

This must be the first time for man y years when there  has been no
incre ase in the overall level of common prices as compared with the
original Commission pro posals  an d whe re  the cost of the final package
has not been allowed to incre ase. This is very much due to the
insist an ce of the British Government.

At the end of four years of negotiations, the Conservative Government
can  claim that the proportion of the Common Agricultural Policy benefiting
British agricultu re  has mo re  than  doubled and the incre ase in the price
of food over this past year to the British housewife is the lowest for
twenty years."

(Peter Walker, London, 17 May 1983)

Conservative Research Department 18 May 1983
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IMPORTATION OF UHT MILK

•

Question

Will a Conservative Government allow in Ultra Heat Treated
Milk (UHT) from the Continent and will it affect the traditional
door step delivery of milk?

Su ested Answer

The protection of public health and hygiene is our overriding
concern. Until we are satisfied that UHT conforms to our
long-standing regulations, it will not be allowed into the
United Kingdom. When UHT meets our standards, it will be allowed
in in accordance with Community Law.

It is unlikely that our doorstep delivery system will disappear
for a number of reasons:

a) British  consumers  prefer the whole milk that we have
traditionally drunk: at the moment about 1% of the
liquid market is supplied by UHT milk.

b) The cost of transporting UHT from the continent will mean
that it will  have to be sold at a price not very different
from the price of our own milk.

The differential in any case is very small (France l9.lp
per pint, Netherlands 19.9p per pint, Denmark 20.5p per
pint, United Kingdom 21p per pint).

s
c) The convenience of doorstep delivery to the housewife.

Background

The issue of UHT milk and cream imports arose in 1977
when John Silkin, the then Minister of Agriculture allowed
in UHT cream. Since, then, the Commission and France in
particular, has been pressing for the UK to amend its law
free trade in UHT milk.

2 In 1982, Britain was taken to the Euro can Court under
Article 30 of the Treaty of  Rome  for making imports
subject to measures equivalent to quantitive restriction.
In fact, the main reason that there are no imports is
that all dairies have to be licensed by their local
authority for health  reasons.

e. T.O.
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The Judgement of the Court was delivered on the 8th
February 1983, and was mainly against our existing laws.
Peter Walker, Minister of Agriculture immediately issued
a ban on all imports in the interests of consumer health
and to allow the Government time to make changes in our
present legislation after careful consultation with
the COmmission in Brussels.

On 10th May 1983, the Im ortation of Milk Act 1 8 was
debated in the House of Commons and received its Royal Assent
before the dissolution of Parliament on the 13th May.
The Act is an enabling Act which gives powers to spell
out through regulations, details of a control system and
to amend existing legislation as to dealers' licences so
that it does not produce results contrary to the Treaty
of Rome.

The possibilities for the control of imports are as follows.

- the laying.  down  of objective conditions as to the quality
of milk BEFORE treatment and the method of treating
and packing UHT MIlk.

- requesting importers to produce certificates issued by
their competent domestic authorities.

The French would find both these requirements difficult to comply
with.

•

Conservative Research Department 20.5.83
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GLUE SNIFFING

Question: What is the Gove rn ment's Polic on Glue Sniffin ?

Su ested answer

The Government sha re s a widely held conce rn  on the growing practice of solvent
abuse in the United Kingdom. After very care ful consideration of the many ideas
urged upon the Government as to the best me an s of combating the abuse, the
Government  re mains of the view that the primary  re sponse to the problem should
re main one of education  an d persuasion. However although the Government is not

• convinced that legislation is the  an swer, it has  re cently consulted a wide variety of
organizations, voluntary bodies, manufacturers and retailers with a view of
seeing what further steps can  be usefully taken

Background

1. Solvent abuse, although commonly called 'glue sniffing' is not a problem confined
to glues. The re  are a number of solvent-based products many of them in everyday
household use, which are used to achieve intoxication or hallucinations.

2. The practice of solvent misuse has been known in North America for some time but
over the last four or five years has been experienced in different parts of the UK.
It. is  mainly confined to those between 9  an d 16  an d the over-whelming majority
of those who indulge in fact do so very spasmodically.

3. Action alre ady taken by the Government:
1) DHSS co-sponso re d a symposium in November 1981 at Guy's Hospital in

. London which was organ ized by the National Poisons Information Services
an d attended by doctors, care professionals, man ufactu re rs  an d Government
re pre sentatives. Papers from the symposium have been published in the
journ al 'Human Toxicology' in July 1982.

2) A training film is being pre pared for professionals  an d possibly parent-
teacher groups. The film will be available with discussion notes in 1983

3) The Parliamentary Under Sec re tary of State for Health  an d Social Security
in April 1982 (Mr Geoff re y Finsberg) has given a commitment in principle
to sponsor a book for professionals  an d to possibly fund studies into the
problem. He also initiated the consultation of  re tailers  an d voluntary bodies.

4) The Solvent Abuse Scotl an d Act 1983 has just been given the Royal Assent. As
the title suggests this Act is  re stricted to Scotl an d. The Act was strongly
supported by the Government .. The Act will amend the Social
Work (Scotlan d) Act 1968 to add solvent abuse to the conditions indicating
the need for a compulsory care order.

Conservative Research Department 20 May 1983
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